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Chapter 1 

In trod uctio11 

During the past decades it has become evident that both the Earth's atmosphere and its oceans 
contain a wealth of horizontal structures on a range of spatial scales. The most intriguing ones 
are the large-scale vortices, like the Gulf Stream rings and the Agulhas rings (of 10 to 100 km in 
diameter) shed from meandering or retroflecting ocean currents. Some of the oceanic vortices 
have life times of several years and may travel over distances of thousands of kilometers under 
the influence of the Earth's rotation. In view of these properties, oceanic vortices are believed 
to play a significant role in the transport of heat, mass as well as chemical components. In the 
atmosphere, the high and low pressure regions that govern to a large extent our weather, are in 
fact huge vortices that are advected by the zonal flow. Also, some of the planetary atmospheres 
show the occurrence of coherent, long-lived vortex structures; improved observation techniques 
from spacecraft have yielded important information al>out the behaviour of planetary vortices, 
such as Jupiter's Great Red Spot (and various other oval 'spots') and the Great Dark Spot of 
the planet Neptune. 

A common feature of these coherent vortices is that in good approximation their flow field 
is two-dimensional. In contrast to three-dimensional flows, such flows have the characteristic 
property that energy is transported from small to large scales (see Kraichnan, 1967; Batchelor, 
1969), an aspect that is known as the 'inverse energy cascade'. This 'inverse energy cascade' 
results in the 'self-organization' of initially chaotic flows into large, slowly dissipating vor
tex structures (see e.g. Hasegawa, 1980). Due to their abundant emergence and subsequent 
persistence, coherent vortices dominate to a large extent the flow evolution. In view of these 
properties, coherent structures and the dynamics of two-dimensional flows are also of relevance 
in plasma physics and astrophysics. 

In geophysical situations, two-dimensionality is on sufficiently large scales caused by the 
Earth's background rotation and partially by the geometry of the flow domain (the atmosphere 
and the oceans are in fact thin shells covering the surface of our spherical planet). As in other 
rotating systems, the action of the Coriolis force tends to inhibit variations of the flow in the 
axial (vertical) direction (see Greenspan, 1968; Pedlosky, 1979). In addition, stratification can 
promote two-dimensionality of flows on small as well as on large scales. The effect of a stable 
stratification on three-dimensional flows is that vertical fluid displacements are suppressed by 
the buoyancy force while horizontal motions are unaffected. This results, after a gravitational 
collapse of vertically mixed fluid, in a horizontal vortex motion that is confined to a region 
with a characteristic pancake-like shape (see Lin & Pao, 1979). The density stratification of 
the oceans is due to vertical gradients in both salinity and temperature; on the larger scales 
the atmosphere is thermally stratified as is particularly the case at high levels, such as in the 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of different types of coherent vortex structures: (a) 
monopolar vortex; (b) dipolar vortex; (c) tripolar vortex and (d) triangular vortex structure. 

stratosphere, that deserves its name after its stable stratification. 
Quasi two-dimensional flows can be easily generated in the laboratory. A stably stratified 

fluid can be created, for instance, by introducing a homogeneous layer of fluid underneath 
a layer of fluid with a lower density. As well, quasi two-dimensional flows can be generated 
in a fluid that is brought in rigid-body rotation. In such fluids, a random motion results 
after self-organization processes in the formation of large coherent structures, a fact that has 
been used by many investigators to study the dynamics of two-dimensional flows and coherent 
structures experimentally. 

The most common vortex types are the monopolar vortex which has usually a circular or 
elliptical shape, and the dipolar vortex that consists of two closely packed counter-rotating 
vortices. In addition, numerical and experimental studies have revealed the existence of higher 
mode vortices such as, for instance, the tripolar vortex (consisting of an elliptical-shaped core 
and two satellites). The monopolar and the tripolar vortex contain net angular momentum, as 
evident from the rotational motion of the structure as a whole; in absence of any back-ground 
advective flow field or ,8-effect (due to the planet's spherical shape), these vortices are fixed in 
space. In contrast, the dipolar vortex possesses a self-propelling mechanism associated with its 
particular vorticity distribution and contains net linear momentum. A sketch of the different 
types of coherent vortices that are studied in this thesis is shown in figure 1.1. 

Along with a large number of theoretical and numerical studies on the dynamics of quasi 
two-dimensional vortices (including stability, decay, interaction properties, effects of back
ground flow or vorticity gradients), laboratory experiments have been performed on vor
tices, as mentioned in rotating fluids and stratified fluids, and, additionally, also in magneto
hydrodynamic flows and in soap films. 
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In rotating-fluid experiments, the stability and interaction of baroclinic two-layer monopo
lar vortices was investigated by Gri:ffiths & Linden (1981) and by Gri:ffiths & Hopfinger 
(1986, 1987). The structure of a dipolar barotropic vortex in a rotating fluid was studied 
both analytically and experimentally by Flierl, Stern & Whitehead (1983); in their experi
ments an asymmetric dipole was generated by a pulsed injection of fluid in a rotating system. 
The instability properties of barotropic monopolar vortices in a rotating fluid were examined 
experimentally by Kloosterziel & van Heijst (1991), and the same authors also made a the
oretical/experimental study of the decay of such stable vortices (Kloosterziel & van Heijst, 
1992). Unstable monopolar vortices may under certain conditions lead to the formation of 
stable tripolar vortices, as was observed by van Heijst & Kloosterziel (1989) and van Heijst, 
Kloosterziel & Williams (1991). The dynamics, stability and decay of barotropic vortices is 
also described in detail in Kloosterziel's thesis (1990). Recently, the formation of triangular 
vortices as an end-product of unstable monopolar vortices has been reported in a study by 
Carnevale & Kloosterziel (1994). These triangular vortices consist of a triangular core vortex 
with satellite vortices of oppositely-signed circulation at its three sides (see figure 1.1). For 
a review on the theoretical and experimental work on barotropic and baroclinic vortices in a 
rotating fluid, the reader is referred to the recent paper by Hopfinger & van Heijst (1993). 

The formation of dipolar vortex structures, and some of their dynamical properties, in a 
stratified fluid system have been investigated also in previous studies by van Heijst & Flor 
(1989a,b) and independently by Voropayev & Filippov (1985) and Voropayev, Afanasyev & 
Filippov (1991). In these experiments, the dipoles were created by horizontal injection of 
fluid, i.e. by introduction of some amount of horizontal momentum. Also Caperan & Ver
ron (1988) have performed experiments on vortices in a stratified fluid, in particular on the 
merging of like-signed monopoles and the interaction of oppositely-signed monopoles leading 
to the formation of a dipolar vortex. In addition, the collapse of an isolated turbulent region 
in a linearly stratified fluid, and some aspects of the dipole formation have been investigated 
by Fernando, van Heijst & Fonseka {1993). 

Nguyen Due & Sommeria (1988) have carried out experiments on dipolar vortices in a thin 
layer of mercury subjected to a uniform magnetic field, and these vortices were found to have 
the same global characteristics as their counterparts observed in rotating or stratified fluids. 
As mentioned earlier, the two-dimensionality of the flow geometry can also lead to the for
mation of two-dimensional vortex structures. This was nicely demonstrated by the soap-film 
experiments of Couder & Basdevant (1986) in which dipolar vortices were observed in the 
wake of a thin cylinder that was towed through the film. 

Initially motivated by their relevance to geophysical flows, in this thesis the dynamics of 
different types of coherent vortices in non-rotating stratified fluids are described mainly on the 
basis of experimental results. Strictly, the geophysical application of this research on vortices 
is limited to flows in a stratified environment for which the effect of the Earth's rotation is 
small (i.e. for flows with a large Rossby number). Nevertheless, the understanding of the 
behaviour of vortical flow structures in stratified fluids also adds to the conception of the 
dynamics of baroclinic vortices in rotating stratified fluids and, eventually, real geophysical 
flows. 

During the project it appeared that the formation and evolution of coherent vortices in 
stratified fluids has a variety of interesting aspects that are all worth being investigated further. 
For instance, the transition from three-dimensional to two-dimensional turbulence and the in
ternal wave generation, vertical mixing properties, wave-vortex interactions, double diffusion 
etc. all in some way deal with the vortex formation and evolution. 
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Although some of these subjects have been investigated in the course of the project (see 
e.g. Appendix A), the emphasis lies on the characterization and dynamics of coherent vortex 
structures that emerge in a stratified fluid, as well as the self-organization processes that lead 
to their formation. Because most often dipolar vortices were observed to arise (due to the fact 
that many perturbations contain net linear momentum), most attention has been paid to dipo
lar structures. The observed structures are compared with analytical two-dimensional vortex 
models. With respect to organization properties of two-dimensional flows, theoretical studies 
have led to characterizations of the ultimate organized state in terms of minimum enstrophy 
or maximum entropy. In certain circumstances, the theoretical predictions are compared with 
the vortices that are found to emerge in stratified flows (see chapter 2 and chapter 6). 

Throughout the project the experimental arrangement consisted of a stratified fluid in 
which vortical flows could be generated. Qualitative information was obtained from flow vi
sualizations, while quantitative information about the horizontal flow field was obtained by 
tracking passive tracer particles by use of digital image analysis. By this method the spatial 
distribution of the velocity 11, the vorticity w and the stream function '1jJ were determined in 
the planar flow field of interest, thus enabling to characterize quasi-steady flow structures in 
an w, '1/J-scatter plot. The experimental techniques are described in detail in chapter 2 (sections 
2.2 and 2.5). 

Some of the chapters of this thesis report on work that was carried out in collaboration 
with other scientists and they were previously written in the form of submitted papers. As a 
consequence, it was unavoidable that some overlap occurs between some of the chapters. The 
organization of this thesis is summarized below. 

Chapter 2 describes experiments on dipolar vortex structures in a. linearly stratified fluid. 
The dipoles were generated by a pulsed horizontal injection of a small volume of fluid, by which 
a localized three-dimensionally turbulent flow region was created. After the subsequent grav
itational collapse the flow became approximately two-dimensional, and, eventually, a single 
vortex dipole emerged as the result of the self-organizing properties of these flows. The result
ing quasi-steady planar vortical flows are shown to be in good approximation two-dimensional. 
However, their decay is mainly governed by vertical diffusion of vorticity. Dipoles with nonlin
ear sinh-like relationships between w and '1/J as well as dipoles with a linear w, '1/J-rela.tionship 
were found. Both types of dipoles are compared with the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole model. 

Additionally, a study of the evolution of a localized turbulent region as generated by the 
pulsed injection in a two-layer stratified fluid is described in Appendix A. 

In chapter 3, the viscous decay of dipolar vortex structures in a linearly stratified fluid 
is investigated and a comparison of the experimental results with simple theoretical models 
is made. The vortex structure decays mainly due to vertical diffusion of vorticity and by 
entrainment of ambient fluid, which results in a principally vertical expansion of the vortex 
structure. Two decay models are presented for this decaying structure, both being based on 
the viscously decaying Lamb-Chaplygin dipole model. 

In addition to the study of dipolar vortices in isolation, some interaction properties of 
dipolar vortices were studied such as described, for instance, in van Heijst & Fl6r (1989a,b). 
Chapter 4 describes a study on a centred collision between a dipolar vortex and a circular 
cylinder. Although this particular problem is not directly related to geophysical flows but 
rather to engineering situations, (e.g. the sound generation by a jet impinging on a wall, 
the free-surface signature by the trailing vortices of submarines or the behaviour of vortices 
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produced by an aircraft during landing or take-off at an airstrip), it showed some of the char
acteristics of dipolar structures. 

Chapter 5 describes vortex structures that contain non-zero net angular momentum and 
zero linear momentum. Monopolar vortices in non-rotating stratified fluids have not been 
studied into detail before. For this reason, their evolution and their stability have been inves
tigated experimentally. Some stability properties of these vortices are compared with those 
of monopolar vortices in non-stratified rotating fluids, as studied by Kloosterziel & van Heijst 
(1991). In Appendix B the stable monopolar vortices that occur in a stratified fluid are com
pared with the Leith (1984) minimum-enstrophy vortex models. 

As an end-product of unstable monopoles either tripolar vortices or unstable triangular 
vortices were observed, while in some cases the vortex was seen to split up into vortex dipoles, 
analogous to the observations of unstable monopoles in a rotating homogeneous fluid described 
by Kloosterziel & van Heijst (1991 ). The tripolar and triangular vortex, not being observed 
before in a stratified fluid, have been studied into detail. Because for both vortices simple 
analytical model with a distributed vorticity are lacking, the vortex structures are compared 
with point-vortex models. 

In contrast to coherent structures in isolation, vortices on a limited domain are contin
uously influenced by mutual interactions as well as by boundary effects. In Chapter 6 the 
self-organization of stratified flows on a bounded domain for different initial forcings is dis
cussed. Stratified flows in rectangular tanks were found to organize into a regular pattern 
of approximately circular vortices, similar to observations in related studies on spin-up flows 
by van Heijst (1989) and van Heijst, Davies & Davis (1990). Cellular flows are of relevance 
for various geophysical flows such as, for instance, large-scale atmospheric winds (see Pierre
humbert, 1991), tidal and residual flows in shallow waters such e.g. the Dutch Wadden Sea 
(see Zimmerman, 1986) and two-dimensional Rayleigh-Benard convection (see e.g. Solomon & 
Gollub, 1988). The evolution of differently forced flows to a cellular flow pattern is studied and 
compared with numerical simulations from literature. As well, the tendency of these cellular 
flows to a quasi-final equilibrium state is investigated from the evolution in the experimentally 
obtained w, '!/>-relation of individual cell regions. The ultimate flow states of these cell flows are 
compared with the available maximum-entropy theories and the isolated Leith (1984) vortex 
that was found for minimum enstrophy. 





Chapter 2 

Dipolar Vortex Structures 

2.1 Introduction 

The present chapter1 describes experiments on dipolar vortex structures in a linearly-stratified 
fluid, which were produced by pulsed horizontal injection of a small amount of fluid of match
ing density. The formation process and the dipole structure has been described to some extent 
in earlier papers by Voropayev & Filippov (1985), Voropayev, Afanasyev & Filippov (1991) 
and in independent studies by van Heijst & Fl6r (1989a,b). In their experiments, Voropayev 
et al. mainly considered dipoles created by laminar injection, and they studied the dipolar 
structure in terms of the point-force action (momentum) of the fluid injection. Also, they 
gave substantial attention to the entrainment of ambient fluid into the expanding dipole, for 
which they developed a theoretical model. The present study, however, is aimed at measuring 
precisely the dynamical structure of the quasi-stationary vortex dipole. For that purpose a 
digital image-analysis technique was used, which allowed very accurate determination of the 
spatial distribution of the flow field and its evolution. In this way quantitative information 
could be obtained about the horizontal velocity field and the associated distribution of the 
vertical vorticity w and the stream function '1/J. Moreover, by appropriate correction for the 
dipole's translation, the relation between w and 'ljJ could be determined from so-called scat
ter plots. In addition, the evolution of the vortex dipole during its viscous decay has been 
considered, although the main results of that work will be discussed in chapter 3. 

The present chapter is organized as follows: the experimental arrangement is described 
in section 2.2, which is followed by a description of the qualitative observations in section 
2.3. Some theoretical considerations about the vortex dipole, including a concise description 
of the Lamb-Chaplygin model and some measurable properties that can be derived from it, 
are presented in section 2.4. Next, section 2.5 describes the quantitative measurements of the 
flow characteristics, being the distributions of velocity, vorticity and stream function, the w, 
'1/J-scatter plot and the translation speed of the dipole. The observational data are compared 
with those predicted by the Lamb-Chaplygin model. Finally, a discussion of the results and 
some conclusions are given in section 2.6. 

1This chapter is an adapted version of a paper that has been submitted to J. Fluid Mech. as: F\6r & van 
Heijst 1993 An experimental study of dipolar vortex structures in a stratified fluid. 
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injeCtion med"enism 

Figure 2.1: A schematic drawing of the experimental set-up and the device used for generating 
a linearly-stratified :fluid. 

2.2 Experimental arrangement 

The experiments reported in this section were performed in a 1 m x 1 m perspex tank with 
a working depth of 0.3 m. The tank was filled with a linearly-stratified salt solution, by 
applying the well-known two-tank method (Fortuin, 1960). Figure 2.1 represents a sketch of 
this method; two communicating tanks are filled with fluid, one with a salt solution, the other 
one with fresh water. The fluid of tank B is pumped to the experimental tank, where it is 
introduced laminarly at the bottom. Due to the continuous supply of salt water from tank A to 
tank B, that is continuously mixed by a mixer, the newly introduced fluid becomes gradually 
salter and, by having a higher density, flows underneath the formerly introduced fluid layers. 
This filling process results in a linearly stratified fluid. An isolated turbulent region was created 
(at t=O s) by injecting a small amount of fluid (typically a few m/) horizontally through a thin 
nozzle during a short period of time 8t (typically 1 sec). Care was taken that the density of 
the injected fluid exactly matched that of the ambient fluid at that level. The injection nozzle 
was positioned at exactly half-depth; the total water depth in the tank was varied in the range 
from 16 to 20 cm. The injection parameters were controlled by using a traversing mechanism 
in which one or more syringes with fluid could be fitted; in this way a prescribed volume 
could be injected at a prescribed speed. For the majority of the experiments the Reynolds 
number Re= Udfv based on the nozzle diameter d (= 2 mm) and the injection velocity U 
(with v being the kinematic viscosity of the fluid) was larger than 2000, thus ensuring a fully 
developed turbulent jet flow. Experiments were performed with different stratifications with 
the Brunt-Va.isa.J.a frequency N ranging from 1.2 to 3 rad/ s. The evolving flow was visualized 
by adding fluorescein to the injected fluid, which was illuminated by a slit light from the side; 
the evolution of the dye pattern was recorded photographically by taking pictures from above 
with a remote-controlled photo camera that was mounted at some distance (approx. 2 m) 
above the free surface. In some cases a mirror was placed along one of the tank walls at an angle 
of approximately 45° with the horizontal, so that the evolving dye patch could be monitored 
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simultaneously both from above and from the side by a single camera. This technique provided 
quantitative information about the thickness and the horizontal dimensions of the turbulent 
patch. In order to measure the characteristics of the horizontal velocity field of the evolving 
flow, small (1 mm diameter) polystyrene tracer particles with a density of 1.034 gfcm3 were 
added to the fluid, such that they became evenly distributed in a horizontal layer of roughly 
0.5 cm thickness. The nozzle was carefully positioned in order to ensure that the injection took 
place exactly at this level; the planar flow arising after the gravitational collapse of the injected 
fluid region was recorded by taking streak photographs from above. In addition, shadowgraph 
visualization was used in order to obtain information about the (turbulent) flow structure in 
the subsequent stages of the experiment as well as about the occurrence of internal waves. 

2.3 Qualitative observations 

The evolution of the turbulent patch and the subsequent formation of a dipolar vortex is most 
conveniently observed from dye visualizations of the flow, as presented in figure 2.2. The 
photographs were taken from above, with a mirror placed along one of the tank walls, thus 
enabling to obtain both a plan-view and a side-view of the dye structure on one picture: the 
upper and lower parts of each photograph show the side-view and the plan-view of the evolving 
dye structure, respectively. Initially, the injected flow is essentially three-dimensional, and the 
turbulent motion is confined in a cone-shaped region (figure 2.2a). The turbulent region grows 
in vertical direction due to entrainment of ambient stratified fluid, until the kinetic energy of 
the turbulent eddies balances the potential energy required for the mixing of the entrained 
stratified fluid inside the patch. At that stage, the patch gradually collapses under gravity, as 
can be seen from the flattening of the dye structure (figure 2.2b): the mixed fluid starts to 
intrude into the quiescent ambient fluid. In the next stage the gravitationally-driven intrusion 
stops, and a flattened region with mainly horizontal motions results (figure 2.2c,d). It is clearly 
observed from the sequence of photographs (figure 2.2b,c,d) that the horizontal eddies show a 
gradual growth in size due to the merging of like-sign vortices - an effect of the inverse energy 
cascade present in two-dimensional flows implying a spectral flux of kinetic energy from 
smaller to larger length scales. This merging of vortices eventually gives rise to the formation 
of a flat, pancake-shaped dipolar vortex, see figure 2.2e,f. 

In some experiments it was observed that internal waves, caused by the gravitational 
collapse of the three-dimensional turbulent region, interact with the vortical flow region: dyed 
fluid is seen to be pushed radially outwards in a wave-like fashion from an apparent centre 
coinciding approximately with the centre of the dye patch. These internal waves are quickly 
damped, and are believed to play an insignificant role in the further evolution of the actual 
dipolar structure. A detailed study of the evolution of the turbulent patch resulting from the 
pulsed horizontal jet in a linearly stratified fluid is given by Fernando, van Heijst & Fonseka 
(1993), and for the case of a two-layer stratified fluid in Appendix A. 

Once the main characteristics of the dipolar vortex become distinguishable, see figure 2.2, 
the primary dipole vortex is observed to be surrounded by (two) secondary vortices. These 
secondary vortices are advected around the primary dipole, and subsequently partly left behind 
(remains are visible as the dye tails in figure 2.2e,f), partly entrained into the dipolar structure. 
At that stage the dipole formation is completed, and the dipolar vortex continues to translate 
quasi-steadily along a straight trajectory while preserving its shape. 
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Figure 2.2: Sequence of photographs showing the evolution of an isolated turbulent region- created 
by a pulsed horizontal injection of fluid in a linearly stratified fluid - and the emergence of a dipolar 
vortex. Each photograph presents a top view and a side view (lower and upper part of the picture, 
respectively) of the dye-visualized flow; for this purpose a mirror was placed under an angle of 45° 
along one of the walls of the tank. The deviation between the frontal position of the dipole in the 
side view and that in the top view is due to the difference in optical distance relative to the photo 
camera. The photographs were taken at (a) t = 0.5 s, (h) 3 s, (c) 6 s, (d) 35 s, (e) 80s, (f) 400 s. 
Experimental parameters: Q = 12 m/, 6t = 0.25 sand N = 1.2 radfs. 
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The photograph in figure 2.2f clearly reveals the pancake-like shape of the visualized vortex 
region: the horizontal scale is much larger than the vertical length scale. In view of this shape 
one may define two different Reynolds numbers: a horizontal Reynolds number Reh = U0 D / v, 
based on the translation velocity of the dipole U0 and its diameter D, and a vertical Reynolds 
number Rev = 2uU0 /v, with 2u a measure for the dipole thickness. Soon after the dipole 
formation is completed these Reynolds numbers have typical values Reh = 1000 and Rev = 
300. During the course of an experiment these values decay rapidly to lower values of typically 
0(100) and 0(10), respectively, indicating that vertical diffusion of vorticity is dominant. 

Since the dipolar vortex evolves from an initially three-dimensional turbulent flow - in 
which the vorticity is likely to have an irregular distribution -its shape is not always perfectly 
symmetric: depending on the net vorticity contained in the vortices left behind in its wake, 
the dipole may be a-symmetric and thus move along a curved trajectory. The present study, 
however, focusses on symmetric dipoles with a net circulation approximately equal to zero. 

Qualitative information about the collapse process and the transition from three-dimensio
nal to two-dimensional turbulence was obtained by shadowgraph visualization. Figure 2.3 
contains a sequence of side-view shadowgraph photographs, which clearly reveal the flow 
evolution. In figure 2.3a we observe that, just after the injection, the turbulence is mainly 
concentrated at the front of the region, where the mixed fluid of the jet appears to be blocked 
by the ambient fluid, as apparent from the blunt nose of the intrusion. The next photograph 
(figure 2.3b) shows the situation just after the onset of the collapse: while the inner parts 
of the flow region still contain large overturning eddies, at its edge the vertical motions are 
significantly suppressed by buoyancy forces. Gradually, the overturning motions in the interior 
of the patch vanish (figure 2.3c,d). After the collapse the turbulence is 'fossilized' (see Gibson, 
1980), and the subsequent shadowgraph pictures show typical horizontal striations (figure 
2.3e,f). 

Internal waves, generated during the collapse, cause perturbations in the ambient basic 
linear density stratification, which show up as rays of darker and lighter grey tones in the 
shadowgraph pictures, see figure 2.3b-e. These spatial variations in the grey tones can be 
interpreted as areas where the second (spatial) derivative of the density is different from its 
surroundings. The wave rays visible on the photographs are thus the lines of constant phase 
associated with the internal wave motion. Their orientation provides information about the 
direction in which energy is transported, whereas the grey tones provide a measure for the 
amplitude of the wave motion. Larger wave amplitudes induce larger gradients in grey tones. 
The structure of the ray pattern clearly illustrates that kinetic energy is radiated away also 
in vertical direction, from an apparent point in the centre of the collapsing region. The waves 
continue to exist even after the collapse is completed (figure 2.3d,e). From the subsequent 
ray patterns it is observed that the ray angles with the horizontal gradually decrease. A 
similar change of wave direction has been observed by Wu (1969) in experiments on a (steady) 
intrusion in a stratified fluid. From the sequence of shadowgraph pictures it is seen that 
throughout the flow evolution the striations are concentrated within a relatively compact 

Figure 2.3: ~ 
Shadow-graph visualization (side view) of the evolution of the turbulent region. The photographs 
were taken at (a) t = 1 s, (b) 2 s, (c) 3 s, (d) 4 s, (e) 7 s, (f) 20 s. The experimental parameters 
are Q = 2,5 mlfs, bt = 0.2 s, N = 2.7 radfs; the tank dimensions (h x 1 x w) are 40 x 30 x 
15 cm. The length of the nozzle (5 cm) provides the length scale. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 2.4: Photographs showing the horizontal displacement of a vertical dye line positioned 
on the dipole's symmetry-axis due to the translating vortex structure. The photographs were 
taken at (a) t = 40 sand (b) 80s. The experimental parameters are Q = 2 ml/s, bt = 0.5 s 
and N = 2.05 rad/ s. The bars on the strip each measure 2 cm. 

region, which more or less coincides with the dyed region as seen in the experiment of figure 
2.2. Also, it is observed that the striations become longer in time, finally being confined within 
an oval-shaped region, see figure 2.3f. 

Although the motion in the eventual dipolar vortex is planar, it is not exactly two
dimensional: the horizontal motion associated with the dipole translating through the quies
cent ambient fluid being confined within a thin pancake-shaped region implies vertical shear 
at its upper and lower sides. In order to examine the vertical distribution of the horizon
tal motion due to the translating dipole, experiments were carried out in which vertical dye 
lines were created at several positions, both upstream of and inside the dipole. The dye lines 
were produced by applying the so-called precipitation method (Honji, Taneda & Tatsuno, 
1980). Typical results obtained by this visualization technique are presented in figure 2.4. 
The distortions of the dye lines visible in the photographs clearly show that the horizontal 
motion due to the moving dipole is confined to a relatively thin layer, and that considerable 
shear occurs at its upper and lower boundaries. For the (characteristic) case shown in figure 
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Figure 2.5: Photograph showing the advection of dye by one of the vortices of the dipolar 
structure. The dye is created in points (at distances of about 1 cm) on a solder wire. The picture 
was taken at t = 145 s. Experimental parameters are Q = 2 mljs, 6t = 1 s, N = 1.7 radfs. 
The length of the nozzle (5 cm) provides the length scale. 
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2.4, the layer thickness 2u is estimated to be 5 cm. With a maximum horizontal velocity ,of 
0.5 cm/ s, this implies a magnitude of the vertical shear of the order t::..U / u = 0.2 s-1 . The 
buoyancy frequency measures N =1.5 rad/ s in this case, so that the bulk Richardson number 
Ri = N 2 j(t::..Uju) 2 ~ 50 for the sheared flow. This suggests that the motion in the shear 
layer is stable in the sense that no overturning motions are to be expected. This is confirmed 
by the observations. During the evolution (and decay) of the dipolar vortex, the magnitude 
of the shear decreases because of both the increase in layer thickness and the decrease of the 
dipole's translation speed. The Richardson number thus gradually increases, implying that 
the shear-layer flow becomes more and more stable. 

In a similar experiment dye was generated by the precipitation method in a number of 
points (at regular distances of approximately 1 cm) on a solder wire that was placed vertically 
in the flow. Horizontal streaklines were formed by the advection of the dye within one of the 
vortices of the dipole, and vertical motions could be detected from the vertical displacement of 
the streak over a certain horizontal distance. A typical example of these dye-streaks is shown 
in figure 2.5. Although some diffusion of the dye took place, also within the vortex centres 
vertical displacements appear to be negligible. 

In order to visualize (and actually measure) the horizontal flow in the horizontal plane of 
the dipole, both in its interior and in the exterior region, streak photographs were made of 
tracer particles floating in that particular plane. A typical example of such a streak photograph 
is presented in figure 2.6. In this particular experiment the dipolar structure is also visible in 
the dye distribution, which allows to make a comparison between both types of visualization. 
For this purpose the injected fluid was dyed with esculine, which became fluorescent when 
illuminated by UV light. During the exposure period, required for the streaks to be visible, 
a UV-flash was given during a relatively short time interval. The dye can be thought of 
as representing the vortical flow region in a frame eo-moving with the dipole, whereas the 
streaks visualize the entire flow field induced by the translating dipole relative to the fixed 
laboratory frame. At the edge of the dye pattern the particle streaks are observed to intersect 
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Figure 2.6: Combination of streakline and dye visualization of the dipolar vortex. The picture 
was taken at t = 180 s. During the exposure period of 22 s, the UV sensitive dye (esculine) 
was illuminated with a UV lamp for a period of 0.5 s. Experimental parameters: Q = 6 mlf s, 
6t = 0.5 sand N = 2.1 radfs. 

under a certain angle, in particular at the front. This effect is due to the different frames of 
reference of the dye and the streak visualizations, as just mentioned. The exterior flow pattern 
visible in figure 2.6 is not dissimilar to that due to a circular cylinder moving steadily along a 
straight line through a fluid, seen in a fixed frame. In view of this, the flow can be considered 
as consisting of a closed region (more or less delineated by the dye distribution) containing 
vorticity, surrounded by a region of potential flow. For descriptional purposes it is convenient 
to consider the (interior and exterior) flow in a frame eo-moving with the dipole. Once the 
streak photograph is digitized and the corresponding velocity field is determined (see section 
2.5), it is easy to carry out this transformation by simply subtracting the dipole translation 
speed. 

In order to investigate the vertical distribution of the horizontal velocity, additional ex
periments were performed in which the dipolar vortex (visualized by dye) was created below 
the particle level by injecting at a lower level than that of the particles. Initially, the dipole is 
confined in a thin layer so that the particles are not affected by the dipolar flow, but due to 
vertical diffusion the dipolar structure grows in thickness so that the vortical motion eventually 
reaches also the level of the particles. This is clearly observed in the sequence of photographs 
presented in figure 2. 7: in the initial stage (figure 2. 7a) the motions of the particles indicate a 
more or less uniform horizontal flow at this higher level behind the 'midplane' dipolar vortex 
structure visible by dye. When time proceeds, the dipole thickness and the vortex motion 
becomes visible in the streak pattern (figure 2.7b). Note that the centres of the vortical streak 
pattern are visible at some distance behind the dyed midplane dipolar structure. This dis
tance decreases in time, as a result of the further thickening of the vortical flow region due to 
diffusion, see figure 2. 7 c. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

Figure 2. 7: Visualization as in figure 2.6, but here the dye-visualized dipole is created 3.5 cm 
below the level of the particles. The photographs were taken at (a) t = 95 s , (b) 140 s, (c) 
190 s. Experimental parameters: Q = 10 ml/s, 8t = 0.3 sand N = 2.1 rad/s. The length of 
the nozzle ( 5 cm) provides the length scale. 
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Figure 2.8: Combined top-view and side-view photograph (as in figure 2.2) of two dipoles moving 
horizontally through the fluid at different levels. The experimental parameters are Q = 6 ml / s, 
ot = 0.1 s (large dipole) and Q = 1 ml, ot = 0.5 s (small dipole), with N = 1.7 radfs. 

An important question concerns the topology of the vortex lines of these vortex structures, 
which behave as isolated vorticity regions in an otherwise quiescent (and thus irrotational) 
ambient fluid. Because of the symmetry about the horizontal mid-plane, the vortex lines will 
be directed vertically at the intersection with this horizontal plane. The vertical distribution 
of the horizontal motion, as illustrated by figure 2.4, and the backwards shifted vortex centres 
at lower and higher levels (figure 2.7b,c) imply that the vortex lines are bent at some distance 
from the mid-plane and are presumably closing at some distance behind the dipole at a level 
where the horizontal shear is dominant and vorticity is mainly directed horizontally. 

The fact that the motion associated with the moving dipolar vortex is concentrated in a 
relatively thin layer of fluid is nicely illustrated by the photograph shown in figure 2.8. In this 
experiment two dipoles were produced at different levels, which were observed to move over 
each other without affecting the other vortex: although both vortex dipoles were somewhat 
a-symmetric, their motions were completely disconnected. 

In view of the observed vertical distribution of the horizontal flow, the dipolar flow structure 
can in good approximation be considered as a slice of finite thickness in which the flow is two
dimensional, with the vorticity lines directed vertically. It will be shown in the next section 
that it is allowed to seek for a theoretical description of the vortex dipole in terms of two
dimensional flow theory. 
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2.4 Theoretical considerations about the vortex dipole 

First, a scaling analysis is presented b~~hich it is found that to leading order the dipolar flow 
structure can be considered as quasi two-dimensional. This analysis is followed by a concise 
description of the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole model and some of its general properties. 

2.4.1 Scaling analysis 

In order to determine the terms that govern the flow, a scaling analysis based on that of Riley, 
Metcalfe & Weissman (1981) and Lilly (1983) is presented first. Riley et al. (1981) found 
for an initially isotropic turbulent flow that buoyancy-dominated flow fields- to lowest order 
- can be decomposed into vertical motions, induced by internal gravity waves, and stratified 
(quasi two-dimensional) turbulence. We will closely follow their scaling analysis. 

The flow is assumed to satisfy the Boussinesq approximation for the Navier-Stokes equations, 
and the continuity equation i.e., 

ou 1 p' 
7ft+ (u.\7)u = -p\7p' + gp + v\72u 

\7.u = 0 

0p1 
I dpo 

7ft+ (u.\7)p + wdz = 0 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where u = ( u, v, w) is the velocity vector with the components in the directions of the cartesian 
coordinates x, y, z with z in the vertical, p = p(zo) is the constant reference density, p' the 
density deviation from the ambient density Po = p(z), p' the pressure deviation from the 
ambient pressure and g = ( 0, 0, g) the gravity vector. Mass diffusion of salt is very slow and 
its effect is assumed negligible. The horizontal velocity is scaled by the typical horizontal 
translation velocity scale U0 , while the horizontal and vertical length scales are D and 2a, 
respectively, and time is scaled with the advective time scale D /U0 • Horizontal pressure 
derivatives are assumed to be of the same order as the accelerations, implying that the scale 
for the pressure is pUJ. Since the vertical motions are very small, the z-component of (2.1) 
describes in good approximation a hydrostatic balance, implying that the vertical pressure
gradient term 1/p op'foz and the buoyancy term g p'fp are of the same order. The scale of the 
density variation p' is thus pUgj(g2a). The magnitude of the vertical velocity, w, is found by 
assuming that in (2.3) the term op'fot and the stratification term wdpofdz are of the same 
order. This yields the scale U0af( 4Ri) for the vertical velocity, where Ri is the Richardson 
number as defined in section 2.3 and a = 2a / D is the ratio of the length scales. With the 
scales u"" Uou*, w"' U0a/Ri w•, t"' D/Uo t•, p' ""pUJ/(g2a) p'*, (x,y)""' (Dx*,Dy*) and 
z "' 2az* one obtains after omitting the asterisks 

ou,. w ou,. , 1 2 1 o2u,. - + (u,.. v,.)u,. + -.- = -\7,.p + -\7huh + ---- (2.4) 
ot 4Rt {Jz Re,. aRev oz2 

1 aw 
\7,.. u,. + 4Ri Dz = 0 (2.5) 
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0p1 
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7ft+ (uh.Vh) p + 4Ri oz + wdz = 0 (2.6) 

where uh is the horizontal velocity scale, w the vertical velocity and \7 h the gradient operator 
working in the horizontal directions. The numerical value of 4 arises because of the definition 
of Ri, which is based on the shear Ulu. The last term in (2.4), which represents the vertical 
diffusion of vorticity, is initially of the order 0(10-1 ) and increases during the experiment to 
values of the order 0(1 ). The influence of the shear term relative to this diffusion term in (2.4) 
can be represented by the ratio a Rev I ( 4Ri) = U3 I ( 11 N 2 D). Only in a very few experiments, 
for a minimal value of N and a maximal value of U, this ratio had a value of 0(1) just after 
the dipole formation. For the majority of the experiments, however, this ratio had an initial 
value significantly smaller than 0(1). Besides, due to the decay of the dipole's translation 
velocity U, this ratio rapidly decreases and soon becomes one or two orders of magnitudes 
smaller than the initial value. This implies that the shear term in (2.4) can to leading order 
be neglected. The horizontal momentum and continuity equations are then 

' 1 z 1 fJ2u, 
-V,p + -V"u" + ----

Re, aRev 8z2 
(2.7) 

v" · u" o, (2.8) 

while in the vertical direction the hydrostatic balance is assumed. These equations describe 
the horizontal vortex motion that is decoupled from the vertical motions. Vertical velocities 
are negligible, so that the (three-dimensional) vorticity w for this flow can be written as 

w Vxu=(-::)i+(::)j+(V,xu,)k, 

with (i, j, k) the unit vector with the components in the (x,y,z) directions. Thus, w 
will be parallel to k only for 818z 0, i.e. at the level z = 0 is au,loz = 0, while for 
I z I> 0 horizontal vorticity is associated with the shear. With the streamfunction '1/J defined 
by uh = -k x \7'1/J one obtains the z-component of the vorticity 

1 2 1 82wz 
-R Vhwz+-R -8 2' eh a ev z 

(2.9) 

where 
(2.10) 

and J is the Jacobian defined by J(w, '1/J) ~; ~· As shown in the observations 
the horizontal Reynolds number Reh is much than the vertical Reynolds number Rev 
indicating that the evolution of the horizontal flow is mainly due to vertical diffusion. For large 
Re-values equation (2.9) resembles the inviscid vorticity equation of purely two-dimensional 
flow for which quasi-steady solutions are governed by J(wz, '1/J) 0. When choosing such a 
quasi-steady solution as a basic state, equation (2.9) reduces to leading order to 

(2.11) 

which describes a purely diffusive decay. Because horizontal vortex motions are to lowest 
order decoupled from vertical motions and internal waves with consequently their radiation 
of energy - are negligible, vertical vorticity Wz decays mainly due to this vertical diffusion. 
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For the vortex dipoles considered here, the viscous timescale is large in comparison with 
the advective timescale L/U based on the translation speed U and the dipole size L, so that 
the viscous term in (2.9) can in good approximation be neglected which yields the vorticity 
equation for a purely two-dimensional flow 

aw at + J(w,t/J) = 0 (2.12) 

in which the subscript z has been dropped. In a frame moving with the dipole, the vortex 
structure is stationary, and is governed by J(w', t/J') = 0. The prime denotes the correction 
for the translation of the dipole, i.e. w' = w and t/J' = t/J- U.,y + Uyx for a dipole translating 
(along a straight line) at speed (U.,, Uy)· In the sequel of this chapter we will refer only to the 
corrected vorticity w' and stream function t/J', and for convenience the primes will be omitted 
from now on. The vanishing Jacobian implies that any functional relationship F between w 

and t/J, 
w = F(t/J), (2.13) 

satisfies. 

2.4.2 The vortex dipole model 

The simplest model of a two-dimensional dipolar vortex is that of 2 point vortices of equal but 
oppositely-signed strengths, +1 and -1, say. This configuration shows a steady translation 
with speed U = i/(27rd), with d the distance between the vortices. Moreover, the translat
ing point-vortex dipole carries a certain amount of fluid, because its flow field has a closed 
streamline: all the fluid trapped within this 'atmosphere' is carried along with the dipole, 
similar to the dyed fluid in the dipole experiment shown in figure 2.2. Notwithstanding this 
correspondence with the observed features of dipolar vortices, the point-vortex model has a 
major short-coming: the vorticity is localized in two singularities, whereas in any real dipolar 
flow it is continuously distributed over a certain area, as will be discussed in section 2.5. 

A useful model for a two-dimensional dipolar vortex with continuously distributed vor
ticity on a circular area was described by Lamb (1932) and also by Batchelor (1967). In a 
recent paper by Meleshko & van Heijst (1994) it is pointed out that a similar, more general, 
dipole solution was formulated independently by the Russian scientist S.A. Chaplygin in a 
paper that was published as early as 1903. In the literature the analytical dipole solution 
is usually referred to as the 'Lamb dipole'. In view of the recently obtained evidence about 
Chaplygin's contributions to the subject, however, the name 'Lamb-Chaplygin dipole' seems 
more appropriate, and in this thesis we will therefore adopt this name. In order to obtain an 
analytical solution of equation (2.10), Lamb and Chaplygin assumed a linear relationship 

(2.14) 

with k some constant, to be valid on a circular region with radius r =a. Outside the circle, 
the flow was taken irrotational. The Lamb-Chaplygin dipolar solution is given by 

for r ~a } 

for r ~a 

(2.15) 
a2 

t/J = Uo (r- r-) sinO 
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with U0 the uniform fluid velocity at infinity (in the fixed frame: the dipole's translation 
speed), () the azimuthal coordinate measured from the dipole's axis ( 8 = 0, 1r is the symmetry 
axis) and Ji the ith-order Bessel function of the first kind. Continuity of the interior and 
exterior solutions on r = a requires 

ka = 3.831, (2.16) 

being the first zero of J1• Obviously, the radius of the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole depends on the 
wavenumber k that determines the proportionality constant between w and '1/J, see (2.14). 

It is useful, for later comparison purposes, to mention a few general characteristics of 
this dipole model, which can be derived from (2.15) straightforwardly. First, the maximum 
velocity (within the framework of the stationary dipole) is found on the symmetry axis at 
r 0 and is given by Umao: = 2.49 U0• Apparently, in the fixed laboratory frame this speed 
is u:;.a., = Uma:c + Uo = 3.49U0 . Furthermore, the extremal vorticity in the dipole is equal 
to Wma:c =I Wmin I= 2.89 kUo; the distance between the points of minimum and maximum 
vorticity is d = 0.96 a. Another useful 'distance' in particular when characterizing dipolar 
vortices from streak photographs like the one shown in figure 2.6 - is the separation distance 
between the two apparent 'centres' of rotational motion, which is for the Lamb-Chaplygin 
dipole found to be dvc = 1.234 a. This distance dvc (henceforth referred to as the distance 
.between the virtual vortex centres) and the maximum velocity u:;.ax can be measured directly 
from streakline photographs, and are therefore convenient quantities. 

Other useful integral quantities are the circulation r (per dipole half: r + and r _ ), the 
kinetic energy E and the fluid impulse P in the direction of translation within the dipole 
region (both per unit mass and per unit length perpendicular to the plane of flow), for which 
is found: 

r = r + =I r- fo .. loa wrdrd8 = 6.83 Uo a (2.17) 

E = fo2

"' loa ( u2 + v2 )rdrd8 = 41rU2a2 (2.18) 

(2.19) 

Alternatively, these results can also be expressed in terms of the wavenumber k rather than 
the radius a, by applying the dispersion relation (2.16). By combination of (2.17) and (2.19) 
one can obtain the following expression for the distance d of the centroids of vorticity of the 
Lamb-Chaplygin dipole: 

d 
p a 
r =21r6.83. (2.20) 

By comparison, a point-vortex dipole with vortices of strengths ±r placed apart at distance 
d given by (2.20) will have a translation speed 

U= r 
41r2a/6.83 5. 78a' 

r 
(2.21) 

which is slightly larger than the translation speed of the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole, see (2.17). 
Although some attempts have been made in constructing vortex dipole models with distributed 
vorticity (see e.g. Pierrehumbert, 1980, who considered symmetric arrangements of two com
pact uniform-vorticity patches of non-circular shapes), at present no other theoretical models 
of a continuous dipolar vorticity distribution on a compact (circular) area are available. In 
the following section the observed and measured characteristics of the dipolar vortices in a 
stratified fluid will be compared with the Lamb-Chaplygin model. 
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2.5 Measurements of the dipole characteristics 

In this section quantitative measurements of the flow field due to the dipolar vortex will be 
presented. The majority of the experiments concerned dipolar vortices emerging after the 
collapse of a turbulent region created by turbulent injection, as described in section 2.3, and 
the main results will be presented first. In addition, dipolar vortices were also generated by 
laminar injection, and their measured characteristics will also be discussed for comparison 
purposes. Finally, attention will be given to the behaviour of the dipole while decaying, i.e. 
on a large timescale. 

2.5.1 Turbulent-injection dipoles 
(a) Measurement of the flow field quantities 

Quantitative information about the evolution of the dipolar flow field was obtained by 
digitization of the streak photographs. The digitization implies locating the begin point and 
end point of each streak (or of a representative sample of the streaks). This procedure was 
carried out manually on a digitization tablet, which was connected to a personal computer. 
After calculating the patch lengths from the coordinates of the end points of the streaks, and 
by dividing by the photographic exposure time, one obtains for each streak photograph a 
velocity vector field as shown in figure 2.9a. In most cases approximately 150 to 250 streaks 
were selected in such a way that one obtains a digitized velocity field with an even distribution 
of vectors. The accuracy of this method was approximately 2% of the maximum velocity. 

As a next step, the digitized velocity field was fitted by cubic splines, which allows further 
numerical interpolation onto, for example, a rectangular n x m grid. The cubic splines used here 
have the pleasant properties of avoiding spurious oscillations, being independent of the chosen 
coordinate axes x and y, and keeping the exact values at the measured points. The second 
order derivatives of these splines were minimized, which means that high vorticity gradients 
are slightly smoothed (for a more extensive description of this mehtod, see Nguyen Due & 
Sommeria, 1988). In all cases described in this thesis, a rectangular grid with dimensions 
30 x 30 was used, positioned in such a way that it completely covers the flow area of interest. 
The interpolated velocity field v( :e) of the digitized velocity field of figure 2.9a is presented 
in figure 2.9b, which shows a smooth dipolar pattern. By numerical differentiation of the 
interpolated velocity field according to 

w 
fJv fJu 

av (2.22) 

one obtains the value of the vorticity win each grid point. In a similar manner, the divergence, 
given by 

(2.23) 

was calculated. Since the divergence is very weak for such flows and independent of the 
flow structure, it is determined by experimental errors. When this divergence is normal
ized by a typical measure for the vorticity, such as 4(wmax - Wmin), it provides a measure 
of the experimental error in the vorticity. For all the gridpoints this error was smaller than 
0.1 (wmax -Wmin)/2. Figure 2.9c shows a contour plot of the vorticity distribution correspond
ing with the dipolar velocity field of figure 2.9b. It can be clearly observed that the vorticity 
is concentrated in two compact areas, in which it has opposite signs. Moreover, the contour 
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Figure 2.9: A typical digitized flow field (a) of a dipole moving to the right and (b) the inter
polated velocity field for the case of a 30 X 30 grid. The spatial distributions of vorticity w and 
stream function '1/J are derived from the interpolated velocity field and are shown in plots (c) 
and (d), respectively. The spatial distribution of the stream function 'lj;1 relative to a comoving 
frame is shown in (e), and contour plot (f) represents the spatial distribution of the Jacobian 
term J(w, '1/J). The measurement was taken at t =90s after injection; experimental parameters: 
Q = 12 mlfs, lit 0.3 sand N 2.2 radfs. 
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plot reveals a continuous distribution of w within ea.ch patch. Next, the stream function t/> 
is calculated in each grid point by numerically solving the Poisson-type equation (2.10). For 
the particular experiment discussed here, the resulting t/>-distribution is shown by the contour 
plot of figure 2.9d. 

As discussed in section 2.4, it is more convenient to describe the flow field in a frame of 
reference moving with the dipole. For a dipole translating with velocity (U.,, U11 ) this requires 
the following transformation: t/>' = t/> - U.,y + U11 x. In the case the dipole performed an 
additional rotation, the transformation tf>" = tP + !flr2 was required, where n is the angular 
velocity around the centre of rotation and r the distance of this centre of rotation to the 
dipole centre; for such a rotation correction the vorticity changes then into w' = w - 2!1. In 
most experiments, however symmetric dipoles were studied that describe a purely translational 
motion. A typical result of a translation correction is shown in the t/>-contour plot of figure 
2.9e. This graph clearly reveals the existence of a more or less circular streamline inside which 
a dipolar flow pattern is visible; the flow exterior to the closed streamline very much resembles 
that of an irrotational flow around a cylinder. 

In the initial stages of the work reported here, the Poisson equation (2.10) was numerically 
solved on the square 30 x 30 grid by ta.king t/> = 0 as boundary condition on the grid edge. 
However, in a number of cases the computational domain was found to be too small compared 
to the dipole size, and imposing the boundary condition t/> = 0 led to incorrect results: one 
thus obtains the t/>-field associated with a dipole moving in a narrow channel with finite 
length. In order to eliminate this artifact, the stream function values on the boundary are 
calculated separately from the velocity vectors in the edge grid points, and the points of zero 
velocity (reference points for the interpolation spline functions) were placed at a distance 
of approximately three times the dipole radius. At the grid edge the velocity between two 
neighbouring grid points was calculated directly from the cubic spline functions, and the stream 
function was determined with a central differences scheme. The validity of this procedure was 
tested by using the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole as a model flow field, with the solid flow boundaries 
at a distance comparable to that in the actual laboratory experiment: the characteristics of 
the interpolated velocity field were found to correspond quite well with those predicted by the 
theoretical modeL 

(b) the w, t/>-relationship 

An experimental representation of the functional relation (2.13) between the vorticity and the 
stream function for the present dipolar flow field can be obtained by plotting the value of w 
against the value oft/>' (hereafter the prime is omitted again) for each of the 900 grid points in 
a so-called 'scatter plot'. For the experiment shown in figure 2.9 the corresponding scatter plot 
thus obtained is presented in figure 2.10a. The points clustered in the horizontal band with 
w = 0 all lie outside the dipolar vortex, and represent the exterior potential flow. The two 
branches with w > 0 and w < 0 each represent one half of the dipole. Although some scatter is 
observed, the points collapse quite well onto a single curve, whose shape resembles a sinh-like 
profile. This nonlinear relationship has been found in the majority of experiments in which 
the dipole emerged from the collapse of the turbulent patch. The scatter plot is obtained 
after correction for the dipole's translation, the speed of which was directly measured from 
the displacement of the virtual vortex centres in the subsequent streak photographs. A similar 
nonlinear w, t/>-relationship was found by Nguyen Due & Sommeria (1988) in their experiments 
on two-dimensional dipole vortices in mercury. 
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Figure 2.10: Typical w, tl'-scatter plot (a) of the dipole of figure 2.9 obtained after correction for 
its translation (U 22 cmfs). After zooming in on the actual dipolar structure, fits with the 
functions (b) w = k~1 tt> + /3tl'3 and (c) w = kfin tP were made by the least-square method. In 
graph (d) a linear fit for the w and tt> values along the cross-section through the vortex centres 
is shown. 

Although the dipole observed in the present experiment shows resemblance to the Lamb
Chaplygin dipole on some points, the shape of the measured w, tl'-relationship is at variance 
with the linear proportionality (2.14) that forms the basis of the Lamb-Chaplygin model. 
Nevertheless, it is useful to make a further, more detailed comparison with the Lamb-Chaplygin 
dipole characteristics. 

(c) the translation speed 

As stated, the translation velocity of the laboratory dipole can be directly measured from the 
set of subsequent photographs. This actual translation speed Ue:cp can be compared with the 
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speed U0 r /(6.83 a) predicted by the La.mb-Chaplygin model, see (2.17), with the circulation 
r = (r + - r _ )/2 being obtained by integrating the positive and negative vorticity over all 
the grid points, and the radius a being determined from the stream function contour plot (see 
figure 2.9e). It is estimated that the value of the speed U0 thus derived will be accurate to 6%. 
In addition, by measuring the velocity u:;.""' associated with the longest particle path on (or 
near) the axis of the dipole one obtains another estimate for the translation speed according 
to the Lamb-Chaplygin model, since U~ ::: u::,.",/3.49. Provided that the particular streak is 
not too distant from the dipole axis, this procedure is expected to be relatively accurate, with 
an estimated accuracy of approximately 4%. 

In an alternative approach the translation velocity can also be obtained indirectly from 
the scatter plots, viz. by optimizing the fit of the points with some prescribed curve. A 
numerical routine was applied to minimize the standard deviation of the least-squares fit of 
thew, '1/J-points in the scatter plot to a third-order polynomial 

w = k~,'l/1 + /3'1/13 (2.24) 

by iteratively varying the translation velocity U1u. The result of such an optimal fit is shown 
graphically in figure 2.10b, in which by focussing only the grid points in the dipole's interior 
were taken into account. It is dearly seen that the points collapse onto a single line, thus 
confirming that for that particular value of ufit a quasi-stationary dipole structure is obtained 
(the minor scatter being attributed to the differentiation procedure applied to obtain the 
vorticity from the interpolated velocity field). The translation velocity Ufit is estimated to 
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be accurate within 6%. The third-order polynomial (2.24) is an obvious choice to fit the 
antisymmetric w, ~-data points. Moreover it approaches quite well the first two terms of the 
series expansion of the function w ;:;:: C sinh(k2~), which has been derived to apply under 
certain conditions to steady-state two-dimensional flow structures (see Joyce & Montgomery, 
1973; Robert & Sommeria, 1991; Montgomery, Matthaeus, Stribling, Martinez & Oughton, 
1992; Pasmanter, 1993). For the experiment shown in figure 2.10b these terms yield Ck2 = 
0.089 ± 0.004 and Ck6 j6 = 0.015 ± 0.002, and correspond well with the values obtained by 
the optimal fit (2.24), namely k~ = 0.084 ± 0.003 and (3 = 0.020 ± 0.03, respectively. On the 
k2~-domain here investigated, higher-order terms of the sinh-function are small compared to 
the first two terms and could be neglected within the experimental error. It should be stressed 
here, however, that the sinh-relationship as derived in the above-mentioned theoretical studies 
is only obtained for specific initial distributions of vorticity. In section 2.6 it will be shown 
that the measured w, ~-relationship fits equally well to a relationship derived by Pasmanter 
(1993) for a different initial distribution. The values of the translation velocities UeW[)> U0 , 

u~ and ufit obtained during the evolution of the (gradually decaying) dipole are presented 
graphically in figure 2.11. It is observed that all data lie within a narrow band, thus revealing 
good agreement. Although the translation speeds U0 and U~ derived from the Lamb-Chaplygin 
model appear to be systematically slightly larger than the actually measured speed Ue"''P' the 
Lamb-Cha.plygin dipole model apparently gives the correct estimate of the translation speed 
for the laboratory dipole with the nonlinear w, ~-relationship. 

As can be observed both from the dye visualizations (figure 2.6) and the contour plots of 
the corrected stream function (figure 2.9e), the dipole shape is in good approximation circular, 
as in the Lamb-Chaplygin model. In addition, both from the dye visualizations and from the 
vorticity contour plots (e.g. figure 2.9c) the distance between the vortex centres is found to 
be dja ;:;:: 0.97 ± 0.03, which shows good agreement with the value dja = 0.96 according to 
the Lamb-Chaplygin model. 

In view of the above results one might question whether the nonlinearity in the w, ~-plot 
is just a small (local) perturbation of the linear w, ~-relation. In that case, the size and the 
distance between the apparent vortex centres would be determined by the linear term in the 
third-order polynomial. In order to check this conjecture, the constant knl appearing in the 
coefficient of the linear term of (2.24) is derived from the least-square fit of this third-order 
polynomial with the w, ~-data (see figure 2.10b ). The distance between the virtual vortex 
centres could be measured independently from any other data manipulation - from streakline 
photographs. The thus obtained values kntdvc are plotted (open symbols) for a sequence of 
streakline pictures of different experiments in figure 2.12 against time and appear to have a 
mean value of kntdvc = 3.8, which is systematically lower than the value kdvc ;:;:: 4. 72 
according to the Lamb-Cha.plygin model. However, when the constant kun is derived from a 
least-square fit w ;:;:: k~n ~with thew, ~-data as shown in figure 2.10c, a mean value klindvc = 4.6 
is obtained, which shows a much better agreement with the Lamb-Chaplygin model. Likewise, 
the dipole radius estimated from contour plots revealed good agreement with the radius derived 
by the relation a = 3.83/kun for the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole. Although the nonlinearity in 
thew, ~-plot suggests that strictly the Lamb-Chaplygin model does not apply, when averaged 
over the whole structure by assuming an overall linear w,~-relation (see figure 2.10c) fair 
agreement with the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole is obtained. One might question now whether 
the nonlinearity possesses a. spatial dependence, in the sense that the nonlinearity is mainly 
confined to e.g. the vortex centres and not to the boundaries, or whether it is evenly distributed 
over the whole structure. This will be addressed by investigating cross-sectional distributions 
of some relevant flow quantities. 
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(d) Cross-sectional distributions of velocity and vorticity 

The information available from the digitization of the flow field can also be used to plot the 
distribution of flow quantities such as the vorticity along certain cross-sections of the flow field. 
A convenient cross-section for the dipole flow is the line through its vortex centres, i.e. () = 
±7r/2, along which the velocity is directed perpendicular, i.e. v(r,±7r/2) = (O,vo(r,±7r/2)). 
Typical velocity and vorticity profiles along that cross-section are presented in figure 2.13a,b. 
The values in between the gridlines were calculated by linear interpolation; the profiles were 
obtained by plotting the values of the velocity and vorticity as a function of r, the distance 
from the dipole centre. In order to compare the measured velocity distribution with that 
predicted by the Lamb-Chaplygin model, it is required to scale both the velocity and the 
radius. As beiore, we have used the translation speed Ufit as the velocity scale. The radial 
distance r has been scaled with the radius a according to the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole, for 
which a = 3.831/kz;n, where klin is determined from a linear least-squares fit with the data in 
the w, '!f1-scatter plot. The vorticity profile has been scaled by the extremal vorticity values. In 
both graphs figure 2.13a,b the solid line represents the corresponding distribution according 
to the Lamb-Chaplygin model. Obviously, the data points show good agreement with the 
Lamb-Chaplygin curves, both inside the dipolar structure and in the exterior flow around 
it. The differences in the observed velocities at the dipole's symmetry axis (r = 0) and at 
its boundary ( r /a = 1) as visible in figure 2.13a is attributed to the approximation of the 
translation speed. It turns out that fitting with u~ leads to the best correspondence. 

The comparison between the experimentally determined vorticity profile and that according 
to the Lamb-Chaplygin model (figure 2.13b) reveals that the experimental distribution is 
more 'peaked' near the vorticity extremes, although the positions of the extremal points again 
corresponds with those of the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole. Also, the experimental points reveal 
the existence of regions of opposite vorticity just outside the main dipolar region, which are 
absent (by definition) in the Lamb-Chaplygin model. Furthermore, the experimentally found 
w-distribution has a smooth appearance near the edge r/a = 1, whereas the corresponding 
Lamb-Chaplygin profile shows a kink there. These features have been observed in many other 
experiments, and are believed to be characteristic for the dipoles thus produced. Thusfar, an 
explanation for the oppositely-signed vorticity shield has not been found. 

In order to gain some more insight in the spatial structure of the w, '!f1-relationship, the 
values of wand those of kl;ntP are plotted along the same cross-section, see figure 2.13c, with 
kz;n being determined from the linear fit of thew, '!f1-data (see figure 2.10c). As shown above, 
when the radius a is determined from the '!f1-contour plot figure 2.9e, the thus obtained value 
k{;n is in agreement with the dispersion relation (2.16). Grid points in which the values of w 

and k{;n '!f1 are equal indicate a linear relationship. It is observed that the nonlinearity increases 
towards the vortex centres (i.e. with increasing value of '!f1) and has a maximum in the vortex 
centre itself. Apparently this structure is, in comparison with the Lamb-Chaplygin model, 
nonlinear in particular in the vicinity of the vortex centres, while it is linear in the regions 
with low vorticity. When k{;n is determined locally, e.g. by a linear least-square fit of thew, '!f1-
values over the present cross-section (see figure 2.10d), the nonlinearity is distributed over the 
whole dipolar structure, as is visible in figure 2.13d. However, this k{;n implies by (2.16) a 
different radius than measured from the '!f1-contour plot and also yields a different value of 
kz;ndvc· Thus, the linear fit of the w, '!f1-data obtained along this cross-section yields values of 
klin and related quantities, which are at variance with those according to the Lamb-Chaplygin 
model. 
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Figure 2.13: Characteristic cross-sectional distributions along a line through the vortex centres 
of the dipole shown in figure 2.9: (a) the measured velocity profile vo (denoted by dots), scaled 
with Ujit = 0.22 cm/ s, relative to a comoving frame of reference; (b) the derived vorticity 
(denoted by dots) scaled with the extreme value I Wmin I =0.49 s-1 • Both experimental data 
sets are compared with the Lamb-Chaplygin model (solid curve). In (c) the values of w and 
k~n.'ljJ are plotted along the same cross-section. The radial coordinate in (a), (b), and (c) is 
scaled with the dipole radius a= 3.831/ktin = 9.8 cm. In (d) the value ktin is obtained from the 
least-square fit shown in figure 2.10d. 

2.5.2 Laminar-injection dipoles 

Thusfar attention has been focussed on dipolar vortices emerging after the gravitational col
lapse of a three-dimensional turbulent region generated by a pulsed, turbulent injection of a 
small amount of fluid. It is known (see e.g. Voropayev, Afanasyev & Filippov 1991) that lam
inar injections may give rise to dipolar vortices with a very similar appearance. Under such 
laminar conditions the size of the eventual dipole is determined by the total momentum of 
injected fluid. Therefore, relatively long injection times are required to obtain a dipole with a 
sufficiently large size and a sufficient long life time to analyse its flow characteristics. In order 
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Figure 2.14: Contour plots of vorticity w (left column) and corresponding streamfunction tf; 
(right column) for a dipole created by a laminar injection of fluid. The dipole moves to the 
right. The plots were measured at (a,b) t = 33 8, (c,d) 64 8 and (e,f) 121 s. Experimental 
parameters: Q 0.58 ml/8, lit= 25 8 and N = 3.0 rad/8. 
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Figure 2.15: Characteristic w, yp-scatter plot for the dipole created by laminar injection of fluid. 
The plot is taken from the experiment shown in figure 2.14 and is measured at t 89 s. 

to make a comparison with the turbulent-injection dipoles discussed before, we have carried 
out a few experiments in which the dipole was created by laminar injection. In these exper
iments the Reynolds number based on the injection parameters (nozzle diameter, injection 
speed) was kept small, at a value of typically 450. 

It was observed that the front of the relatively narrow jet splits up into two elongated 
counter-rotating vortices, which are pushed forward by the injected fluid. For long injection 
times, the jet may show a meandering behaviour, with smaller vortices arranged on either side. 
Once the injection is stopped, the two frontal vortices get separated from the feeding stream 
and propagate forwardly in the form of a coherent dipolar vortex structure. Due to the large 
concentration of linear momentum on the axis of this structure - a remnant of the forcing 
the dipole is elongated in axial direction, and also shows a pronounced head-tail asymmetry. 
During the course of the experiment, however, the dipole is observed to relax towards an 
approximately circular shape, with a very weak head-tail asymmetry. This evolution is clearly 
visible in the sequence of w and t/J contour plots presented in figure 2.14. A similar head-tail 
asymmetry and an oval dipole shape was observed in a numerical study of dipolar vortices in a 
viscous flow with an external strain field, see Kida, Takoaka & Hussain (1991). In the present 
experiments, however, the asymmetry and the elongated shape is not due to any external 
strain, but due to the initial forcing with a jet. 

Thew, t/;-scatter plot of the developed vortex dipole of the experiment shown in figure 2.14 
is given in figure 2.15. The points inside the dipole clearly define a straight line, implying a 
linear relationship w = F( t/J) for this type of dipole. It was found that this linearity persisted 
throughout the dipole's further evolution. As remarked before, the dipole relaxes towards a 
circular shape, and the distance between the vortex centres gradually increases accordingly. 
In the developed stage and during the further evolution of the dipole, the value of kd,c 4.62 
corresponds very well with the value 4. 72 according to the Lamb-Chaplygin model. 

Concerning the dipole translation speed, the velocities U1,~, Uexp, Uo and U~ have been 
determined as in the turbulent-injection experiments (section 2.5.1(c)), and show again a 
very good agreement throughout the experiment. This implies that the Lamb-Chaplygin 
model again applies very well for the description of this type of vortex dipoles. As before the 
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Figure 2.16: Characteristic cross-sectional distributions of flow properties of the dipole shown 
in :figure 2.15 created by a laminar injection. As in :figure 2.13 the cross-section is ta.ken through 
the vortex centres. Graph (a.) presents the measured vorticity (dots) scaled with the extremal 
value I Wmin I 0.25 s-1; the solid curve line depicts the (scaled) w -profile according to the 
Lamb-Cha.plygin model. The values of w and kli,. 'I/! along the same cross-section are shown in 
(b). The radial coordinate in both plots is scaled with the radius a = 3.831/ ku,. = 6.9 cm. 
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comparison is carried further, by plotting the vorticity as well as the values of both w and 
k2 '1/; along a cross-section through the vortex centres, see figure 2.16. The measured vorticity 
profile (figure 2.16a) shows a very good correspondence with the Lamb-Chaplygin profile, the 
minor differences at the edge r /a = 1 being attributed to viscous effects. The linearity of the 
w = F('l/;) relationship is reflected in the data points of w(r) and P'l/;(r) shown in figure 2.16b: 
the agreement (for r/a < 1) is within the experimental error. 

2.5.3 Decay 

Once the vortex dipole is formed, it travels quasi-steadily along a straight trajectory. While 
travelling, however, the flow structure slowly decays by viscous effects, as can be seen from 
a decreasing internal velocity field and a decreasing translation speed. Visual observations 
suggest a shape preservation, although the vortex gradually expands during the decay process. 
In order to investigate whether the dipole characteristics change during the decay, we have 
determined thew, '~/;-scatter plots for a number of subsequent stages in the evolution, and for 
the turbulent-injection case the results are presented in figure 2.17. It is seen that, although 
the maximum vorticity amplitude and the average slope of the w, '~/;-curve both gradually 
decrease, the shape of the w, '~/;-curve is conserved. This property was tested more rigorously 
by fitting the subsequent curves with the third-order polynomial (2.24). For the scaled plots 
(normalized by the extreme values) the coefficients of this polynomial appeared to be virtually 
constant in time, illustrating a self-similarity of thew, '~/;-relation during the decay. In the long 
run, however, figure 2.12 shows for a number of experiments that the (averaged) values knl 

and klin converge to the same value, suggesting a tendency towards a linear w, '~/;-relation. 
Detailed information about the structure during its decay can be obtained from a sequence of 
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Figure 2.17: Sequence of w, '~/~-scatter plots depicting the evolution in W,'lp-relation during the 
decay process. For each plot a correction has been made for the translation velocity Ujiti the 
surrounding points with zero vorticity have been eliminated by zooming in on the actual dipolar 
structure. The plots are drawn for (a) t = 34 s, (b) 51 s, (c) 60s, (d) 90s, (e) 160 sand (f) 
220 s. Experimental parameters: see figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.18: Graph showing the evolution of the vorticity profile along a cross-section through 
the vortex centres (a) for the turbulent-injection dipole and (b) for a laminar-injection dipole 
characterized by a nonlinear and linear w, '~/~-relation, respectively. The profiles of (a) and (b) 
are taken from the dipoles of figures 2.9 and 2.14, respectively. The profiles of (a) were measured 
at t = 34 s, 90 s, 140 s and 220 s, and of (b) at t = 30 s, 60 s, 85 s and 130 s. Experimental 
parameters: (a) see figure 2.9, (b) see figure 2.14. 
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w cross-sections along the line through the vortex centres in time, as is displayed in figure 2.18a 
(for the turbulent-injection dipole with the nonlinear w, '!/>-relation) and in figure 2.18b (for 
the laminar-injection dipole with the linear w, ?/'-relation), respectively. The linking between 
positive and negative vorticity patches appears to be weak for the nonlinear case, as is apparent 
from the low vorticity region between the vortex-centres, while the linking is strong for the 
linear case, indicating that entrainment is less effective. The difference in linking is probably 
due to the difference in the generation process: the flattening of the vortical region by the 
collapse (which is absent for laminar injections) increases the separation between the vortex 
centres at the initial dipole formation, which leads to an increase of entrainment of ambient 
fluid. During the decay process this entrainment decreases and the differences between the 
linear and the nonlinear case become less pronounced. 

Continuous entrainment of ambient fluid at the rear causes a gradual expansion of the 
dipole, as can be seen in the increasing distance between the vortex centres, see figure 2.19. 
The data suggest that the size of the dipole increases linearly in time. However, it was shown 
by Swaters (1988) that the radius of a. viscously decaying Lamb-Chaplygin dipole remains 
constant under the (adiabatic) constraint that to leading order the dispersion relationship 
(2.16) and linear relation (2.14) are continuously maintained. In the present experiments, 
entrainment and - on large timescales - viscous effects near the boundary cause the nonlinear 
term to become non-zero, so that the adiabatic assumption does not hold. The entrainment 
of (irrota.tional!) ambient fluid at the rear of the dipole causes a head-tail asymmetry in 
the vortex structure. Since this is hard to observe from the isoline plots of w and '!/>, it was 
decided to plot the spatial distribution of the Ja.cobian term J(w, 1/') in (2.12), which represents 
the advection of vorticity. In this approach it is assumed that changes caused by advection 
(entrainment) take place on a timescale that is small compared with the diffusion timescale. 
Figure 2.9f shows a contour plot of J(w, tP) for the uncorrected, instationary flow field (i.e. 
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Figure 2.19: Graphical representation of the evolution of the distance between the virtual vortex 
centres dvc measured from streakline pictures of the dipole experiment of figure 2.9. 

without correction for the dipole translation) of figure 2.10c,d. The spatial distribution has a 
characteristic quadrupolar structure, which is exactly what is to be expected for the case of a 
moving vortex dipole. Careful observation reveals, however, that J(w, 1/J) reaches larger values 
at the dipole's rear side, which is consistent with the picture of the entrainment of ambient 
fluid occurring at that side. In chapter 3, the decay of planar dipolar structures is studied 
into detail. 

2.6 Discussion and conclusions 

The experiments described in this chapter have shown that the dipolar vortices generated 
by pulsed horizontal injection of a small amount of fluid in a linearly stratified ambient fluid 
possess properties that are highly similar to those of purely two-dimensional vortex dipoles. Al
though the dipoles in the stratified fluid occupy a characteristic flattened pancake-like volume, 
the associated flow field is planar. Measurements of the flow in the midplane have revealed 
that the vorticity is essentially distributed continuously, over an area that is close to circular. 
For this reason a comparison of the measured flow characteristics with the Lamb-Chaplygin 
model is an obvious step to take, and a fair agreement was found. 

In some cases, in particular for the dipoles created by laminar injection, the w, 1/J-relation 
showed to be linear, as is also assumed in the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole model. Similar linear 
relationships were found in the MHD experiments by Nguyen Due & Sommeria (1988) and in 
the rotating-fluid experiments by Velasco Fuentes & van Heijst (1993), both for the £-plane and 
for the topographic ,8-plane. In contrast, the dipoles in a stratified fluid generated by turbu
lent injection are characterized by a nonlinear relationship, which is close tow = C sinh k21/J, 
approached in the present experiments by the cubic polynomial w = k~11/J + ,81/J3 . In their sta
tistical mechanics approach of characterizing steady-state structures in two-dimensional flows, 
based on searching for the most probable state, Joyce & Montgomery (1973) found evidence 
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Figure 2.20: Typical w,f/1-scatter plot fitted with the functions w = Csinh(k2?/;) and 1/J = 
A?/1/(B2 -1/12) by the least-square method. Experimental parameters: see figure 2.9. 
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for the validity of this sink-relationship for such two-dimensional flow structures. Some years 
later, numerical simulations by Matthaeus, Stribling, Martinez, Oughton & Montgomery (1991 
a,b) and Montgomery et al. (1992) have revealed that organized two-dimensional flows are 
obeyed by the same relationship. Similar evidence was obtained by Robert & Sommeria (1991) 
by maximum-entropy arguments, in particular for the case of 'dilute' vorticity distributions. 
The sink-relationship strictly only applies to organized flows that originate from an initial 
state in which the vorticity has discrete values Wo, 0 and -w0 , with the total vorticity being 
zero. In a recent theoretical study, Pasmanter (1993) derived that for an initially Poisson-type 
vorticity distribution, the organized flow is characterized by a w, '~/~-relationship of the form 

"" w =-A B2 f/12 (2.25) 

where A and B are constants whose values depend on the initial state. Figure 2.20 shows a 
comparison of the measured w, '~/~-scatter plot both with the sink-relationship and with (2.25). 
The theoretical curves are hardly distinguishable in the interval of the measured data, and seem 
to fit the measurements equally well. Obviously, the present experiments are not conclusive 
in determining which of both theoretical relationships applies to the organized dipolar flow. 

In some cases, Nguyen Due & Sommeria (1988) observed dipolar vortices that are also 
characterized by a similar nonlinear w, '~/~-relationship. The same type of relationship was 
found by Couder & Basdevant (1986) in a numerical simulation of a vortex dipole resulting 
from two oppositely-signed Gaussian monopolar vortices that were initially put close to each 
other. These authors pointed out that for this nonlinear casethe dipole's constituting vortices 
showed a relatively weak linking, as can also be observed in the vorticity distribution along 
a cross-section through the dipole centres, see e.g. figure 2.18: the vorticity profiles suggest 
that the dipole halves are slightly shifted apart, with a region of low vorticity in between 
them. Most likely such a separation is associated with the entrainment of ambient fluid with 
zero vorticity at the rear side of the dipole. This notion is once more stressed by the facts 
that during the decay this low-vorticity region dissappeared while the global parameter kntdvc 
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showed a tendency towards the value for a. linear w, '1/J-relation, and that for the dipoles with 
a linear w, t/1-relation a strong linking was observed. 

In addition, it can be expected that the density distribution inside the dipolar vortex 
region has some effect. It could well be that a correction for the vertical density structure, 
obtained by plotting the potential vorticity rather than the vorticity w, as a function of 1/J, 
yields a relationship that is less nonlinear than those presented in section 2.5. However, since 
detailed measurements of the density distribution inside the dipole volume are presently not 
available, such a correction can not yet be made. Notwithstanding the nonlinear character of 
thew, t/1-relationship, both the turbulent-injection and the la.minar-injection dipoles show very 
good agreement with the theoretical La.mb-Chaplygin model, as is evident from the circular 
size, the cross-sectional distributions of velocity and vorticity, the positions of the vorticity 
extremes and the translation speed of the dipole. 



Chapter 3 

Decay of Dipolar Vortex Structures 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter1 deals with the viscous decay of planar dipolar vortex structures in a non-rotating 
linearly stratified :fluid. As described into detail in chapter 2 the dipolar vortex structures are 
generated by a short horizontal injection of :fluid. The formation process of dipoles in a 
stratified :fluid and their dynamics have been investigated in previous studies (van Heijst & 
Fl6r, 1989a,b ), in the present thesis, and independently by Voropayev, Afanasyev & Filippov 
(1991). The latter authors, who considered in particular laminar injections of :fluid, determined 
the horizontal entrainment rate experimentally and by applying the principle of conservation 
of momentum they derived an expression for the dipole's decay for the inviscid case. In the 
previous chapter, however, it was found that the :flow is quasi two-dimensional and decays 
principally due to viscous diffusion in the vertical direction. 

For the purely two-dimensional case, the viscous decay of the Lamb-Chaplygin vortex di
pole has been investigated in an asymptotic expansion theory by Swaters (1988) who showed 
that, under (adiabatic) constraints for the dipole radius and the linear stream function
vorticity relation, the dipole retains to leading order its basic properties and decays expo
nentially in time. Viscous effects on the stationarity of Lamb-Chaplygin dipoles have been 
investigated in an analytical-numerical study by Kida, Takoaka & Hussain (1991), and it was 
shown that symmetry breaking may occur under certain conditions. In a different approach, 
the decay of the final stage of turbulence in a stratified :fluid was studied by Pearson and Lin
den (1983) and by using linear theory they found an exponential decay of the most persistent 
wavenumbers corresponding with horizontal quasi two-dimensional motions. 

In the present study, the viscous decay during the evolution of the :flow process is inves
tigated experimentally. Two dipole decay models, both being based on a viscous decaying 
Lamb-Chaplygin vortex as described by Swaters (1988), are presented and compared with 
experimental results. 

This chapter is ordered as follows: The experimental set-up, the visualization methods 
and the method to obtain quantitative information about the :flow structure are presented in 
section 3.2. The observational analysis is discussed in section 3.3. After a short description of 
the principal equations of motion in a stratified :fluid, a brief outline of the Lamb-Chaplygin 
model and its viscous decaying variant are given, followed by a description of the decay models 

chapter is an adapted version of a paper that has been submitted to Phys. Fluids A as: Flor, van 
Heijst & Delfos 1993 Decay of dipolar vortex structures in a stratified fluid. 
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Figure 3.1: Photograph showing the top view and side view (lower and upper part of the 
picture, respectively) of the dye-visualized dipolar flow. Experimental parameters: Q = 2 mljs, 
ot = 1.5 sand N = 1.7 radjs. 

for a dipolar vortex in section 3.4. Subsequently in section 3.5, the experimental results are 
compared with the models. A summary of the results is given in section 3.6. 

3.2 Experimental arrangement 

The majority of the experiments reported in this chapter were performed in a plexiglass tank 
of dimensions 30 x 100 x 100 cm (height x width x length). The tank was filled with a linearly 
stratified salt solution, the stratification being established by the well known two-tank method 
(see Fortuin, 1960). The stratification was varied between N = 1.2 and 3 radjs, where N is 
the buoyancy frequency defined by N = (-gfp opfoz)t (with g the gravitational constant, p 
the mean density and opfoz the density gradient with the vertical). 

Dipolar vortices were created in the same manner as described in section 2.2. The Reynolds 
number of the injection Re = Ud/v, based on the injection velocity U, the nozzle diameter 
d = 2 mm and the kinematic viscosity v, was varied between 360 and 11500. As described 
in detail in chapter 2, the injected turbulent region quickly collapses under gravity, and a 
flat dipolar vortex structure emerges. The evolution of such flow structures was studied both 
by dye visualization and by streak photography of small tracer particles. The change in the 
dipole's translation velocity could be obtained from sequences of photographs taken at specific 
times. 



3.2 Experimental arrangement 

a) 

b) 

c) 
Figure 3.2: Sequence of photographs showing the deformation of a vertical dye line due to a 
horizontally moving dipole with a radius of approximately 10 cm; the photographs are taken at 
(a) t = 47 s, (b) 61 s, and (c) at 107 s, after injection at t = 0 s. The dye line was created with 
the precipitation method. Experimental parameters: Q = 2.5 ml / s, 6t = 0.6 s, N = 1.5 radj s, 
nozzle diameter d = 1.1 mm. The top-bottom distance in each picture represents the scale and 
is 18.3 cm. 
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In order to measure the evolution of the flow in a horizontal plane, small polystyrene 
particles of density 1.07 gfcm3 were added to the fluid and their motion was recorded by 
taking long exposure plan-view photographs. The tracer particles usually floated in a thin 
horizontal layer (typically 0.5 cm thick), owing to small deviations in their density. In most 
of the experiments the particles were floating at mid-depth of the tank, at the level at which 
also injection occurred. Quantitative information was obtained from these streak pictures in 
the same manner as described in section 2.5. 

Information about the vertical distribution of the horizontal velocity and about the vertical 
growth of the dipole region was obtained in additional experiments carried out in a smaller 
tank (of dimensions 35 X 50 x 80 cm, being height X width x length), by creating a vertical 
dye line in the middle of the tank after the dipole was formed. The dye lines were created 
with a thin solder wire of diameter 0.5 mm by the precipitation method (see Honji, Taneda & 
Tatsuno, 1980) and could be produced at any desirable moment . Having a light grey colour, 
their displacement due to the translating dipolar structure was clearly visible against a black 
background and was recorded from the side by a photocamera. Although in a number of 
experiments asymmetric dipoles were formed (in such cases some amount of vorticity was 
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Figure 3.3: Graphs showing typical evolutions of (a) the dipole diameter D and (b) the dipole 
thickness 2u. Experimental parameters: (a) see Table I, experiment 07; (b) • Q = 2.0 mljs, 
ot 0.3 s, N = 1.8 radfs, and d 1.1 mm; A Q 4.1 mlfs, ot = 0.3 s, N = 2.0 radjs, 
d=2.0mm. 

partly left behind in the wake of the dipole), care was taken that in all cases discussed in 
the present paper the dipoles were symmetric and exactly aligned with the vertical electrode 
wire. Some of the recorded dye-lines distortions were digitized by hand in order to obtain 
quantitative information about the vertical distribution of the horizontal velocity field. In 
a. number experiments dye was also added to the injected fluid so that the dipolar vortex 
region and the displacement profile were visible simultaneously. Then, the dipole thickness 
was measured from the displacement profile at the position exactly between the vortex centres. 

3.3 Qualitative observations and analysis 

Figure 3.1 shows a combined top and side view of the eventual dipolar vortex structure, 
visualized by fluorescein dye. A mirror was placed under an angle of 45° over the top side of 
the tank so that plan-view and side-view could be recorded simultaneously by a single camera. 
The photograph in figure 3.1 clearly reveals the pancake-like shape of the visualized vortex 
region: the horizontal scale (D) is much larger than the vertical length scale (2u). 

In section 2.3 it was shown that viscous effects associated with vertical diffusion of vortic
ity are significant. Due to this vertical diffusion and the horizontal entrainment of ambient 
irrota.tional fluid the structure grows in size which leads to a gradually decreasing translation 
velocity. 

Plan-view dye visualizations reveal spiral-shaped dye patterns due to entrainment of ambi
ent uncoloured fluid. Since vorticity filaments have large vorticity gradients and consequently 
diffuse, a continuous vorticity distribution forms rapidly. Because of the high Schmidt number, 
the dye displays a. different behaviour, and represents more the history of the flow. However, 
it is assumed that at the dipole's edge, where vorticity gradients are relatively small, the dye 
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Figure 3.4: Typical vertical displacement profiles digitized from pictures as shown in figure 3.2, 
at t = 40 s, and t = 80 s after injection at t = 0 s, denoted by the symbols /::;. and o, respectively. 
Both profiles are fitted by hand with a Gaussian curve of the form U = U0exp( -z2 /2u2), with 
2u the typical thickness of the dipole. 

region represents in good approximation the horizontal size of the structure. 
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In order to examine the vertical growth of the dipole and the vertical distribution of the 
horizontal motion due to the moving dipole, a vertical dye line was generated on the horizontal 
symmetry axis of the structure. While the vertical size of the dipole increases by diffusion 
of vorticity, the dye line is horizontally advected over an increasing vertical distance. In this 
way information is obtained about the dipole's vertical expansion. As shown in figure 3.2a
c, the vertical scale of this displacement profile increases by almost a factor of two during 
the period from t = 47 s to t = 107 s. In separate experiments the horizontal size D of 
the dye distribution (defined as the maximum dipole width perpendicular to the translation 
direction) was measured from dye visualizations. Typical graphs of the measured expansion 
of the vortex region in horizontal and vertical direction are shown in figures 3.3a and 3.3b, 
respectively. Apparently, the rate of vertical expansion by diffusion is much larger than the 
horizontal expansion rate, which is mainly an effect of entrainment. Therefore, one may expect 
that, apart from the effect of entrainment, vertical diffusion of vorticity determines the decay 
of this pancake-like vortex structure. 

According to the side view part of figure 3.1, the dyed fluid is confined in a thin layer 
suggesting a considerable shear at the top and bottom edges of the structure. However, the 
dyelines of figure 3.2a-c reveal a very smooth· Gaussian-like profile, indicating that overturning 
motions by the shear as well as vertical motions by internal waves are insignificant. 

With a decreasing velocity U0 and an increasing layer thickness 2u, the Ri number (which 
was defined as Ri = N 2 /(f:::.Uju) 2

) rapidly increases in time, so that no overturning motions 
are to be expected in the further dipole evolution. The deformations of the dye line in the 
two subsequent pictures (figure 3.2b,c) are digitized by hand and both are fitted (by eye) with 
a Gaussian curve of the form exp( -z2 /2u2 ), where z is the vertical coordinate with z = 0 at 
the midplane, and u a measure for the dipole thickness, respectively. The results are shown 
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in figure 3.4. The displacement profiles appear to be self-similar in time. By subtracting two 
digitized profiles, a similar Gaussian-like distribution for the horizontal velocity was found. It 
was argued in section 2.3 that vortex-lines are locally perpendicular to the midplane z = 0; 
at higher levels the vortex lines are tilted by the shear, but the motion remains planar and 
vertical motions are negligible. 

3.4 Models of diffusing dipolar vortices 

As a first approximation in the modelling of the decay of a planar dipolar vortex it is assumed 
that the motion is confined mainly in a thin (disk-shaped) region around the midplane, where 
the vorticity vectors are directed vertically, and the vortex tilting by the shear is negligible. 
Since the midplane is a maximum of a smooth Gaussian-like velocity profile with growing 
thickness this is a reasonable approximation for the flow in a thin layer around z = 0. 

For the dipolar vortex, the horizontal flow at the midplane is described quite well by the 
Lamb-Chaplygin dipole model, so that for the present decaying flow the viscous decaying 
Lamb-Chaplygin dipole as described by Swaters (1988) can be used. The dipole radius is 
assumed constant, neglecting the effects of entrainment and implying a purely viscous decay. 
In view of the displacement profiles observed in the experiments, the vertical distribution of the 
horizontal velocity is taken to be Gaussian. The dipole's translation velocity at the midplane 
is a measure for the amplitude of the translation velocity of the dipole, and according to the 
Lamb-Chaplygin dipole model also for the amplitude of characteristic properties such as the 
vorticity and the circulation for each dipole half. This was shown also in section 2.4.2 by 
expressing these values in terms of U0 and k: 

Wm = 2.89kUo 
Umarc = 2.49Uo, 
r = 26.17U0 /k. 

These characteristic properties will be referred to also later in this chapter. 

(3.1) 

In section 2.4.1 it was shown that the vertical vorticity of buoyancy dominated flows is to 
first order governed by vertical diffusion of vorticity (see equations 2.9 and 2.11). Although 
in the present stratified flow the vertical diffusion term is much larger than the horizontal 
diffusion term, both will be kept in the further analysis. The vorticity equation that will be 
used in this chapter then yields 

8w 2 82w + J(w, 'if;)= vV kw+ 11 {)z2 , (3.2) 

where the indices z have been dropped. As a first step a model dipole with a constant 
thickness is presented. Next, a more refined model is presented, which allows for a growing 
dipole thickness due to vertical diffusion of vorticity. 

3.4.1 The viscously-decaying Lamb-Chaplygin dipole 

The viscous decay of a purely two-dimensional vortex is governed by (3.2) with the last term 
being zero. In the particular case of a. linear relationship w = k2'if; one obtains an exponential 
decay 

w =Wo(x,y) exp(-t/r2d), (3.3) 
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with w0 ( x, y) the vorticity according to the Lamb-Chaplygin solution, and the decay time 
defined as (see Lamb, 1932, or Batchelor, 1967) 

1'2d = (vk2) -l. (3.4) 

In a perturbation approach (valid for small timescales) Swaters (1988) studied the two
dimensional effects of viscosity and, under the constraints that to leading order the dispersion 
relationship (2.16) and the relation w = k2'f/J are maintained, he found that the radius of the 
Lamb-Chaplygin dipole kept its initial value. The diffusion of the kink in the vorticity on the 
circle r =a only leads to small effects as was shown by Kida, Takoaka & Hussain {1991). The 
latter authors estimated this deviation from the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole in terms of the dipole 
radius and circulation r, and showed that on a timescale t"' a2 jr"' 0(1 s)), a front-back 
asymmetry occurs in a thin band with thickness~ O(a.;;Jf) ("' 0.1 cm) at this circular 
boundary, while for t11 ~ a2/ v, the viscous layer spreads out over the whole structure. Thus, 
as long as t < t11 this effect is negligible so that the dipole may be considered as a stationary 
structure for which the Jacobian is approximately zero. In this study the smallest dipole had 
a radius a ~ 5 cm, implying tv = 2500 s, while for all experiments t < 400 s, so that this 
condition is satisfied. 

3.4.2 The constant-thickness model 

Although the viscous Lamb-Chaplygin model describes a two-dimensional flow, with vorticity 
diffusing in the horizontal plane, the experimental observations reveal a flat dipolar vortex 
structure with an increasing thickness and vertical vorticity diffusing in vertical direction. As 
a first step in the description of this vortex structure the flow is modelled by a Lamb-Chaplygin 
dipole with a constant thickness a, and some prescribed vertical variation in its 'amplitude' 
U0 . This model is referred to as the 'constant-thickness model'. As shown in figure 3.4, the 
vertical displacement profile of the dipole can be approximated quite well by a Gaussian fit, 
and the vertical distribution of the horizontal velocity is described by a similar profile, i.e. 
U0 "' exp( -z2/2a2 ). The vertical scale a of this profile is assumed constant in time. Because 
of the symmetry of the dipolar structure about the midplane the characteristic dipole thickness 
is then 2a. For the present buoyancy-dominated flow, where vertical motions are to leading 
order decoupled from the horizontal motions, we assume that in each horizontal plane the 
motion is that of a decaying Lamb-Chaplygin dipole with a translation velocity of amplitude 
,..., U0exp( -z2/2a2). This assumption is valid in the region zfa < 1 where (since {)uhj{)z ~ 0) 
the vorticity vector is directed approximately vertically. The vorticity distribution is then 

w(x, y, z, t) = w0 (x, y) exp( -z2/2a2) h(t), (3.5) 

where w0 (x,y) represents the horizontal distribution of the vertical vorticity component ac
cording to the La.mb-Chaplygin solution, and h(t) is a time-dependent amplitude function. 
When (3.5) is substituted in equation {3.2) the Jacobian term is found to vanish, implying a 
diffusive decay according to 

(3.6) 

1 

where f = zfa. For f < 1, or more precisely f ~ (1 + a 2P)?i, one obtains 

w(x, y, z, t) w0(x, y) exp( -z2/2a2
) exp( -t/Tet)- O(ve.2tfa2), (3.7) 
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with 
(3.8) 

the decay time and A 2 = k2 + 1/ a 2• For t < o2 / v€2, the last term in ( 3. 7) can be neglected. 
In the experiments t < 400 s, implying that for a minimal thickness o = 1 cm equation (3.7) 
may be used in the region where I z 15 o /2. The vorticity amplitude decays exponentially 
with a decay time (3.8), which is for the present experiments primarily determined by the 
thickness of the dipolar structure. The decay time Tct is short compared to the time scale r2d 

given by (3.4). 

3.4.3 Vertical diffusion model 

A more accurate model is obtained when the vertical diffusion of (vertical) vorticity is allowed 
to result in a vertical growth of the dipolar structure like observed in the experiments (see 
figure 3.2). For this diffusion model it is only assumed that the horizontal planar flow is 
represented by the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole model. As above, the model will be only valid in 
a thin region around the midplane level where 8uj8z ~ 0. This yields 

w = Wo(x,y) 1(z, t), (3.9) 

where w0 ( x, y) is again the horizontal vorticity distribution according to the Lamb-Chaplygin 
dipole, and "Y(z, t) is an amplitude function. Substitution of (3.9) in (3.2) yields 

0")' 2 f)2"Y 
8t = -vk "Y + v 8z2. (3.10) 

By the transformation "Y = ~(z, t)exp( -vk2t) one obtains a diffusion equation for ~(z, t): 

8~ 1:)2~ 
7ii v oz2 • (3.11) 

It is assumed that initially the vorticity is confined to a thin region, according to ~(t = 0) = 
~08(z) with 8 the Dirac delta function. The associated source solution is then given by 

1 
~ y1; exp( -z2 /4vt). (3.12) 

Although the flow at t = 0 is still 3D-turbulent and the actual w-distribution is strictly not 
described by this particular delta-like initial condition, one may assume that the details of 
the initial vorticity distribution are lost at larger t-values when the dipolar structure has been 
formed and that (3.12) then still gives a reasonable description. 
The solution for the vorticity w(x, y, z, t) thus found is 

1 2 w=Wo(x,y) exp(-t/TaiJ)exp(-z /4vt), (3.13) 

where 
(3.14) 

This timescale is identical to r2a, see (3.4). Integration of (3.13) in the z-direction yields 
again the expression for diffusion in a 2D-flow, given by equation (3.3). As in other diffusion 
problems, the thickness of the diffusing region grows according to o(t) "" Vi/t. The factor 
4vt in (3.13) is directly associated with the factor 2o2 of the Gaussian profile as described by 
(3.5) and represents the vertical growth of the vortical region. It should be noted that with 
equation (3.1a) a similar expression for the decay for the velocity U0 can be obtained. 
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3.5 Comparison with the experimental results 

In order to compare the two models with the experimental decay values, the decay times for 
the maximum vortidty and the circulation are measured from the interpolated velocity field. 

The translation velocity U0 of the dipole was determined directly from streakline pictures 
by measuring the longest particle path on the symmetry axis, since according to the Lamb
Chaplygin model Uma:z: 3.49U0 • In section 2.5.1 it was shown that this provides a good 
approximation of the translation velocity. By processing a sequence of streak pictures the 
decay of Wm, r and Uo could be displayed as a function of time, and the experimental decay 
times T et and Tdif for the parameters velocity Uo, circulation r and maximum vorticity Wm 

could be determined. Separately, the wave number k was measured from w, ?/~-scatter plots 
such as shown in section 2.5.1 by figure 2.9c (note that according to the Lamb-Chaplygin 
dipole, the slope of the linear w, ?/~-relationship is by definition equal to k2), which yields the 
value of the decay time T2d· Although both linear and nonlinear w, ?/~-relations have been 
found a least-square linear fit was used to obtain the value of P. As was shown in chapter 
2 this value k2 obtained by this method agrees quite well with that predicted by the Lamb
Chaplygin model, for the linear as well as for the nonlinear w, ?/1 dipoles. Because the radius 
of the dipole slightly increases during the decay process - and therewith k2 decreases the 
average of k2 values of one sequence of streak pictures is used to calculate a mean value of Tu 

for the experiment, while the variation in k2 determines the standard deviation in Tu. 

In additional dye-visualization experiments the velocity of the dipole was measured from 
the displacement of the dye-pattern, and the decay timescales T et and TrJif were determined 
from the decay of this translation velocity. Then, the corresponding wavenumber k was derived 
from the mean radius of the dipole by using relation (2.16), yielding the value of r2d, while 
the standard deviation of r2a is again given by the variation in this radius. The experimental 
parameters of the experiments that have been analysed are presented in Table I with the 
derived decay times according to the constant-thickness model; the decay times according to 
the vertical diffusion model are presented in Table II. 

3.5.1 Comparison with the constant-thickness model 

Figures 3.5a,b and c show the behaviour of the measured quantities Uo, Wm and r (at z = 0), 
respectively, as a function of time, with in each graph the ordinate axis taken logarithmic so 
that an exponential decay is displayed by a straight line. Apparently all quantities appear 
to have an approximately exponential decay. The data of each experimental run were least
square fitted with an exponential curve and provided a value for Tct· Independently, the value 
v>.2 vk2 + vjq2 was determined. As mentioned, an average k2-value was obtained from the 
scatter plots. From the laboratory observations (experiments 06, 07, 08), the thickness 2q was 
estimated roughly by eye as 4 ± 1 cm for most of the experiments. Experiment 01 concerned 
a laminar injection of fluid so that a very thin vortex region was formed with a thickness 
typically of 2q = 2 ± 1 cm; in experiment 09 a weak stratification was used in combination 
with a very intense turbulent injection, resulting in a dipolar structure with a relatively large 
thickness of typically 5 ± 1 cm. The measured decay times rct(Uo) are of the same order as 
the 'theoretical' decay time (v>.2)-

1
• The deviations are due to the rough estimation of the 

thickness q and the error in the P-value, which was determined by averaging P in time. 
Although the values for the decay time of the maximum vorticity Wm vary from those of 

the velocity U0 (see Table I), they show a similar trend. From the expressions for wand r as 
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Figure 3.5: Graphical display of the temporal evolution of (a.) the translation velocity, (b) 
the maximum vorticity Wm and (c) the mean circulation r of the dipole. The experimental 
parameters are presented in Table I. 
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exp. Q 6t N Tct(Uo) Tct(f) Tct( ~) Tct(Wm) Tct(Wma) (11~2) 1 
no. ml/s s radfs s s s s s s 
01 0.6 25.0 3.0 80± 6 88 ± 6 78± 8 80± 4 91 ± 4 74±18 
02 11.2 0.7 2.2 177±25 189 ± 25 148± 43 139± 30 208 ±40 297±88 
03 11.2 0.3 2.2 181 ± 13 208 ± 13 161± 8 112± 6 130 ±10 255±73 
04 8.7 0.26 2.3 • 175± 9 196 ± 15 169± 20 117± 8 133 ±11 246±78 
05 16.8 0.2 2.1 171 ± 12 221 ± 24 172± 9 118± 4 137 ± 6 278±71 
06 9.2 0.4 1.7 196± 15 237±68 
07 6.1 0.6 1.7 172± 12 232±63 
08 9.2 0.4 1.4 176± 6 232±70 
09 12.2 0.2 1.2 • 225±25 306±82 

Table I 

Table 1: The experimental parameters and the exponential decay times obtained from these 
experiments, calculated according to the constant-thickness model. The decay of the velocity 
U0, maximum vorticity Wm and circulation r are presented in a log-linear plot in figure 3.5a,b 
and c, respectively. The decay time (v>.2)-1 = (vk2 + v/u2)-1 is obtained from the radius 
of the dipole, or scatter plots as shown in figure 2.9c of chapter 2, and the thickness u (see 
text). In addition, the decay values wm/a and rja, which are corrected for the radial growth 
are presented. The experiments where the decay in circulation and vorticity are given, concern 
those experiments where information is obtained from streakline pictures, while the other four 
experiments concern the colour visualizations. 

given by (3.1), it is obvious that a growth in radius a"' 1/k induces a slow decay in r and 
a fast decay in Wm. In order to obtain comparable decay times as for the velocity Uo , the 
decay of Wma and rja are calculated and listed in Table I as Tc1(wma) and Tct(rja), where a 
is now the time-dependent radius. The decay time Tct(r /a) is generally in better agreement 
with the decay time obtained for the translation velocity. However, the decay time r et( Wm a) is 
on average still smaller than Tct(Uo) and Tct(r fa), thus implying a faster decay of vorticity in 
the vortex centres than elsewhere in the dipole. An explanation for this effect lies in the fact 
that the observed dipoles in the experiments generally have a. nonlinear w, ,P-relation while a 
linear relation is assumed. Nonlinear dipoles have a higher vorticity in the vortex centres with 
sharper gradients in the vorticity than expected according to the linear w, ,P-relation. Then, 
the spreading of vorticity over a larger area has a larger effect on the maximum vorticity 
than on the total circulation. For comparison, a dipole with a linear w, ,P-relation, such as in 
experiment 06, shows approximately the same decay times for Wm and U0• 

In conclusion, the experimental results show that the decay of the translation velocity 
of the dipole is in reasonable agreement with the constant-thickness model. Differences in 
decay with the measurements become of importance only on large time scales, for which the 
approximation of a constant thickness is not valid anymore. 

3.5.2 Comparison with the vertical diffusion model 

Figure 3.6 shows the typical growth in total thickness (2u) of the dipolar structure plotted in 

a logarithmic graph, compared with a least-square fit of the curve 2u = 4J vt / {3, where f3 is 
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Figure 3.6: Graph showing the data of figure 3.3b, fitted by the curve 2u = 4..;;;t[lJ, according 
to the vertical diffusion model. 
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Figure 3. 7: Graphs showing the measured evolution of the dipole translation velocity Uo for the 
three different experiments (06, 07, 08) in which the dipole had approximately the same radius, 
and (b) the measured evolution of the extreme vorticity Wm for the experiments 02, 04 and 
05 (values of the experimental parameters are given in Table I). The curves represent equation 
(3.13) and have been least-square fitted to experiment 07 (a) and 03 (b). 

a free parameter. According to the diffusion model (3.13) the parameter (J = 1, while for the 
constant-thickness model this parameter was taken equal to 2 (see the z-dependent exponential 
factor in (3.7)). However, the fit made in figure 3.6 yields the (J-va.lue (J = 1.47 ± 0.04, 
which implies that the dipole thickness grows slower than according to the diffusion model. 
This is due to the shear not being incorporated in this model. Apparently, the thickness 
corresponds with the region where the velocity amplitude exceeds the value exp( -1/ (J)Uo R:: 

exp( -2/3)Uo R:: 0.5Uo, with Uo the maximum velocity at z=O. This layer thickness is slightly 
larger than the thickness determined by the levels with maximum shear, i.e. at z = a with 
exp( -1/2)U0 R:: 0.6Uo, which suggests that the dipole thickness is defined by these levels. 
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exp. no. Tdij(U) TdiJ(Wm) Tdij(Wma) (vk2) 1 

s s s s 
01 312± 30 141 ± 14 294± 40 288± 22 
03 540± 154 243±24 345± 36 676± 114 
04 666± 44 263±21 345± 59 643± 123 
05 1111 ± 247 256± 13 352± 25 911± 46 
06 483± 47 583± 79 
07 417± 17 550± 60 
08 454± 41 552± 92 
09 559± 47 600± 60 

Table II 

Table II: As in Table I, but now the decay times Tdif according to the diffusive damping model, 
where ll"' 1/.../Viexp( -t/rdif ), are compared with the decay times T:U· These decay times are 
obtained from fits as shown in figure 3.7a and 3.7b with the curve 1/.../Vi exp( -t/Tdif ). Because 
for these approximations long runs were needed, some of the experimental runs presented in 
Table I are omitted here. 
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Figures 3.7a and 3.7b present the temporal evolution of the translation velocity U0 (t) and 
the maximum vorticity wm(t), respectively, for three different experiments with a comparable 
decay time r2d· In both graphs the data of one of the experiments is fitted by equation (3.13) 
of the vertical diffusion model (for z = 0) and both show a very good agreement. 

The decay values TdiJ(wm) and TdiJ(Uo) obtained from fits as shown in figure 3.7a,b are 
listed in Table II. The decay times TdiJ(Uo) are, generally, in very good agreement with the 
decay times r 2d = (vk2 )-1 obtained by measuring the radius of the dipole or from scatter 
plots. Also in this model it appears that Wm decays faster than the translation velocity Uo, 
while a correction for the increasing radius yields similar results as for the constant-thickness 
model. 

The data for the circulation r contained too much scatter to make a proper fit, and 
was therefore not used for further calculations. This scatter is probably due to small three
dimensional effects. In conclusion, the diffusion model describes the decay of the dipolar 
vortex quite well. The effect of the vertical growth of the dipole is included, and the validity 
of the model holds for a much longer time. In view of the large data runs needed for a 
reasonable fit for the diffusion model, on short time scales the constant thickness gives a 
useful approximation. 

3.6 Conclusions and discussion 

The aim of this study was to investigate the decay of planar dipolar vortex structures in a 
stratified fluid. Qualitative and quantitative information was obtained from flow visualization
techniques as well as from particle-streak photography. The observed dipolar structure can be 
characterized as a larninar coherent vortex motion, confined in a thin layer of fluid. By 
diffusion of vorticity, the volume of the structure grows both vertically and horizontally, 
whereby its horizontal velocity field is characterized by an approximately Gaussian distri
bution "' exp( -z2/2u2) in the vertical direction. The dipole thickness is defined by the levels 
of maximum shear. 
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Figure 3.8: Graphical representation of the decay in vorticity according to relation (3.7) and 
relation (3.13) of the constant-thickness model (dashed line) and the diffusion model (drawn 
line), respectively. The amplitude of both profiles are matched by hand. 

For the near-midplane horizontal flow region, where the shear is negligible, two decay 
models have been formulated, based on the viscously-decaying Lamb-Chaplygin dipole (Swa
ters, 1988). A constant-thickness model is developed, with diffusion of momentum in vertical 
and horizontal directions. The predicted decay and thickness values are in reasonable agree
ment with the experimental data, although on large time scales the neglected vertical growth 
becomes of importance and the validity of the model becomes doubtful. 

The diffusion model, according to which vertical diffusion of vorticity induces an increasing 
thickness, shows a very good agreement also for large times. The vertical expansion of the 
dipole shows the same tendency as predicted by the model and is "" .;;;i. The difference in 
the theoretical proportionality constant and that measured in the experiments is due to the 
neglected effects of horizontal advection of vorticity, which cause a slower growth. 

In figure 3.8 the decay in vorticity for both models is plotted as a function of time for 
the case T 2a = 1/(vk2

) = 500 s. From the relation u = .,f2Vt an average value of u 2 was 
determined for the range 0 S t S 400 s, thus providing a value for Tct = (vk2 + vfu2 )-1 • 

Figure 3.8 shows that, in the range between t ~ 100 s and 800 s, the slope according to the 
constant-thickness model matches reasonably well with that according to the diffusion model; 
the deviation is less than approximately 16%. For times t > 800 s deviations are larger and 
the constant-thickness model appears to be not valid anymore. 

In both models, the constant-thickness model and the diffusion model, the radial growth 
by entrainment is neglected and slightly better results are expected when a correction for this 
growth is included. Therefore, an improvement of the present model would be one in which of 
course both the growth due to vertical diffusion and horizontal entrainment of ambient fluid 
are taken into account. 

Nevertheless, one of the main conch,1sions that can be drawn from the present study is that 
the decay of planar dipolar vortex structures in a linearly stratified fluid is to a large extent 
governed by vertical diffusion of (verticaL) vorticity. 



Chapter 4 

Dipole-cylinder collisions 

4.1 Introduction 
This chapter1 describes the centred collision between a dipolar vortex and a solid circular 
cylinder. The structure of the vorticity distribution inside the dipole and its w, '~/~-relation, 
before and after the collision, have been investigated experimentally and numerically. 

In related studies, the case of a pair of rectilinear, infinitely long, vortices impinging on a 
solid flat wall has been investigated both numerically and experimentally (e.g. Homa, Lucas & 
Rockwell, 1988; Orlandi, 1990) and it has been found that the generation of secondary vorticity 
at the wall plays a fundamental role in the evolution of the flow. This vorticity typically 
organizes into compact structures that interact with the primary vortex and, depending on 
the Reynolds number, may lead to new structures that are intense enough to migrate away 
far from the wall. The viscous generation of secondary vorticity at a solid boundary is also 
responsible for the separation of a wall jet, as was studied experimentally by Lichter, Flor & 
van Heijst (1992). 

Similar features have been found in the interaction of a vortex dipole with a circular 
cylinder. In the present study we will not focus on the mechanism producing the secondary 
vorticity since it does not substantially differ from what occurs at flat walls. This mechanism 
has been studied experimentally and theoretically by Walker, Smith, Cerra & Doligalsky 
(1987) for a vortex ring impinging on a flat wall. In the case of a circular cylinder, however, 
the curvature of the boundary and the possible misalignment between dipole and cylinder, 
add two important parameters that make the dynamics of the flow more complex. Among the 
experimental studies, that by Voropayev & Afanasyev (1992) proposes an explanation of the 
interaction in terms of the momentum applied by the cylinder to the flow in a way similar to 
the interaction between two dipoles of different intensity (van Heijst & Fl6r, 1989). In a recent 
numerical study Orlandi (1993) considers a number of cases in which a Lamb-Chaplygin dipole 
interacts with a solid cylinder with either no-slip or free-slip boundary conditions applied to 
the body. In the latter case the dipole is observed to split, upon which the parts move around 
the cylinder, meet again at its rear, thus leading to the re-formation of the vortex dipole. 
It was found that the dipole retains its original shape; scatter-plots between vorticity w and 
stream function ,P confirm that the linear relationship is attained again after the collision. 

1This chapter is an adapted version of a paper that has been submitted to Experiments in Fluids as: 
Verzicco, Fl6r, van Heijst & Orlandi 1993 Numerical and experimental study of the interaction between a 
vortez dipole and a circular cylinder. 
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On the other hand, when the no-slip condition is applied the secondary vorticity, generated 
at the wall, interacts with the primary vortex and leads to the formation of two asymmetric 
dipolar structures that move along circular trajectories. Although the scatter-plots in this 
case contain some scatter, the secondary vorticity patches show a clear tendency to attain the 
linear relationship as well. 

The principal aim of this study is to gain a better understanding of the physics of the 
interaction process; particular aspects that will be addressed are the evolution of the vorticity 
field and the influence of the cylinder diameter in relation to the dipole. The experiments 
reported here only concern 'centred' collisions. Orlandi (1992) has also considered cases in 
which the dipole axis was not aligned with the cylinder centre and a large variety of interaction 
scenarios was found. These cases can be investigated in a future experimental study. 

4.2 Numerical model 

The numerical scheme is the same as that used by Orlandi (1993), who presents a detailed 
description. Here it suffices to summarize only the main features. The model solves the 2D 
N a vier-Stokes equations in the vorticity-streamfunction formulation in general curvilinear co
ordinates. The choice of the formulation is suggested by the reduction of the unknowns ( tf;, w), 
with respect to the primitive variables ( u, v, p) formulation, and the consequent reduction of 
operations. The equations are: 

ow 1 
Ot +J(w,I/J) =Re V2w 

V 2tf; = -w. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

The coordinate system is polar, with a clustering of computational points near the cylinder. 
The use of a non-uniform coordinate in the radial direction is dictated by the necessity of 
accurately describing the generation and the diffusion of wall vorticity which forms a crucial 
factor in the flow evolution. For the same reason the imposition of the wall boundary condition 
must be very accurate. As in Orlandi (1993), the vorticity at the wall has been evaluated by 
differencing equation (4.2) in the radial direction. In this manner the vorticity at the wall is 
connected with the vorticity inside the field and it has been shown (Roache, 1976) that the 
problems of divergence at high Re are avoided. At the external boundary, which has been 
located at four dipole radii, the condition w = 0 has been used. 

The equations ( 4.1) and ( 4.2) have been solved by a finite-difference method that is second
order accurate in space and in time. The discretization of the nonlinear terms has been 
performed by the Arakawa (1966) scheme that, in the inviscid limit, conserves higher-order 
invariants of which energy and enstrophy are the most relevant. The solution of equation ( 4.1) 
has been obtained by a direct solver that, by using FFT's (provided that the discretization 
in the azimuthal direction is uniform) reduces the large sparse matrix introduced by the 
discretization to a tridiagonal matrix which is easy to be inverted. This procedure is very 
efficient and on a workstation IBM RISC320 the calculation for a 256 x 256 grid requires less 
than two hours for 1000 time steps. 

The advancement in time of the solution has been obtained by a third-order Runge-Kutta 
scheme which calculates the nonlinear terms explicitly and the viscous terms implicitly. Al
though the factorization of the pentadiagonal matrix, given by the implicit treatment of the 
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Figure 4.1: Typical flow characteristics of the initial dipolar vortex structure:( a) vorticity contour 
plot and (b) w,t/J-sca.tter plot. 

viscous terms, reduces the accuracy to second order, this scheme is more convenient than other 
second-order schemes commonly used; in fact, the stability limit C F L ~ J3 allows a large At 
and, consequently, implies a. considerable saving of CPU. 

The calculations here discussed have been performed on 256 x 256 and 256 x 512 grids 
in the radial and azimuthal directions, respectively. These grids have been seen to be fine 
enough to accurately describe the dynamics of the larger vortex structures. In particular the 
256 X 256 grid resolves the vorticity field for Re 500 very well (which has been verified by 
applying the common grid-refinement check). Although the vorticity is captured very well by 
the 'coarse' 256 x 256 grid, the finest grid has been employed only to eliminate the numerical 
(unphysical) wiggles in the scalar field (see section 4.5). 

4.3 Experimental set-up 

The experiments reported in this chapter were carried out in a perspex tank of dimensions 
90 x 115 x 30 cm, with a working depth of about 21 cm, which was filled with a linearly
stratified salt solution. The tank was illuminated from two sides by cold neon-lights in order 
to avoid convective induced motions. The flow was visualized either by dye or by neutrally 
buoyant tracer particles (for this purpose the tank bottom was either black or white, in order 
to have an optimal contrast). 

The salt stratification was established by use of the well-known two-tank method (Fortuin, 
1960). In addition, layers of fresh and salted water were added at the top and at the bottom 
of the stratified fluid, respectively, to have zero gradients at the horizontal surfaces. The 
buoyancy frequency of the density profile thus obtained was N !:::! 1.88 rad/ s and was kept 
constant for all the experiments. 

A small amount of fluid was injected horizontally by a remote controlled injection mecha
nism at the level of its equilibrium density PS· The resulting flow was visualized by the pH
indicator thymol-blue. The Reynolds number of the injection, defined by Re Udjv, with 
the injection velocity U, the nozzle diameter d and the kinematic viscosity v, was Re !:::! 3900. 
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Figure 4.2: Sequence of streak photographs illustrating the dipolar structure colliding against a 
solid cylinder. The photographs were taken at t = 95 s (a), 126 s (b), 215 s (c) and 270 s (d) 
after the moment of injection (t = 0). Experimental parameters: De = 150 mm, DD ~ De , 
Re~ 500, exposure times: 3 s (a), 6 s (b), 9 s (c) and 13 s (d). 

When the injected turbulent region collapsed and a dipolar structure was formed, a hollow 
cylinder of diameter De was carefully placed in the tank to realize a centred collision between 
dipole and cylinder. At that stage the diameter of the colliding dipole is typically DD ::o 
200 mm and its velocity UD ::o 10 mm/s, giving a Reynolds number ReD of the order 0(103 ). 

The experiments were carried out with cylinders with diameters varying from 21 mm to 
150 mm. 
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Figure 4.3: Digitized (a) and interpolated velocity field (b) for the stage at which secondary 
dipoles have been formed, corresponding to figure 4.2d; and (c) the obtained vorticity distribu
tion w(x, y). The incremental value between the vorticity contours is ~w = O.Ols-1• 
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The flow evolution was recorded from above at prescribed time intervals by a photo camera. 
In order to get more quantitative information a second set of experiments was carried out by 
adding polystyrene tracer particles to the stratified fluid. Because of their uniform density 
these tracer particles all sank to their common level of matching fluid density, .thus floating in 
a thin horizontal layer. Using the digitizing procedure described in section 2.5, the velocity 
field and the spatial distributions of the vorticity and the stream function were calculated 
numerically from the experimental data. Finally, the relation between w and '1/> was obtained by 
plotting thew, '~/>-data in a scatter plot which yields information about the vorticity distribution 
inside the vortex structures. 

4.4 Laboratory Experiments 

Quantitative information about the flow (both before, during and after the interaction with 
the cylindrical body) was obtained from sets of streak photographs. The vorticity-contour plot 
of the initial dipole in this experiment is shown in figure 4.la. As mentioned, a fundamental 
question concerning the dynamics of coherent vortex structures is the relationship between 
the vorticity wand the streamfunction ?./J, expressed as w = f( ?.jJ ). Thew, '~/>-relationship of the 
initial dipole is provided by the scatter plot shown in figure 4.1b. The relationship w = f( '1/>) 
appears to be nonlinear, close tow"" sinh ?./J. However, it was shown in chapter 2 that these 
dipolar vortices are yet represented quite well by a Lamb-Chaplygin dipole (see Lamb, 1932), 
for which a linear relationship w = k21/J is assumed ( k is a constant). Quantitative information 
about the flow evolution was obtained by digitizing the sets of streak photographs shown in 
figure 4.2. For the stage in which the secondary dipoles are formed, the digitized flow field is 
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Figure 4.4: Scatter plots showing thew, ?jl-relationship of the upper (a) and lower (b) secondary 
dipole structures in figure 4.3. 

shown in figure 4.3a, while the interpolated field on a 30 x 30 grid is presented in figure 4.3b. 
The corresponding distribution of the vorticity w is graphically shown by the contour plot in 
figure 4.3c. The w,t/J-relationships for the secondary dipoles (after correction for their motion) 
are shown in figure 4.4: the scatter plots (a) and (b) correspond with the dipolar vortices in 
the upper and lower parts of figure 4.3c, both being formed after the collision of the primary 
dipole with the solid cylinder. It is seen that the lobes of the original structure (represented by 
the lower and upper branches of the scatter plots of figures 4.4a and 4.4b, respectively) have 
maintained their coherence; during the collision (see figure 4.2c) the branches of the secondary 
lobes show a considerable scatter, indicating the advection of the viscously-generated vorticity 
from the cylinder wall. In a later stage, this vorticity was observed to become organized in a 
steady vortex pattern with a linear functional relationship between w and t/J, although with 
a different slope than found for the lobes of the original structure. This is particularly clear 
in figure 4.4b. Since the vorticity is continuously entrained from the cylinder wall, during the 
later evolution, the newly formed lobes grow in size. This results in a change in the slope of 
thew, t/J-relation of the secondary branches, eventually leading to a uniform w,,P-relationship. 
The dipole of which the scatter plot is shown in figure 4.4a, appeared to be in a later stage 
of the evolution and reveals this behaviour. These scatter plots provide evidence that the 
w,,P-relationship of the newly formed dipoles attain approximately the same slope as that of 
the original vortex dipole, see figure 4.ld. In the meantime, filaments of vorticity are being 
produced continuously at the cylinder wall, even when the newly formed dipoles have moved 
over a considerable distance away from it, resulting in a less organized wake. 

4.5 Numerical Simulations 

Although thew, t/J-relationship of the dipoles generated in the laboratory is somewhat nonlinear 
(see figure 4.ld), in the numerical simulations the initial dipole was taken to be a Lamb
Chaplygin dipole (see Lamb, 1932) discussed in section 2.4.2. The results obtained by the 
numerical simulation agree with the main features of the experimental observations of the 
dipole-cylinder collision. The flow evolution as calculated numerically for the case Dn = 2D0 
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and a Reynolds number of about 500 is shown by the sequence of vorticity contour-plots 
in figure 4.5. Clearly one observes the generation at the cylinder wall of oppositely signed 
vortidty (figure 4.5b), which is a.dvected (figure 4.5c) and results in the formation of two new 
dipolar structures (figures 4.5d-f). It is also clearly observed that secondary vorticity continues 
to he generated at the cylinder wall, even after the newly formed dipoles are at relatively large 
distances (figure 4.5f); this is caused by the irrotationalfiow exterior to the vortex structures. 
In this respect the dye visualizations of the dipole collision in the laboratory experiment (figure 
4.6) are different: dye is passively a.dvected, and no new dye is 'generated' by the flow. Also, 
the Schmidt number Se = 0(103

) being large implies rapid diffusion of vortidty compared 
with that of dye. On the other hand, the dye distributions provide information about the 
history of the flow, in particular about the folding of the layers of wall vorticity, see figure 4.6. 

In order to make a better comparison with the dye visualizations of the laboratory flow, the 
advection of passive scalars released inside the vortex dipole and at the cylinder surface (like in 
the experiment of figure 4.6) was calculated numerically for the interaction of figure 4.5. In the 
laboratory experiment the Schmidt number is of the order of 103 , but this value is too high for 
numerical simulations. In order to just illustrate the influence of the decreased diffusivity, the 
simulation was carried out for the case Se = 10. The results of the numerically calculated dye 
evolution are shown by the sequence of plots in figure 4.7, and the agreement with figure 4.6 is 
perfect. In this simulation the computational grid (256 X 256) was not fine enough to accurately 
capture the elongated dye filaments produced after the collision, as apparent from the wiggles 
visible in figures 4.7d-f. Besides, while the scalar distribution inside the dipolar structure was 
quite realistic (the blue contours are initially coinciding with iso-vorticity contours), the initial 
distribution of the other scalar was just taken to he in a semi-circular band against the cylinder 
(indicated by the orange band in figure 4.7a.). Nevertheless, the simulation clearly shows that 
the reduced diffusivity prevents the passive scalars to become concentrated homogeneously in 
compact patches as seen in the vorticity distributions (compare figure 4.5f and 4.7f). 

The analysis of the upper half of the vorticity contour plots of the flow evolution during 
the collision (figure 4.5) shows that the vortex pair formed after the collision has a net positive 
circulation, i.e. the circulation of the secondary lobe is smaller than that of the primary, and 
this explains the curved trajectory with the primary lobe at the inner side. From the time 
history of the minimum wall vorticity (figure 4.8) it is seen that it increases as the dipole 
approaches the cylinder and it reaches an extreme value at t ~ 2 when dipole and cylinder 
become very close, compare with figure 4.5b. When the asymmetric pair moves away from the 
cylinder (figure 4.5f), secondary vorticity continues to be produced but it seems not to affect 
the dynamics of the larger structures. In fact, the filaments of secondary vorticity, connecting 
the dipoles with the cylinder, become very thin and are rapidly diffused. 

In another numerical run the flow was initialized with the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole given 
by (2.15), but with the dipole halves separated slightly (the separation distance is taken as 
0.05D0 ). Such a separation generates a shift in the positive and negative branches of the 
initial w,~-scatter plot (Cavazza, van Heijst & Orlandi, 1992), much resembling the sinh-like 
relationship observed in the laboratory dipole (see figure 4.1). Although the evolution of the 
vorticity during the interaction process (figure 4.9) is very similar to that in the previous case 
(figure 4.5), the associated dye distributions (figure 4.10) show a much better correspondence 
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Figure 4.5: Sequence of vorticity contour plots calculated numerically on a. 256 X 256 grid for a.n 
initially La.mb-Chaplygin-type dipole interacting with a. solid cylinder for t = 0 (a.), 1.5 (b), 2.0 
(c), 3.0 (d), 3.5 (e) and 4.0 (f) time units. The solid lines indicate contours of positive vorticity, 
while negative contours are denoted by broken lines. DD = 2Dc, Re = 500, 6.w = ±1. The 
time t = 0 corresponds with the centre of the vortex dipole being at a distance 2Dc from the 
centre of the cylinder. 
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Figure 4.6: Experimental visualization of the interaction process: the dipolar structure is dyed 
blue by the pH-indicator thymol-blue, while yellow fluorescent dye is added at the frontal side 
of the cylinder. The pictures were taken at t = 125 s (a), 180 s (b), 230 s (c), 310 s (d), 405 s 
(e), 525 s (f) after the start of the experiment. DD = 2Dc = 160 mm, Re= 500. 
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Figure 4.7: Numerical simulation of the advection of passive scalars during the interaction of 
the dipolar vortex with the solid cylinder as shown in figure 4.5. Light lines indicate contours 
of passive scalars initially introduced inside the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole, whereas the dark lines 
represent the passive tracers introduced in a semi-circular band at the frontal part of the cylinder. 
The times correspond to those of figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of the minimum wall vorticity as calculated numerically for the Lamb
Chaplygin dipole (--) as shown in figure 4.5 and the modified Lamb-Chaplygin dipole (- - -) as 
shown in figure 4.9. 
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with the laboratory visualization presented in figure 4.6. This is in particular apparent from 
the rounded shape of the primary lobes and the reduced entrainment of dye from the primary 
lobes into the secondary ones. For this simulation of the passive scalar evolution the same 
initial distribution of the scalars has been used as in the previous case (figure 4.7), but now 
the resolution in the azimuthal direction was increased by applying a 256 X 512 grid, in order 
to avoid the unphysical wiggles in the scalar field. It is stressed, once more, that the increased 
resolution has been used only to better resolve the scalar field for Se = 0 in order to obtain a 
closer comparison with the laboratory experiments. The vorticity field for Re 500, however, 
is well resolved even by the coarser 256 x 256 grid. 

In the case of this modified Lamh-Chaplygin dipole with displaced vorticity patches the 
cylinder induces a reduced deformation on the dipole and a lower peak vorticity at the wall 
is generated. This vorticity is confined to a layer that is thicker compared to the previous 
interaction case and figure 4.8 shows that in this case the dissipation is reduced. A similar 
effect has been observed (Verzicco, Fl6r, van Heijst & Orlandi, 1993) when changing the De 
value; for small values of De the deformation is sharp and the peak vorticity is very high 
( because w "" Vi/ R, with V1 the tangential velocity at the wall and R = De /2). However, 
because of the intense gradients within the vorticity layer, substantial cross-cancelation occurs 
and the secondary lobes are not as intense as the high vorticity at the cylinder wall would 
suggest. This is confirmed by the numerical results of Verzicco et al. (1993), where despite 
the very different peak values of the wall vorticity, when De was changed, the positive and 
negative circulations of the upper half of the domain were always the same. Extrapolating 
this process for De below a certain value, the vorticity dissipation is so strong at the wall that 
the vorticity patches do not roll-up; in this case after the interaction a weakened dipole forms 
beyond the cylinder, similar to what has been observed in the experiments. 
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of the spatial vorticity distribution as in figure 4.5, but now for the 
modified Lamb-Chaplygin dipole with the vorticity patches displaced 0.05 DD apart. 
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of the spatial distribution of passive scalars as in figure 8, but now for 
the modified Lamb-Chaplygin dipole with the vorticity patches displaced as in figure 4.9. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

Laboratory and computer experiments have been used to investigate the dynamics of centred 
collisions of a. vortex dipole against a solid circular cylinder. In the whole range of De-values 
considered, similar features have been observed. When the dipole collides with the cylinder it 
splits into two halves, each coupling with the counter-signed vorticity lobes generated at the 
wall, to produce asymmetric dipoles that move away along curved trajectories. The diameter of 
the cylinder was found to play a role in the generation of the wall vorticity and in the curvature 
in the trajectories of the newly formed pairs. In particular, as De increases the secondary 
lobes become more pronounced and the trajectories of the new vortex couples initially become 
orthogonal to the trajectory of the primary dipole. These experimental observations are also 
consistent with previous numerical simula.tions by Orlandi (1993), who considered interactions 
with very small cylinders (De= 0.03Dv) as well, in which case the new dipoles travel a short 
distance beyond the cylinder before turning along curved trajectories. 

The present detailed analysis of the vorticity structure, before and after the collision, 
has revealed that the primary lobes conserve their original relationship w = f( ,P ), while the 
secondary vorticity that is generated at the cylinder wall, becomes concentrated in compact 
patches attaining initially a linear relationship with a slope different from that of the primary 
vortex. However, by the continuous entrainment of wall vorticity, the size of the secondary 
vortex increases gradually, and the whole dipole structure eventually acquires a uniform, linear 
w,,P-relationship. This relationship has approximately the same slope as that of the primary 
dipole. 

It has been seen that the scalars show the history of the motion of vorticity filaments 
even when eventually organized in the larger vortex structures. It should be kept in mind, 
however, that the spiralled shape of the dye distribution at this stage does not represent that 
of the vorticity: due to the larger diffusivity of vorticity, the filamentary vorticity structure 
disappears relatively fast, and the vorticity is soon distributed homogeneously over the vortex 
patches. 



Chapter 5 

Stable and unstable monopolar 
vortices 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter planar vortices are described that have net angular momentum and zero lin
ear momentum. In order to study the dynamics of such vortices in the laboratory, angular 
momentum was generated in a specific horizontal layer of the stratified fluid, by using three 
different generation mechanisms. The lens-shaped monopolar vortices thus created were in 
some cases stable and conserved their circular symmetry, while in other cases they appeared 
to be unstable, and resulted in the formation of a multipoled vortex with a different topol
ogy. The attention is here focussed on the structure of the monopolar vortex and that of the 
multipoled structures, such as the tripolar and triangular vortex, that were observed to form. 

Laboratory experiments on the stability of two-layer baroclinic monopolar vortices in a 
rotating fluid have been performed by Saunders (1973) and in a related study by Griffiths 
& Linden (1981), hereafter shortly cited as G&L. In these studies a lens-shaped vortex with 
fluid of a different density than the ambient fluid was created at the surface or at the bottom 
of a rigidly rotating fluid that has a higher or lower density, respectively. For instance, G&L 
created vortices by continuously adding lighter fluid from a point source at the free surface of a 
rigidly rotating fluid with a higher density. Mode 2 instabilities were observed to grow and led 
eventually to the formation of two smaller dipoles, while in other cases this flow relaxed again 
to a circularly symmetric vortex. The vortices created on the bottom of the tank (with fluid 
of a higher density than the tank fluid) appeared to be unstable and were seen to split up into 
smaller dipoles, similar to the observations by Saunders (1973). However, stable monopolar 
vortices or stable tripolar vortices were not observed. 

Stable and unstable barotropic monopolar vortices in a homogeneously rotating fluid have 
been investigated by Kloosterziel & van Heijst (1991, 1992). Experimentally as well as theoret
ically, the effects of advection of relative vorticity, lateral diffusion and surface perturbations 
on the vortex velocity profile were studied and it was found that mainly the advection of rel
ative background vorticity by Ekman circulation was responsible for a gradual change of the 
vortex's azimuthal velocity profiles. Because this advection generally leads to a steepening of 
the velocity profile, it provides an important ingredient for the onset of instabilities. The vor
tices were unstable due to two-dimensional shearing instabilities as well as (three-dimensional) 
centrifugal instabilities, of which mainly the former was found to result in the formation of 
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multipoled vortex structures. Unstable cyclonic vortices were observed to transform into a 
tripolar vortex, while some anticyclonic vortices ended up in a triangular vortex that, in some 
cases, was observed to split up into two vortex dipoles (see Kloosterziel & van Heijst, 1991). 
In particular the tripolar vortices that were not observed before in any laboratory experiment, 
were investigated into great detail (see van Heijst, Kloosterziel & Williams, 1991). This work 
on stable and unstable barotropic vortices is also described in detail in Kloosterziel's thesis 
(1990), whereas a general review of vortices in rotating fluids is given by Hopfinger & van 
Heijst (1993). 

Numerical simulations by Legras, Santangelo & Benzi (1988) have revealed that the tripolar 
vortex may arise as a coherent structure in a purely two-dimensional randomly initialized 
turbulent flow field. Carton, Flierl & Polvani (1989) and Orlandi & van Heijst (1992) have 
performed numerical simulations of a single unstable monopolar vortex and they found an 
evolution to a stable tripolar vortex similar to the observations by van Heijst & Kloosterziel 
(1989) and van Heijst, Kloosterziel & Williams (1991). 

Theoretically, instabilities of isolated barotropic and baroclinic vortices were investigated 
by Flierl (1988). Flierl modelled 'real' vortices by a constant vorticity patch shielded by a 
ring of counter-signed vorticity and by varying the width of the outer ring, he found different 
unstable modes of which mode 2 appeared to be the most unstable. 

The evolution of monopolar vortices in non-rotating stratified fluids and the formation 
as well as the stability of multipoled vortex structures with non-zero angular momentum 
have thusfar not been considered. In order to investigate monopolar vortices in a stratified 
fluid, three essentially different generation methods for planar vortices are used, i.e. ( i) a 
small sphere spinning about the vertical axis, which brings the ambient fluid in rotation; ( ii) 
a horizontally rotating bent rod that locally stirs the fluid; and ( iii) a horizontal, tangential 
fluid injection along the inner wall of a thin-walled open cylinder that is placed in the stratified 
fluid with its axis vertical, by which a rotational motion within this cylinder is induced. This 
latter method will henceforth be referred to as the 'tangential-injection' method. In any case, 
a planar vortex was created at half depth in the otherwise quiescent stratified fluid after lifting 
the forcing device. A total of 60 experiments were carried out. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. After a description of the gener
ation methods of monopolar vortices in section 5.2, the characteristic properties of a stable 
monopolar vortex in a stratified fluid are considered in section 5.3. Subsequently, the monopo
lar instabilities and the evolution of stable and unstable tripolar vortices will be discussed 
on the basis of experimental observations (section 5.4). Being newly found structures in a 
stratified fluid, the characteristics of the tripolar vortex and the triangular vortex have been 
investigated into detail and the results are presented in section 5.5; in section 5.6 both types of 
vortex structures are compared with point-vortex models. In section 5. 7 the main conclusions 
of this chapter are summarized and discussed. 

5.2 The generation of monopolar vortices 

5.2.1 Experimental arrangement 

The laboratory experiments were carried out in a rectangular tank (of dimensions 115 x 90 x 
30 cm) that was filled either with a two-layer stratification, or with a linear stratification. 
The vortex motion was induced with different forcing devices (see figure 5.1), viz. by a solid 
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Figure 5.1: A schematic drawing of the experimental setup and the devices used for the gener
ation of planar monopolar vortices. 
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sphere (diameter 2.5 cm and 2.8 cm), by a thin bent rod (diameter 0.25 cm) with a vertical 
part of 4.5 cm and a radial arm of 3.0 cm, both rotating at a constant angular velocity about 
a vertical axis, or by tangential injection of fluid along the inner wall of an open cylinder. 

The third generation technique consisted of horizontally injecting fluid along the inner 
wall of an open thin-walled cylinder that was placed in the stratified fluid, with its axis 
vertical (see figure 5.1). The injection fluid was prepared to have the same density as the 
ambient fluid at the level of injection and was carefully injected (by hand) so that the motion 
remained confined within the vertical region of the cylinder. After the injection was stopped, 
the turbulence was allowed to collapse and to evolve into a regular rotational motion inside 
the cylindrical housing (this took typically 10 s), after which the device was carefully lifted. 
Two different cylindrical housings were used, one of 12 cm in diameter and a height of 3 cm, 
and one of 15 cm in diameter and a height of 5 cm. The injection nozzle was constructed flush 
to the inner cylinder wall. In both cases the nozzle diameter was 0.6 cm and the injection rate 
was varied from Q = 6 to 28 mlfs, yielding an outflow with a Reynolds number varying from 
250 to 1500. The fluid was injected during approximately 25 s. The buoyancy frequency N of 
the stratification, defined by N = ( -gf p 8pf8z)112, was varied in these experiments between 
N = 1.8 and 5.8 radfs. For the two-layer experiments the gradient 8pf8z was averaged over 
the interface, which had a thickness of approximately 8 cm. 

In all experiments the forcing device was positioned at the level of the interface in the 
case of a two-layer fluid and at mid-depth in the case of a linearly stratified fluid, and after 
the forcing was stopped the device was removed by carefully lifting it. The horizontal vortex 
motion thus generated was confined in a thin layer of fluid, of typically 4 cm thickness. 

The flow was visualized by addition of tracer particles to the fluid and quantitative informa
tion was obtained from particle streak photography. In addition, plan-view dye visualizations 
were made to follow the vortical flow evolution qualitatively and side-view shadowgraph visu
alizations were made to study the evolution of the density field. The evolution of the density 
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Figure 5.2: Shadowgraph visualization of the flow generated by a rotating sphere (a) during 
forcing and (b) at t ~ 3 s after withdrawal. Experimental parameters: forcing rotation rate 
675 rpm, bt ~60s, N = 1.11 rad/s, sphere diameter 3.8 cm. 

field is discussed below for the forcing by the rotating sphere and the bent rod. The rotation 
rate of the sphere was varied between n = 4 rad/ s and 10 rad/ s and the flow was forced 
during 10 to 20 s, while for the bent rod the rotation rate was n ::::; 3.3 rad/ s, and the forcing 
lasted approximately 2 to 6 s. 

5.2.2 The flow induced by the stirring devices 

Figure 5.2a displays a shadowgraph visualization of the flow in the vicinity of the rotating 
sphere. Fluid is accelerated in the thin Ekman-type boundary layers on the sphere's upper 
and lower surfaces and transported radially downwards and upwards to its equator, where it 
is swept radially outwards, inducing a turbulent mixing motion. The mixed fluid intrudes 
radially into the quiescent ambient fluid, and the intrusion proceeds as long as the flow is 
forced (see figure 5.2a). 

After the sphere was withdrawn carefully, the turbulent motions collapsed and a laminar 
vortex motion formed at the level of the sphere equator. This vortex is confined in a horizontal 
layer with a thickness of approximately the sphere diameter. The former intrusion of mixed 
fluid leaves two density interfaces, which are still visible as dark lines in the shadowgraphs, 
shown in figure 5.2b. The vortex thus generated shows in many cases horizontal size oscilla
tions, owing to internal wave motions that are generated by the lifting of the sphere. These 
internal waves remain trapped at the interfacial regions and usually persisted for a relatively 
long time after the forcing was stopped. 

In a combined experiment, in which the flow was visualized alternately by tracer particles 
and by the shadowgraph technique during the forcing, it appeared that the radial size of the 
actual vortex motion was approximately half the radial size of the intrusion length. Also, the 
vortex size was observed to grow much slower than the intrusion. In this case the vortex size 
was determined as the radius at which the angular velocity measures only 10% of its maximum 
value. Because the intrusion disappeared within a few seconds after the forcing was stopped, 
the ultimate vortex motion was not affected by the radial motion of the intrusion. 
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Figure 5.3: Shadowgraph visualisation of the flow generated by a rotating bent rod (a) during 
forcing and (b) at t >::: 3 s after withdrawing the device. Experimental parameters: forcing 
rotation rate 150 rpm, ot >::: 60 s, N = 1.11 rad/ s. Dimensions of the bent rod (diameter 
0.25 cm): radial arm 2.5 cm and vertical part 4 cm. 
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A shadow graph visualization of the vortical flow generated by the rotating bent rod is shown 
in figure 5.3a. Soon after starting the forcing a relatively large mixed region is formed. Top
view particle visualizations in an identical experiment revealed a monopolar vortex already 
a few seconds after the forcing is stopped. Although vertical motions are quickly damped 
by gravity, to some extent internal waves generated by the collapse are quite persistent and 
perturb the horizontal vortex motion (see figure 5.3b ). Due to these intense internal wave 
motions the monopolar vortex was hardly perceivable in some cases and, instead, the instan
taneous formation of a vortex of a higher mode was observed. Only for slow rotation speeds 
a monopolar vortex was observed to form. In particular, the cases that led to the formation 
of higher-mode vortices are studied. 

For the vortex generation by the tangential-injection technique, no shadowgraph visual
izations were made. The net circulation of the flow induced by this forcing is zero outside the 
cylinder, so that initially an isolated vortex will be generated. In contrast to the other forcing 
methods, the internal wave motions generated by the tangential injection were damped out 
within the cylinder region before the device was lifted, and also the internal waves and the 
mixing caused by lifting the device were negligible compared to that of the former generation 
mechanisms. This forcing method was in particular used for the dye visualizations of the 
evolution of unstable monopoles. 
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5.3 Stable monopolar vortices 

Although there is a large number of interesting models for monopolar vortices that can be 
compared with the present vortices (see for instance appendix B), with respect to their stabil
ity, a convenient azimuthal velocity profile of a shielded isolated monopolar vortex was used 
by Carton et al. (1989), which reads 

with the corresponding vorticity profile 

w = 2(1 

1- r"' 
rexp(--) 

a 

r" 1 r"' 
2 exp(-a-)' 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

where a is a free parameter that controls the steepness of the velocity profile. Here, the velocity 
profiles are scaled on the maximum velocity and appropriate radius, which is at variance with 
Carton et al. (1989), who scaled on the maximum vorticity. These shielded vortices have 
a core surrounded by a ring of oppositely-signed vorticity (here generally taken negative) so 
that the total circulation is zero: the vortex is then termed 'isolated'. Vortices with steep 
gradients in velocity and vorticity (corresponding with o: > 1) are more sensitive to barotropic 
instabilities than, for instance, non-isolated vortices. Therefore, this parameter serves also as 
a measure for the instability of the vortex. In numerical simulations it has been found that the 
monopolar vortices decribed by (5.1) are unstable for a steepness parameter o: > 2 (Carton et 
al., 1989). 

Typical radial distributions of the azimuthal velocity and the vorticity as measured in a 
stable monopolar vortex are shown in figure 5.4. For convenience both profiles are scaled with 
their maximum values and the radius Rvma:x: for which the velocity has a maximum. The data 
for r < 2Rvma:x: are fitted by the least-square method according to the relations (5.1) and 
(5.2) for the velocity and the vorticity, respectively, and this yields an a-value equal to~ 1.6. 
Apart from the tails, the theoretical curves for this o:-value show a good agreement with the 
experimental observations. For radii r > 2Rvma:x: the vortex flow was not always circularly 
symmetric, so that the experimental error for a single cross-section could be relatively large 
for larger r-values. Therefore, these data points have been omitted for the fits. In the various 
experiments that resulted in a monopole, the steepness parameter a appeared to vary from 
o: = 1.2 to a 1.9. 

A typical sequence of normalized velocity and vorticity profiles of a vortex that was gener
ated by the rotating sphere is shown in figures 5.5a and 5.5b, respectively. The curves reveal 
a perfect similarity in time of the vortex core for both profiles, while the 'tail' of the velocity 
profile shows a tendency to become less steep, corresponding with a decreasing o:-value; the 
vorticity profiles show that the outer ring, containing negative vorticity, expands and becomes 
less pronounced. Simultaneously, the velocity maximum shifts radially outwards, as is shown 
graphically in figure 5.6, where Rvmax, scaled with its value Ro at t = 0, is plotted versus time. 
Initially, this radius increases approximately linearly in time when averaging the oscillations, 
while after t ~ 300 s this expansion rate decreases. 

In contrast, the vortices generated by the tangential injection method, that were less 
perturbed by internal waves, expanded horizontally only a few percent ("' 5%) within 400 s. 
Also the tail of the vortex did not decrease in steepness as much as the monopolar vortex 
did. Therefore, the horizontal vortex expansion is believed to be due to the stretching effects 
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Figure 5.4: Typical radial distributions of the azimuthal velocity (symbol o) and vorticity ( sym
bol •) of a monopolar vortex. The data are fitted according to equations (1) and (2) (with 
a: = 1.8) for the velocity and the vorticity profile, respectively, and the fits are represented by 
the drawn lines; Vmao; -0.68 cmfs, Wma., = 0.61 s-1 and Rvmao; = 3.7 cm. This vortex 
was generated by the tangential-injection method with a cylinder of diameter 12 cm and height 
3 cm. Experimental parameters: Q = 6 mlfs, lit= 30 s, N = 2.3 radfs. 
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Figure 5.5: Two graphs showing the time similarity ofthe radial distributions of (a) velocity and 
(b) vorticity. In these graphs the data are represented by (dashed or drawn) lines and the time 
of each profile is indicated in the legend of (a). The monopole was generated by the rotating 
sphere. Experimental parameters: forcing rotation speed 340 rpm, lit= 30 s, N = 1.98 radfs, 
sphere diameter 2.5 cm. 

induced by internal waves of even modes. When the wave maxima do not coincide with the 
monopolar vortex centre, such waves lead to an unequal stretching or compression of the 
vortex structure and perturb its circular shape, which leads to entrainment of ambient fluid, 
and thus to an increasing vortex diameter. 

Although also the flattening of the dome-like shape of this monopolar vortex can cause the 
vortex expansion, it is expected that these effects are much smaller since also the elevations 
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Figure 5.6: Graphical presentation of the growth in radius Rvmax scaled with its initial value 
Ro = 2.3 cm. The monopole was generated by the rotating sphere. Experimental parameters: 
forcing rotation speed 720 rpm, lit 5 s, N 4.8 radf s. 

of the isopycnals (i.e. surfaces of constant density) are relatively small. Initially, the internal 
wave motions are intense aud induce a considerable entrainment, while with their decay also 
the ra.dial expansion rate of the vortex decreases aud the vortex size only increases by horizontal 
diffusion (see figure 5.6). 

Figure 5. 7 shows two characteristic w, w-scatter plots of the vortex just after generation 
(5.7a) and after mauy turnover times (5.7b). The negative part of thew, '~/~-relation represents 
the ring of negative vorticity, while the vorticity maximum represents the vortex centre. Note, 
that the stream function in these plots is related to the radial coordinate of the vortex. 
Although the vortex core appears to be well defined by a linear relation, the negative ring 
shows considerable scatter (see figure 5. 7 a), which is most likely due to entrainment of ambient 
fluid. This ring continues to expand until a stationary vortex has been formed, apparently, 
with a very wide region of weak negative vorticity around the core, as visible in figure 5. 7b. 
Thew, '~/~-relation of the core vortex remains approximately linear. 

In order to interpret this vortex evolution as visible in the scatter plots, the w, '~/~-relations 
for the velocity profile given by equation (5.1) were calculated for different a-values in the 
range of a = 1 to 2 aud the results are displayed in figure 5.8. This plot shows that, although 
the core deviates from a linear w, '~/~-relation, the outer ring evolves similarly for a decreasing 
a-value as the measured w, '~/~-scatter plots in figure 5.7. Apparently, under the influence of 
internal waves the vortices created in a stratified fluid expand horizontally due to entrainment, 
whereby the velocity maximum shifts outwards and the tail in the velocity profile becomes 
less steep corresponding with a wider ring of negative vorticity. This decrease in steepness of 
the velocity profile makes the vortex more stable. 

In contrast, in the rotating-fluid experiments by K&vH, the interior Ekman circulation, 
that was induced by the bottom boundary layer, caused the advection of relative vorticity, 
which increases the steepness of the velocity profile. Due to this a.dvection, the monopolar 
vortices became increasingly unstable and resulted in many cases either in the formation of a 
tripole or in the splitting into two vortex couples. 
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Figure 5.7: Typical evolution in thew, 1/J-rela.tion of the monopola.r vortex, at t =60s (a.) and 
at t = 290 s (b). Experimental parameters: see caption of figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.8: Graph showing the w, 1/J-relations according to equation (5.1) for the a-values 
1; 1.2; 1.5; 1.7 and 2. The relations for a= 1.2, 1.5 and 1.7 are calculated numerically. 
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5.4 Monopolar instabilities 

Although the monopolar vortex was perturbed by a range of different modes, that were gen
erated by the collapse, the internal waves and the lifting of the forcing device, generally only 
mode 2 and mode 3 perturbations were observed to interfere with the vortex motion. This 
resulted in an oval or triangular shape of the vortex just after its generation. However, in 
spite of the large amplitude of the mode 2 and mode 3 perturbations, in most cases stable 
monopolar vortices emerged eventually. In particular the vortices generated by the rotating 
sphere were stable. 

Unstable monopolar vortices were observed for the forcing by the bent rod or by the 
tangential-injection method. Due to the large amplitude perturbations, that resulted from 
the rigorous mixing during the forcing, the vortices generated by the bent rod were the most 
unstable ones. The vortices thus created instantly transformed into a tripolar vortex so that 
the preceding monopolar vortex was hardly perceivable. The asymmetry of the tripole axis, 
defined by the core vortex and the satellites, often resulted in the instability of the structure. 
The tripoles were observed to transform either to a monopolar vortex as a consequence of the 
faster decay of the satellite vortices, or split up into two dipolar vortices. In a few cases the 
monopolar vortex axis appeared to be slightly tilted in the vertical and the vortex split up 
into two dipolar vortices of approximately equal strength as welL Such instabilities have been 
studied numerically by Flierl (1988) for constant vorticity patches. The two cases where the 
vortex split up into two dipoles were very similar to the flow evolution of anticyclonic (two
layer) vortices in rotating fluids (see G&L) and in homogeneously rotating flows (see K&vH) 
and are not further investigated in this thesis. 

The vortices created by the tangential-injection method were less perturbed by internal 
wave motions. Entrainment did not increase significantly the stability of the velocity profile 
as was the case for instance for the vortices generated by the rotating sphere and, here, the 
initial steepness of the velocity profile led to the vortex instability. This instability resulted 
in a relatively gradual transition into a higher mode vortex, and, in contrast to the 'bent-rod' 
vortices, different stages of the transformation could be easily observed. Mode 2 and mode 
3 perturbations, probably generated by the lifting of the sphere, were observed to grow and 
resulted in the formation of either a. tripole vortex or a monopolar vortex, eventually. 

Because instabilities of these vortices appeared to cause an almost instantaneous transition 
to a higher vortex mode after the vortex generation, a quantitative study of the instability of 
the monopolar vortices was not possible. Nevertheless, in order to quantify the influence of 
baroclinic effects, a. Froude number of the vortex was defined as F V"'""'/ N Rvma"' with Vma.x 
the maximum velocity and Rvma"' the corresponding radius just after the vortex generation. 
It appeared that the flow was unstable for F 2:: 0.1 and vortex structures with a. higher mode 
formed, while for F < 0.1 the monopolar vortices were found to be stable (see figure 5.9). 

In the next sections, attention is focussed on the formation of the tripola.r vortex and its 
instabilities. Two cases of an unstable tripole were investigated: the transition to a monopolar 
vortex, and the formation of a persistent triangular vortex. Because tripolar and triangular 
vortex structures have not been observed in a stratified fluid before, their characteristic prop
erties will he studied into detail in a subsequent section. 
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Figure 5.9: Stability diagram, showing experimental observations of monopolar vortices created 
by the three different forcing methods as a function of the parameters Vma"' and N Rvmax• 
with Rvmax the radius at which the maximum velocity magnitude Vmax was measured shortly 
( ~ 20 s) after the mono pole generation. Experiments that resulted in unstable vortices are 
denoted by open symbols ( o ), whereas stable vortices are denoted by filled symbols ( • ). The 
solid line corresponds with F = 0.1, and marks the boundary between the stable and unstable 
regimes. 

5.4.1 Observations 
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Figure 5.10a shows a typical dye-visualization of the evolution of an unstable monopolar vortex 
that was generated by the tangential-injection method. The dye was released in the cylinder 
before it was lifted and displays approximately the initial vortical flow. Almost instantly after 
generation of this monopolar vortex mode 2 perturbations appeared to grow and the vorticity 
pattern reorganized into a central slightly elongated vortex with two counter-rotating satellite 
vortices and rotated as a compact structure around its central axis (see figure 5.10b-d). By 
entrainment of ambient fluid the structure expanded horizontally; the distance between the 
satellites and the core vortex increased while the strength of the satellites decreased, resulting 
in a slower rotation speed (see figures 5.10c-e). Probably due to viscous effects, eventually, 
the weakened satellites were stretched into vortex filaments by the shear induced by the core 
vortex, while the core vortex expanded horizontally and obtained a more or less circular shape. 
Finally, the remains of the secondary vortices were wrapped around the core vortex, leading 
to the eventual formation of a monopolar vortex (see figure 5.10e,f). 

For the point-vortex model of the tripolar vortex it has been shown that even a slight 
displacement of the core to one of the satellites results in a periodic motion of the core vortex 
between the satellites; or in other words, the core vortex forms a temporal dipole with one 
of the satellites and exchanges its partner after half a rotation period. This feature has 
been discussed analytically by Rott (1989) and for the general case by Aref (1989) while the 
dynamical (advection) properties of such asymmetric tripoles are studied in detail by Velasco 
Fuentes & van Heijst (1994b). Examination of the present tripole, shown in figure 5.10d, 
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Figure 5.10: A sequence of plan-view photographs showing the evolution of the dye distribution 
of an unstable monopolar vortex, that led to the formation of a tripolar vortex and subsequently, 
due to viscous effects, a monopolar vortex again. The monopole was generated by the tangentail
injection method with a cylinder of diameter 12 cm and height 3 cm, respectively, and the dye 
was initially distributed within the cylinder. The photographs were taken at t = 45 s (a ); 55 s 
(b); 80s (c); 240 s (d); 440 s (e) and 660 s (f). Experimental parameters: N = 2.0 radjs, 
8t = 24 s. Each frame shows an area of 49 X 41 cm. 
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Figure 5.11: Streakline picture of a stable tripolar vortex, generated by the rotating bent rod in 
a linearly stratified fluid. The exposure time was 6 s. The frame shows an area of 35 x 33 cm. 
Experimental parameters: forcing rotation rate 200 rpm, lit = 10 s, N = 2.8 radf s. 
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indicated that the core vortex was located slightly nearer to the right-hand satellite, and 
resulted also in a temporal dipole-monopole formation (see figure 5.10e,f). However, due to 
the decay this feature was observed only once during an experiment and a different evolution 
occurred than that for point vortices. 

Although this tripole appeared to be unstable, its formation is similar to that observed in 
a rotating fluid by K&vH, van Heijst et al. (1991) and in numerical simulations by Carton et 
al. (1989) and Orlandi & van Heijst (1992). The present tripole, however, had weak satellites 
and a core that is less elongated than in their observations. This is probably due to a different 
steepness of the velocity profile of the initial monopole (here probably a ~ 2). Similar tripolar 
vortices with weak satellites were also found by Orlandi & van Heijst (1992) in a 2D-numerical 
simulation of a monopolar vortex described by equation (5.1) with a= 2. In the rotating fluid 
experiments on tripoles by van Heijst et al. (1991) the strength of initially weak satellites 
increased by the advection of vorticity (due to the secondary circulation driven in the Ekman 
layer at the bottom boundary), and the satellites became more pronounced during the flow 
evolution. 

The tripolar vortices that were generated by the bent rod appeared to have strong side 
vortices and showed much more similarity with those observed in the numerical simulations of 
Carton et al. (1989) and the laboratory observations of K&vH. An example of such a tripole 
is presented in figure 5.11; this tripole was symmetric and appeared to persist for a longer 
time. 

However, most tripolar vortices appeared to be asymmetric. Internal waves of even modes 
- with a length of at least a vortex diameter- stretch (or compress) the vortex region. Such 
waves have also been observed to interact with dipolar structures in two-layer fluids (see 
Appendix A) and may cause an asymmetric stretching (compression) of the core vortex and 
the satellites when the wave maximum does not coincide with the centre of the core-vortex. 
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a) 

c) 

Figure 5.12: A sequence of streakline pictures showing the evolution of an unstable tripolar 
vortex (generated by a rotating bent rod) that eventually led to a triangular-like vortex. The 
photographs were taken at t = 10 s (a); 33 s (b); 44 s (c); 56 s (d); 145 s (e); 250 s (f). Each 
frame shows an area of 61 X 53 cm. Experimental parameters: forcing rotation rate ~ 200 rpm, 
bt = 5 s, with N = 4.4 radfs (two-layer stratification). 
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Figure 5.13: Graphical presentation of the separation distances dvel and dvc2 between the 
(initial) two satellites and the core vortex, and the angle (3 between these three vortices as a 
function of time. The values are measured from strea.kline photographs shown in figure 5.12. 

This results in a difference in the separation distances between the core vortex and its satellites. 
Generally, one may expect a wide spectrum of internal waves after forcing so that in most 
cases those waves for which the tripole becomes asymmetric will also be present in the flow. 
Such asymmetric tripoles appeared to be unstable, eventually, and a monopolar vortex was 
observed to form when the side vortices were weak as was the case for the vortices generated 
by the tangential-injection method shown in figure 5.10. When the side vortices were relatively 
strong, as in the case of a tripole resulting from forcing with the bent rod, the vortex either 
split up into dipoles or led to the formation of higher mode structures, as will be discussed 
below. 

Figure 5.12 shows the particle streak visualization of the typical evolution of an unstable 
tripolar vortex generated with the bent rod. Initially, the two separation distances between 
the satellite centres and the core centre are slightly different and the three vortex centres are 
misaligned (see figures 5.12a,b ). This tripolar structure rotates (in anti-clockwise direction) 
while, because of its asymmetry, the whole strucure rotated around a virtual centre. During 
the flow evolution, the core vortex expands and gradually changes in shape from oval to triang
ular, while the angle between the three vortex centres increases slightly (see figures 5.12c,d). 
Eventually, the vortex structure obtained a triangular shape, that remained persistent dur
ing the further decay (figures 5.12e,f). Although particle streaks of this vortex are relatively 
short and not all the secondary vortices are well visible (by a lack of particles in some areas), 
vorticity contour pictures shown in the next section indicate the presence of a triangular core 
vortex accompanied by three satellite vortices at its sides. 

The angle fJ between the satellite centres of the initial tripole and the distances dvct and 
dvc 2 between the centre of the core vortex and the two satellites were measured from particle 
streak photographs and are displayed graphically as a function of time in figure 5.13. Initially, 
the angle fJ is approximately 180° while the difference in the distances dvc 1 and dvc2 between the 
vortex centres is small. These values are observed to oscillate in time with different oscillation 
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Figure 5.14: Two streakline pictures, showing an unstable triangular vortex (a), as generated 
by the tangential-injection method, that led to the formation of a weak tripolar vortex (b). The 
pictures are taken at (a) t =50s; and (b) 100 s, with exposure times 2 sand 4 s, respectively. 
Experimental parameters: Q = 3.8 mljs, ot = 21 s, N = 2.1 radjs, cylinder diameter 12 cm. 
Each frame represents an area of 22.5 X 23.5 cm. 

periods. Once the triangular vortex has been formed, (i.e. at t ::::J 180 s) all values remain 
approximately constant, thus indicating a quasi-stationary structure. Presumably, because 
one of the vortices is located slightly farther away from the core vortex centre, also the angle 
f3 differs a little from 120°. In an identical experiment with the same initial parameters, a 
similar flow evolution and triangular vortex formation was observed. 

In a number of experiments, also mode 3 perturbations were observed to grow just after 
forcing and resulted in the formation of a triangular vortex, as is clearly demonstrated in 
figure 5.14a. However, these vortex structures were unstable and transformed into either a 
weak tripole (see figure 5.14b) or a monopolar vortex, similar to the laboratory observations 
of triangular vortices by Carnevale & Kloosterziel (1994). 

Stable triangular vortices have been also observed in two-dimensional numerical simulations 
by Carton (1992) and Carnevale & Kloosterziel (1994). The latter authors suggested that the 
triangular vortex is unstable for small perturbations with an amplitude above a small threshold 
value. This was demonstrated by Morel & Carton (1993) who perturbed the tripole with a 
mode 3 strain field. The triangular vortices were found to be unstable above a perturbation 
amplitude of 1% of the vorticity amplitude. In the present experiments, the triangular vortex 
structures that emerged almost instantly after forcing - i.e when perturbations are still large
were unstable, while they appeared to be more persistent at later stages. 
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Figure 5.15: lsoline plots of the vorticity (a) and the stream function (b) relative to the eo
rotating frame of reference of the tripolar vortex; (c) cross-sectional profile of azimuthal velocity 
(- - -) and vorticity (-) along a line through the three vortex centres; and (d) the w, .,P-scatter 
plot. Experimental parameters: see figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.16: Graphica.l presentation of the rotation speeds of the tripolar vortex, viz. fiexp 

(symbol A.) as determined from consecutive streakline photographs; the correction speed for 
w, tf;-scatter plots fiagp (symbol •), and according to the point-vortex model fipoint (symbol o ). 

5.5 ~easure~ents 

5.5.1 The tripole 

Typical contour plots of the vorticity and stream function of the symmetric tripolar vortex 
are shown in figure 5.15a and 5.15b, respectively. These plots clearly reveal a tripolar vortex 
consisting of a core vortex with two secondary vortices of the other sign and a similar distri
bution in the stream function relative to the eo-rotating frame after correction for rotation. 
The vorticity profile along a cross-section through the vortex centres of this tripole is shown 
in figure 5.15c and reveals clearly that this tripole has a continuous vorticity distribution. 

The corresponding w, 1/J-scatter plot, shown in Figure 5.15d, has a linear relation for the 
core vortex and a nonlinear relation for the satellites, while the branch for w 0 represents the 
external flow. This w, 1/J-relation shows a remarkable correspondence with the tripole scatter 
plot observed in numerical simulations of a forced two-dimensional turbulent flow by Legras 
et al. (1988). The correction speed required to obtain such well defined scatter plots was 
determined by iteratively changing the rotation speed until the size of the tripole vortices in 
the streamline pattern matched with that in the vorticity contours. Within the experimental 
error of 10% (which is mainly determined by the interpolation of the digitized velocity field 
to a grid), this procedure yielded a value Odgp that corresponded well with the rotation speed 
Oexp that was measured directly from the orientation angle of the structure in subsequent 
streak photographs, which is demonstrated graphically in figure 5.16. In this graph the ver
tical axis has a logarithmic scale so that an exponential decay is displayed by a straight line. 
Similar to the dipolar structures discussed in chapter 2 and 3, the tripolar structures reveal 
an approximately exponential decay. 
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Figure 5.17: A sequence of w, tJ>-sca.tter plots representing the evolution of the tripola.r vortex 
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see :figure 5 .11. 
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Figure 5.18: Graph showing the evolution in the ratio k:./ ki of the slope of the positive branch 
(k~) and the negative branch (k:.) of thew, tfr-scatter plots shown in figure 5.17. 

The flow evolution of this experiment is illustrated by the sequence of scatter plots shown 
in figure 5.17. Although the core vortex conserves its characteristic linear w,?j>-relation, the 
negative branch -representing both satellites- changes in shape during the flow evolution. Ini
tially, the negative branch shows some scatter and obtains two well-defined slightly separated 
negative branches (see figures 5.17b,c) indicating an asymmetry of the tripolar vortex which 
was due to the mis-alignement of the three vortex centres. However, at some later stage this 
asymmetry vanishes and eventually the w, ?/>-relation of the negative branches becomes ap
proximately linear. Neglecting the initial nonlinearities of these branches, the positive branch 
and the negative branch have slightly different slopes and make an angle at the level w = 0. 
The slopes of the negative and the positive w, ?/>-branches are measured by the linear least
square method for the vorticity values w > O.lwmax for the positive branch (with slope k!) and 
w < O.lWmin (with Wmin < 0) for the negative branch (with slope k:). With time, the differ
ence in these slopes increases, as is shown in figure 5.18, where the value k!/ k:_ is represented 
as a function of time. This increasing ratio is most likely caused by the relative growth of 
the satellite vortices by entrainment and the faster decay of the satellites. During the course 
of an experiment, the w, ?/>-relation eventually tends to that of a monopolar vortex as shown 
in figure 5. 7b. Therefore, it can be anticipated that this tripole will presumably become also 
unstable and evolve into a monopolar vortex. 
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Figure 5.19: Sequence of vo t• •t (a)· 33 ( ) r ICI y-contour pl t f h 5.12. s b; 56 s (c); 90s (d); 165 s (e) an~ (r) 2~0esun~~able_ tripole evolution, at t = 20 s . penmental parameters: see figure 
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Figure 5.20: Contour plot of the stream function relative to the eo-rotating frame of reference 
(a), and (b) a typical cross-sectional profile of the velocity (- - -) and the vorticity ( --) along 
the straight line indicated in (a). 

5.5.2 The triangular vortex 

Figure 5.19 shows a sequence of vorticity contour plots of the experiment on the unstable 
tripole shown in figure 5.12, which clearly reveal the evolution in the vortical flow. The 
initial tripolar vortex has slightly asymmetrically aligned vortex centres and is shown in figure 
5.19a,b. Due to the smaller distance of the left satellite vortex to the core, the core vortex 
forms a compact couple with that vortex (figure 5.19c). In a subsequent stage after rotating 
anti-clockwise over about 40°, the left satellite vortex is deformed to an elongated patch, that 
is torn into two separate satellites of approximately equal strength, thus eventually forming 
a triangular vortex (see figures 5.19d,e). The deformation of the satellites is probably due to 
entrainment as well as viscous effects that cause a faster decay of the satellites (as will be 
discussed later in section 5.7). This triangular vortex did not show any significant changes in 
shape during the further decay (see figure 5.19e,f). 

The triangular shape of the vortex structure is also clearly visible in the t/1-contour lines 
shown in figure 5.20a. The vorticity and velocity profiles along a cross-section through two 
vortex centres, as indicated by the drawn line in figure 5.20a, are shown in figure 5.20b, and 
reveal that this triangular vortex structure has a continuous vorticity distribution, similar to 
the dipolar and the tripolar vortex. 

A sequence of w, t/1-scatter plots showing the evolution of the unstable tripole is shown in 
figure 5.21. Initially the structure reveals an approximately linear w, t/1-relation in the core 
vortex. The two separate nonlinear negative branches are due to the different angular velocities 
of the satellites. The instability of the structure results in the transport of vorticity which is 
depicted by the two scatter regions for w < 0 in the scatter plot of figure 5.21b that represents 
the deformation of the satellites. In figure 5.2lc, the scatter in the negative branch is reduced 
and reflects three satellite vortices of a quasi-stationary triangular vortex (figure 5.2lc). This 
triangular vortex has initially a slightly nonlinear w,t{l-relation that becomes linear in time (see 
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Figure 5.21: A sequence of w, 1/1-scatter plots of an unstable tripole that resulted in the formation 
ofa triangular vortex at t = 20 s (a); 56 s (b); 165 s (c) and (d) 210 s after forcing. Experimental 
parameters: see figure 5.11. 

figure 5.21c,d), however. The relatively large scatter in thew, '~/>·plots is attributed to slight 
instationarities, as well as to the fact that the difference in the two separation distances were 
not equal, which increases the error in the correction rotation speed. Similar as for the tripole, 
the ratio kU k:. is determined from the seatter plots and displayed graphically a.s a. function 
of time in figure 5.22. The values k; and k':, that are related to the vortex size, decrease due 
to the expansion of the vortex structure. Instead of an increasing ratio k!/k~, observed above 
for the expanding tripolar vortex (see figure 5.18), the splitting of the satellites into smaller 
vortices causes the value of k:_ to decrease less than k!. Eventually, when the triangular vortex 
has been formed, thew, '~/>·relation becomes linear and the ratio k!/ k:_ remains approximately 
equal to 1. 
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Figure 5.22: Graph showing the evolution in 
the ratio k:/k~ of the slope of the positive 
branch (k~) and the negative branch (k:) of 
the w, t/J-scatter plots of the unstable tripole, 
shown in figure 5.21. 
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Figure 5.23: Graphical presentation of the 
rotation speeds of the unstable tripole of 
5.21, viz. flexp (symbol A.) as determined 
from consecutive streakline photographs; the 
correction speed for w, t/1-scatter plots ndgp 

(symbol •), and according to the point
vortex model flpoint (symbol o ). 

The correction rotation speeds ndup and nexp of this evolving unstable tripolar vortex are 
displayed graphically as a function of time in figure 5.23. Initially, the vortex structure displays 
an exponential decay, similar to the decay of the stable tripolar vortex. Due to its transition 
to a triangular vortex structure, i.e. around t = 100 s, however, the tripole rotates slower 
than according to an exponential decay. Unfortunately, not sufficient data were available to 
follow the decay of the triangular vortex. Because the structure rotated slowly during the of 
transition, not for all subsequent pictures a significant rotation speed could be measured from 
the streak photographs. 

Although this triangular vortex structure conserves its characteristic properties (triangular 
shape of the core, linear w, t/J-relation) during the coarse of the experiment, it might well be 
that the flow was too weak to develop instabilities. Some stability properties of multipoled 
structures in a stratified fluid are discussed further in section 5. 7. 
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5.6 A comparison with point-vortex models 

For the tripolar vortex as well as the triangular vortex, no vortex models with a continuous 
vorticity distribution are presently known. However, a very useful representation of complex 
vortical flows can be given by a set of point vortices. Although such point vortices describe an 
irrotational velocity field, with the vorticity being concentrated in singular points, it has been 
shown in related studies that their motion as well as their advection of passive tracer particles 
can give insight in the dynamics of complex vortex structures. This has for instance been 
demonstrated in an analytical-numerical study on dipolar vortices and vortex interactions by 
Meleshko, Konstantinov, Gurzhi & Konovaljuk (1992), as well as in numerical simulations on 
the mutual interaction of large numbers of point vortices by Benzi, Paternello & Santangelo 
(1987). In related studies on vortices in rotating fluids by van Heijst et al. (1991) and 
by Kloosterziel (1990), tripolar vortices and triangular vortices were compared satisfactorily 
with point-vortex models. Following a similar analysis as given by van Heijst et al. (1991) 
on tripolar vortices, here also a comparison with point-vortex models will be made. The 
point-vortex models for a tripole and triangular vortex are concisely discussed below, and 
subsequently compared with the observed laboratory vortices. 

5.6.1 The point-vortex models 

A simple point-vortex model for an isolated tripolar vortex is represented by a linear, sym
metric arrangement of three point vortices with strengths bs,')'c, /a) = ( -')', 21, -')'),with the 
satellites (of strength Is) at a distance a from the central vortex. The stream function of this 
configuration is 

! 
I { 1 - 2( x2 - y2)} 2 

'1/-' = 211'a2ln 1 + (x2 + y2)2 ' (5.3) 

while the angular speed can be calculated from their mutually induced velocity and is given 
by the relation 

n2 = ~ l. 
4 1ra2 

(5.4) 

With respect to a eo-rotating frame of reference the stream function can be written as 

·'· =_L[z {1 1-2(x2-y2)2}t ~( 2 2)] 
'1'2 2 2 n + 2 + 2 + 4 x + y 1ra x y 

(5.5) 

and the corresponding streamline pattern is shown in figure 5.24a, for the case that a 1 
and 1 1. Although the streamlines that enclose the tripole slightly differ in shape from the 
!/>-contour plot in figure 5.15d, the main characteristics are represented by this model: the 
point-vortex configuration describes a rotational motion and it has three sets of nested closed 
streamlines. 

For an isolated triangular vortex the model consists of four point vortices with strengths 
( /c, 1., I•• Is) (31, -1, -1, -1) where the satellites are located on a circle of radius a around 
the central vortex, with an equal angular spacing of 211' /3. The rotation speed for this config
uration is 

(5.6) 
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Figure 5.24: Isolines of the stream function relative to the eo-rotating frame of reference of the 
tripolar vortex (a) and the triangular vortex (b) as modelled by point vortices according to the 
point-vortex models 5.5 and 5.7. 

so that in the eo-rotating frame the stream function is given by 

1 l-2x(x2 -3y2
) 

2 

'1/;3 = 27ra2 ln { 1 + x2 + y2 } + ( x2 + y2) . 
[ 

3 l l (5.7) 

The corresponding streamline pattern is shown in figure 5.24b. Again, the point-vortex 
model appears to represent the main features of the triangular vortex, viz. the structure 
performs a rotational motion and consists of four sets of closed nested streamlines of which 
the core region has a triangular shape. 

5.6.2 Comparison with the experimental results 

In order to compare the observed vortex structure with the point-vortex model, one has to 
determine the circulations I• and le• and the separation distance a between the central vortex 
and its satellites. The circulation of the core vortex and that of the satellites were calculated 
by numerically integrating the positive vorticity (representing the core vortex) and negative 
vorticity values (representing the satellites) separately over the digitized area A that contained 
the vortex structure. More precisely, for N grid points the circulations le and Is are given by 

N 
2::: w+~x~y 
1 

N 
Is= ~ fAw- dA =~I: w_b.x~y 

1 

(5.8) 

where n is the number of satellites and Is thus represents the circulation averaged over the 
satellites. Because the circulation of the satellites was approximately equal in the cases studied 
here, the error introduced by taking the average was neglected. The separation distances 
between the satellites and the core vortex were measured from vorticity contour plots and 
averaged, so that a = (a1 + a2)/2 for the tripole and a (a1 + a2 + a3 )/3 for the triangular 
vortex. 
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Figure 5.25: Graphical presentation of (a) the measured decay in circulation of the core vortex 
le (symbol •) and that of the mean circulation of the satellites -1. = -(11 + 12)/2 (symbol o) 
of the tripolar vortex shown in figure 5.21; (b) the ratio between the two values compared with 
the point-vortex model according to which le= (drawn line). 

The tripolar vortex 

As a first check one can compare the rotation speeds n.," and nduP• with that predicted by the 
point-vortex model according to relation (5.4), where the value 7 is taken equal to (le -!8 )/3; 
the results are shown graphically in figure 5.16. Although the rotation speed of point-vortex 
model is systematically larger than the values ndgp and nexp, the agreement is reasonable, 
taking into account the experimental error of 10% in these values. The systematic deviation 
is probably due to the estimated positioning of the point vortices. 

The values for the circulation Is and le a.re shown in figure 5.25a. a.s a function of time. 
The graph shows the decay of the circulation of the core vortex and that of the satellites. In 
order to verify whether the net circulation remains zero, for each time the value Is is plotted 
versus the value of le in figure 5.25b. Although the ratio between these values oscillates in 
time, the mean value appears to correspond quite well with the solid line Is = -le/2 that 
represents zero net circulation, indicating a. nice correspondence with the point-vortex model. 

The separation distance a ( a1 + a2) /2 between the satellites, normalized with the initial 
separation distance a0 of the tripole after its generation, is shown in figure 5.26 and shows 
an approximately linear increase in time. The least-square fit, represented by the solid line 
in this graph yielded a coefficient 5.9 x 10-4, which is an increase of 14% in one rotation 
period of the tripole. This dilatation of the tripole is due to entrainment of ambient fluid 
between the core vortex and the satellites. In rotating fluids the horizontal expansion rate 
increased also linearly in time (see van Heijst et al., 1991) and during the first rotation period 
the growth-rate of the tripole was, similarly, approximately 13%. 

A characteristic parameter for the vorticity distribution of this tripole is, similar as for 
the dipolar structures mentioned in chapter 2, the ratio of the distance between the vortex 
centres a and the distance between the virtual vortex centres dvc, that was measured from 
particle-streak pictures. In fact, the distance dvc depends on the vorticity distribution of the 
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Figure 5.26: Graph showing the vortex separation distance a = ( a1 + a2)/2 of the tripole shown 
in :figure 5.21, scaled with the initial separation distance ao. 

structure's constituting vortices and their mutual distance a. For point vortices the velocity 
in the vortices is infinite so that a correction for the self-induced motion of a point-vortex 
configuration will not displace these points; in other words dvcfa = L But, for a vortex 
structure with a continuous vorticity distribution such a correction yields a displacement of 
the virtual vortex centres, that increases with increasing steepness of the vorticity gradients. 
For instance for the Lamb dipole model, which has a continuous vorticity distribution, this 
value is 1.234. For the tripole, it appeared that although a and dvc varied in time, the ratio 
d.,c/ a remained constant and, averaged over 6 measurements, yielded a comparable value of 
1.21 ± 0.05. This suggests that, more or less independent of the shape of the vortex structure, 
the vorticity distribution over the structure's constituting vortices is similar-like. 

The triangular vortex 

Because the triangular vortex formed at a later stage of the evolution of an unstable tripolar 
vortex, only a few measurements of the triangular vortex are available. Similar as in the case of 
the tripole, the rotation speed of the evolving structure is evaluated by using the point-vortex 
model (5.6) and (5.7). The results are displayed in figure 5.23 with the experimental values 
n • .,p and !ldgp, where the values for t > 100 s represent the rotation speed of the triangular 
vortex. For these points, the rotation speed is calculated according to equation (5.6) and 
corresponds fairly well with experimental rotation speeds. The ratio df a was averaged over two 
measurements of the triangular vortex (i.e. 6 distances) and yielded the value d.,0 fa = 1.2±0.1, 
which is close to the values obtained for the tripole and the dipole. Obviously, this value 
appears to be a constant for the multipoled structures encountered in a stratified fluid. The 
deviation of this ratio dvc/a with the point-vortex model is visible in the slightly different 
shape of the stream function. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that point-vortex models give 
a useful description of some of the characteristics of the rather complicated multipolar vortical 
flows. 
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5.7 Conclusions and discussion 

In this chapter the characteristic properties of monopolar vortices in a stratified fluid are 
investigated and some of the multipoled structures that eventually arose from an unstable 
monopolar vortex have been examined. 

Stable monopolar vortices were found with a steepness parameter 1.2 < a: < 1.9 for the 
velocity profile of the core vortex. These monopolar vortices expanded horizontally by en
trainment under the interaction with internal waves. During the evolution, the core vortex 
remained self-similar and was characterized by a linear w, ?/~-relation, while the velocity gra
dient of the ring decreased, thus also increasing the vortex stability. These vortices were 
stable for mode 2 and mode 3 perturbations, even when their arriplitude was large, which is 
in agreement with numerical simulations of vortices with a: < 2 by Carton et a/.(1989). The 
monopoles were found to be stable for Froude numbers F < 0.1, while they were unstable for 
F > 0.1 and the formation of multipoled structures was observed. 

Unstable monopolar vortices have shown to lead to the formation of either tripolar or 
unstable triangular vortex structures, while in some cases the vortex was seen to split up into 
two dipolar vortices, similar to the observations by K&vH and G&L. However, in contrast to 
the observations by K&vH, here, the emerging tripolar vortices became asymmetric in most 
cases due to the interaction with internal waves. 

Apart from dipole splitting, two different evolutions of the unstable tripole were observed: 
The tripolar vortex with weak satellites resulted in the formation of a monopole, while the 
tripole with strong satellites led to the formation of a triangular vortex. In the first case the 
satellites decayed faster due to entrainment of ambient fluid and they were eventually deformed 
by the shear (induced by the core vortex) into filaments, so that a monopolar vortex emerged; 
in the latter case one of the satellites was observed to split into two vortex patches and the 
core vortex obtained a triangular shape, leading to the formation of a persistent triangular 
vortex. 

The tripolar vortex structure as well as the triangular vortex structure have not been 
observed before in a non-rotating stratified fluid and for this reason their characteristics have 
here been studied into detail. It was found that the tripolar vortex has a continuous vorticity 
distribution with an w, 1/J-relation, that is linear for the core vortex and nonlinear for the 
satellites, similar to that found for the tripole in the numerical simulations by Legras et al. 
(1988). 

The triangular vortex also has a continuous vorticity distribution, but it appeared to have 
a linear w, ?/~-relation, which is at variance with the numerical results of Orlandi & van Heijst 
(1992); Carton (1992); Carnevale & Kloosterziel (1994) and Morel & Carton (1993) who found 
an w, ?/~-relation with 8wf8'1/1 = 0 in the central vortex core. Both vortices are compared with 
a point-vortex model that turned out to be very useful as an approximate description of these 
complicated vorticity structures. 

Typically, the satellites of multipoled structures appeared to become relatively weaker than 
the core vortex thus leading to the eventual instability of the structure. This is at variance with 
the evolution of tripolar vortices in purely two-dimensional numerical simulations (see Carton 
et al. 1989; Orlandi & van Heijst, 1992) and homogeneously rotating fluids (see Kloosterziel 
& van Heijst, 1991) and is probably due to three-dimensional effects. In a stratified fluid, the 
planar vortex structures decay mainly due to vertical diffusion of vorticity (see section 2.4.1) 
and thereby obtain also a vertical vorticity distribution with a certain thickness; vortical struc-
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tures with a larger vertical thickness 2o- decay slower than thin structures (see equation (3. 7) 
in section 3.4.2). However, there is good reason to believe that the present planar multipoled 
vortex structures (with net angular momentum) have a spatially non-uniform thickness and 
thereby decay also locally faster. 

Such a variation in thickness may develop just after vortex generation, by diffusion of 
vort1city that smoothes the vertical vorticity gradients over a certain thickness. Due to the 
high vertical vorticity gradients in the vortex centre compared to the vorticity gradients at the 
edge the diffusion results in a lens-like vorticity structure, being thick in the centre and thin 
at the edges. Eventually, this implies a faster decay of the (thinner) outer region. Moreover, 
by entrainment and the formation of satellite vortices, the vortex expands horizontally and 
causes the intrusion of a planar motion, -that is confined in a relatively thin layer- into 
ambient quiescent fluid. This results in relatively large vertical vorticity gradients at the 
upper and lower boundaries of the intruded motion, implying also a faster decay of the outer 
regions. As a consequence, the satellite vortices of planar vortex structures decay faster 
than the core, which implies a tendency to a monopolar vortex eventually. In the present 
experiments, this instability mechanism had much more effect on the asymmetric tripoles 
because of their relatively large entrainment: by entrainment the vortex separation distances 
(see figures 5.13 and 5.19) increased approximately 60% during one rotation, compared to 
13% for the symmetric tripole. This mechanism also explains the evolution of unstable lens
shaped vortices in rotating stratified fluids, where also the transition between mode 2 and 
mode 3 vortices and the subsequent relaxation to the state of a monopolar vortex occurred 
(see G&L): the satellite vortices were confined in a layer that is relatively thin compared to 
the core vortex (as was demostrated by visualizations) and decayed relatively fast. Due to the 
release of potential energy that in such flows is stored in the curvature of the isopycnals, this 
sequence was observed several times in one experiment. 

From this chapter, it can be concluded that multipoled coherent vortex structures, con
taining net angular momentum, also occur in stratified fluids and have similar properties as 
in purely two-dimensional flows. However, internal waves, being generally abundant in forced 
stratified flows, may cause the asymmetry of tripolar vortices. Due to the three-dimensional 
decay of such planar vortex structures, multipoled structures containing angular momentum 
are expected to relax to a monopolar vortex, eventually. 



Chapter 6 

Organization properties of stratified 
flows on a bounded domain 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes experiments on self-organization of quasi two-dimensional flows on a 
hounded domain. In contrast to the isolated flow structures studied in the previous chapters, 
these flows cover the entire tank-domain and are essentially influenced by the boundaries. In 
any two-dimensional flow, the inverse energy cascade leads to the formation of vortices of the 
largest possible scale, while simultaneously the vortices have the tendency to become axisym
metric (see Melander, McWilliams & Zabusky, 1987). On a bounded domain, this will lead 
to circular vortices of a scale that is determined by the minimum horizontal dimension of the 
tank; for instance, a flow on a rectangular domain will develop to a regular pattern of circular 
vortices with alternating circulations. The evolution to such a cell pattern and the exchange 
of vorticity between the individual cells in a stratified fluid have been studied qualitatively 
from flow visualizations for a variety of container shapes (i.e. rectangular, square and circular 
tanks). The relaxation to a final equilibrium state has been investigated by examining the 
evolution of the w, .,P-scatter plots, which provide a useful diagnostic tool. 

The organization into a regular pattern of cells has been investigated in related studies by 
van Heijst (1989) and van Heijst, Davies & Davis (1990) for spin-up flows (in homogeneous as 
well as stratified fluids) in a variety of non-axisymmetric containers, including a rectangular 
confinement. These studies showed that, generally, the number of vortex cells that emerge in 
the ultimate state of the flow, is determined by the aspect ratio of the rectangular tank. For 
low spin-up speeds the flow evolution was investigated experimentally and numerically for the 
case of rectangular tanks by van de Konijnenberg, Anderson, Billdal & van Heijst (1994); it 
was found that, although the vortices attained a linear w, .,P-relation soon after their formation 
was completed, this relation became eventually nonlinear due to nonlinear suction effects in 
the Ekman boundary layers. 

In a related study Boubnov, Dalziel & Linden (1994) conducted experiments in a linearly 
stratified fluid confined in a square tank in which an array of sources and sinks, mounted at 
the side walls of the tank, continuously forced the flow in a horizontal plane. It was observed 
that the scale of the motion increased until an accumulation of energy occurred at the largest 
scale that can be accommodated by the tank. The continuous forcing led to a large, rigidly 
rotating core vortex of approximately the size of the tank, while after the forcing was stopped 
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the core flow appeared to be characterized by a linear w, 1/>-relation, thus revealing a similarity 
with the Leith minimum-enstrophy vortex (1984). 

The organization of two-dimensional flows to a final equilibrium state has attracted the 
interest of various researchers and has led to both experimental, numerical and theoretical 
studies. Different theoretical approaches have been made. 

According to the 'selective decay' in two-dimensional flows on moderate time scales, energy 
is nearly conserved while enstrophy is dissipated on the small viscous scales. In view of this 
physical property, it has been suggested that the final equilibrium state can be characterized 
as a minimum-enstrophy state (see e.g. Hasegawa, 1980). By using variational techniques 
Leith (1984) derived a model for an axisymmetric vortex under the constraints of zero net 
circulation and constant energy and a minimumenstrophy (see Appendix B for more details). 
This vortex will be compared with the vortices that were found to arise in the ultimate flow 
states as examined here. 

Alternately, a number of statistical approaches have been developed, which assume maxi
mum entropy for the final equilibrium state. For discrete vortex systems, consisting of equal 
numbers of identical negative and positive point vortices, Joyce and Montgomery (1973) de
rived a sink-relation between the vorticity and the stream function for the final equilibrium 
(most probable) state of freely evolving two-dimensional flows. Kida (1975) found for the 
maximum entropy state of a system of identical negative and positive point vortices of an 
axisymmetric flow a similar-like vortex as Leith's (1984) isolated minimum-enstrophy vortex. 
In a different approach, the two-dimensional Euler equations were approximated by decompos
ing the vorticity into Fourier series and by conserving the energy and the enstrophy, similarly, 
a sink-relation was found (see Kraichnan & Montgomery, 1980). Numerical simulations of 
slightly viscous two-dimensional flows have revealed also a sink-relation for the final equilib
rium state of a two-dimensional turbulent flow field (see Montgomery, Matthaeus, Stribling, 
Martinez & Oughton, 1992). 

In a different approach of the inviscid dynamics, instead of taking into account only the 
conservation of vorticity and enstrophy, an infinite number of quantities was conserved (Robert 
and Sommeria, 1991; Miller, Weichman & Cross, 1992, and Pasmanter, 1993). It was shown 
that due to these conservation laws, flows with initially equal energy and enstrophy but differ
ent vorticity distributions lead to different most probable states. The sinh-relation appeared 
to be only one of the possible equilibrium states. 

In order to study the influence of the initial forcing on the final equilibrium state in the 
present flows on a constrained domain, two essentially different forcings were used for each 
container shape, i.e. ( i) a forcing by two oppositely positioned jets, which gave rise to large 
circulation cells of the size of the container, and ( ii) an initially disorganized motion of small 
vortices was generated by moving a rake of small bars through the fluid. The jet-forced flow 
resulted in a cell pattern after a redistribution process of vorticity between the large vortices; 
in case of a rake-forced flow, the merging processes between smaller vortices led first to the 
formation of vortices of the size of the tank and the redistribution of vorticity followed, sub
sequently. In rectangular tanks, however, the rake-forced flow developed in certain cases only 
locally due to the irregularity of the initial vorticity distribution thus generated. Therefore, 
the flows in rectangular tanks are mainly investigated for jet-forcings. The flows were moni
tored during approximately 1 to maximal 2~ hours after the forcing was stopped. Due to the 
viscous diffusion of vorticity in the vertical direction, planar stratified flows decay faster than 
purely two-dimensional flows. Thereby, the vertical shear diminishes and the essential dynam
ics are also in the long run in good approximation two-dimensional (see also section 2.4.1). 
Although different kinds of stratifications are used (i.e. linear and two-layer stratifications), 
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once the flow is quasi two-dimensional the flows are considered to be independent of the kind 
of stratification. 

For the case of rectangular tanks the flow evolution into a cellular flow pattern and the 
exchange of vorticity between the cells are discussed from the observational analysis in section 
6.3. Subsequently, in the same section, the evolution of the flows in square and circular tanks 
are discussed. In section 6.4, attention is focussed on the evolution towards a final equilibrium 
state, that is studied from w, t/J-scatter plots for the three different container shapes and the 
two different forcings. A purely two-dimensional numerical simulation of one of the experimen
tal flow cases is carried out in order to compare qualitatively with the experimental results. 
The ultimate flow states are compared with Leith's minimum-enstrophy vortex. Subsequently, 
a summary of the conclusions and the discussion of the results is given in section 6.5. In the 
next section the experimental set-up is explained. 

6.2 Experimental set-up 

The experiments were performed in rectangular tanks with horizontal dimensions 40 x 300 cm, 
90 x 115 cm; a square tank of 80 x 80 cm; and a circular tank with diameter 93 cm. In all 
experiments, the fluid-depth measured 20 cm. In a number of experiments in the rectangular 
tanks the length or width of the working section was reduced by mounting a false wall in the 
tank so that the aspect ratio I) = L / D (with L the length and D the width of the container) 
could be varied. This ratio S was varied in the range of 1 to 8. 

An initially non-organized flow was generated by stirring the fluid randomly (by hand) 
with a rake consisting of a linear array of 17 vertical bars of diameter d = 6 mm and 14 mm 
gaps. The translation velocity of the stirring motion was typically 50 ± 20 cm/ s, yielding a 
Reynolds number of the order 3000. These rake-forced flows were mainly generated in two
layer fluids. Although the flow was generated over the full depth, one may expect that the 
motion outside the interfacial region decays relatively faster. Due to the low stratification 
there, the shear will result in overturning motions by which energy is transferred into vertical 
mixing. Thus, at a certain stage after forcing a mainly planar flow will form at the level of 
the interface. Therefore, attention is focussed on the evolution of the quasi two-dimensional 
flow at the mid-level of the interface. 

A more or less organized initial flow was generated by an arrangement of two horizontal 
jets of which the nozzles were placed in juxtaposition at half-length at the longer tank walls, 
and which were pointing in opposite (clockwise) directions (see the arrows in figure 6.1a). 
The injection nozzles were located at the interface level in the case of a two-layer fluid and 
at mid-depth in a linearly stratified fluid; the nozzles were removed after the forcing was 
stopped. The injection velocity was controlled by arranging the water level in the vessel from 
which the injection fluid flowed under gravity into the experimental tank. This vessel had a 
relatively large cross-sectional area so that the flow rate was in good approximation constant. 
The injection occurred during a period of typically St = 1 min to 10 min. Time t = 0 is 
the moment the forcing was stopped. The injection Reynolds number for each jet, defined as 
Re= Qj(1rdjv) (with Q the flow rate in ml/s and di = 4 mm the nozzle diameter), varied 
between 600 and 1200. Generally, the Reynolds number, defined by the maximum velocity 
U and the corresponding radius Rvmax, decreased from values of the order 0(103 ) to values 
of the order 0(102

) during the course of an experiment, thus indicating that viscous effects, 
although negligible during the first stages of the flow, become of increasing importance. 
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Figure 6.1: Sequence of plan-view photographs showing the evolution of the jet-forced flow in 
a rectangular tank with aspect ratio 6 = Lj D = 5, with L = 115 cm. The photographs were 
taken (a) at t = 3 s; (b) 30 s; (c) 45 s; (d) 150 s, with exposure times 3 s , 3 s, 3 s and 5 s, 
respectively. The experimental parameters are: Q = 520 mlfmin, 6t = 1 min, N = 2.0 radjs. 

In the experiments with a linear stratification, the buoyancy parameter N had a constant 
value of N = 2.0 rad/ s, while for the experiments in a two-layer fluid the buoyancy parameter 
8b = 2g(p2-P1) / (Pl +p2), with P1 and p2 the densities of the upper and lower layer, respectively, 
had a constant value of 1.0 m/ s 2 . Because the thickness of the interface was relatively large 
(approximately 10 cm), the interfacial stratification does not deviate much from a linear 
stratification. In the figure captions the buoyancy frequency N will be mentioned when a 
linear stratification is used. 

The flows were visualized by particles or by dye, distributed at the level of the jets and 
in case of the rake-forced flows at the mid-level of the interface. Quantitative information 
about the flow was obtained by digitizing the particle streaks, by using the same methods 
as described in section 2.5 of chapter 2. In the next section the flows that occurred in the 
different tanks are discussed from particle streak visualizations and dye visualizations. 
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6.3 Observational analysis 

a) rectangular tanks 

A typical example of the flow evolution in a rectangular tank is shown in figure 6.1. The tank 
has an aspect ratio 6 = 5 and a quasi two-dimensional motion was generated by the two jets 
along the walls. During the forcing, each jet separated from the wall (a phenomenon studied 
by Lichter, Fl6r & van Heijst, 1992), and by entrainment led to the formation of two large 
vortices: a clockwise rotating vortex at the tank-end, and a counter-rotating vortex aside. A 
smaller third vortex was generated near the tank centre by the latter vortex due to the shear 
along the opposite wall, leading to a total arrangement of six vortices (see figure 6.1a). After 
the forcing was stopped, the mid-two smaller vortices soon merged to a single central vortex 
(see figure 6.1b). At this stage, the vortices were deformed by the large shear along the wall 
and the redistribution of vorticity over the different cell regions (see figures 6.lb,c). During 
the decay the shear at the walls decreased, leading also to a smaller transport of vorticity 
between the vortices and, eventually, a regular pattern of five more or less circularly shaped 
vortices emerged (see figure 6.1d). At this ultimate state, the number of vortices was found 
to be equal to the aspect ratio of the tank. A similar evolution was observed for the aspect 
ratio 6 = 3. 

The flow evolution in a tank with an aspect ratio 6 = 4 is shown in figure 6.2. Due to the 
relatively high injection velocity in this case, the separation distance of the jets is larger than 
in the previous flow example; each jet gives rise to mainly one large vortex (see figure 6.2a). 
After merging of smaller vortices in the middle of the tank a pattern of three elliptical-shaped 
vortices and two smaller elongated vortices at the tank-ends emerged (see figure 6.2b). In the 
subsequent stage, the vortices clearly show the tendency to become circular (see figures 6.2c,d). 
However, for this aspect ratio 6 = 4, not all five vorticies can obtain simultaneously maximum 
size and circular symmetry, which implies a competition between the different vortex cells. 
The expansion and axisymmetrization of the vortices at the tank-ends, as shown in figures 
6.2a-d, clearly cause the deformation of their neighbouring vortices. Nevertheless, the cell 
distribution of five vortices appeared to be persistent during the course of the experiment (i.e. 
1060 s after forcing). A tendency to an odd number of vortices was generally also observed 
for other even tank aspect ratios, and is probably due to the symmetry of the jet forcing 
arrangement. Apparently, the initial vorticity distribution governed the eventually arising cell 
pattern. Similar flow features were observed in rectangular tanks with a non-integer aspect 
ratio 6 = 3.5. Likewise, in that case the flow can not attain a regular pattern of circular cells 
that all have maximum size. 

A typical evolution of the rake-forced flow is shown in figure 6.3 for the same aspect 
ratio 6 = 4. During the forcing, a three-dimensional turbulent motion occurred, that, after 
the forcing was stopped, rapidly became planar by the strong stratification at the interface. 
Merging of like-sign vortices resulted in a spectral energy transfer to the larger scales, which 
is observed in their continuous increase in size (see figures 6.3a and 6.3b). When the vortices 
attained the size of the tank width, a cell pattern occurred with three central vortices and 
two weaker vortices at both ends, showing some similarity with the jet-forced flows (see figure 
6.3b). The subsequent evolution was slightly different, however, probably due to the initial 
vorticity distribution. One of the end vortices gradually disappeared and a cell pattern of four 
vortices remained, that was slightly shifted to the left (see figures 6.3c and 6.3d). As mentioned 
before, however, the rake-forced flows in rectangular tanks mostly resulted in different (local) 
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Figure 6.2: As in figure 6.1, the evolution of a jet-forced flow for the aspect ratio 8 = 4. The 
photographs were taken (a) at t = 0 s; (b) 90s; (c) 180 s; (d) 1020 s, with exposure times 2 s, 
3 s, 5 sand 30 s, respectively. The experimental parameters are: Q = 130 mljmin, ot = 3 min, 
N = 2.0 radj s. 
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Figure 6.3: The evolution of a rake-forced flow in a rectangular tank with aspect ratio 8 
L / D = 4, with L = 160 cm. The photographs were taken (a) at t = 4 s; (b) 125 s; (c) 360 s and 
(d) 2700 s, with exposure times 4 s, 4 s, 4 s and 45 s, respectively. Experimental parameters: 
see section 6.2. 

cell patterns, due to the uncontrollable initial vorticity distribution. Therefore, in the case of 
rectangular tank geometries mainly jet-forced flows are discussed. 

In some of the experiments, a meandering pattern in the particle streaks was observed 
between the vortices, suggesting a background flow superimposed on the array of vortex cells 
(see figures 6.lc and 6.ld, the left part of the tank). Probably by the larger transport length 
and the smaller flow width, this flow feature was particularly well visible for higher aspect 
ratios, as is seen in figure 6.4 for the aspect ratio 8 = 8. The initial flow just after forcing 
is shown in figure 6.4a. After the formation of an array of vortices, the vortex centres are 
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Figure 6.4: As in figure 6.1, the evolution of a jet-forced flow in a rectangular tank with aspect 
ratio 8 = L/ D = 8, where L = 115 cm. The photographs were taken (a) at t = 0 s; (b) t = 45 s; 
(c) t = 200 s, with exposure times 3 s, 5 s and 20 s, respectively. The experimental parameters 
are: Q = 465 ml/min and, 8t = 1 min, N = 2.0 radjs. 

arranged in a staggered configuration, see figures 6.4b and 6.4c, giving rise to a wavelike flow 
pattern between the vortices, as is clearly displayed in figure 6.4c. The right-hand side of the 
tank reveals a transport towards the central vortex in figure 6.4b (note that the vortices are 
counter rotating and the central vortex rotates clockwise); after a shift of the vortices to the 
opposite wall, a transport in the opposite direction occurs (see figure 6.4c). 

A similar meandering flow in combination with a staggered vortex configuration has been 
studied numerically by Pierrehumbert (1991), who simulated large-scale atmospheric winds by 
a modulated stationary-wave solution. The stream function of this flow (see Pierrehumbert, 
1991) was taken as 

1/J = A sin[; (x- c1t)] sin ;y + t sin[; (x - c2t)] sin~ y, (6.1) 

where A is a constant, t the perturbation amplitude, and Cj the wave speed. The motion is 
relative to a Cartesian coordinate system ( x, y ), where x is defined in the length-direction and 
y perpendicular to x; the flow was bounded by walls at y = 0 and y = D, while periodic in 
x-direction. In fact, equation (6.1) represents a quasi-steady basic cellular flow pattern, that 
translates with a wave speed c1 in x-direction and is modulated by a wave-like perturbation. 
In the present experiments, the core vortex of the individual cell regions has in good approx
imation a linear w, 1/J-relation in the equilibrium state, as will be shown in the next section. 
By assuming a linear w, 1/J-relation 

(6.2) 

on a rectangular domain 0 ::=; x ::=; L and 0 ::=; y ::=; D, it is easy to obtain the general solution 
of this equation after separation of variables. For a tank with integer aspect ratio b, and 
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Figure 6.5: Contour plot of the stream-function given by equation (6.3) for the case fJ = 4. 

circularly shaped cells, the gravest mode is represented by the solution 

.J. A . 1r • 1r 
"P sm Dx sm Dy, (6.3) 

where '1/; is taken constant ( '1/; = 0) at the boundary. The number of cells is given by aspect ratio 
6 L/ D, as in the experiments. Equation (6.3) is equal to the first term in (6.1) for c1 = 0, and 
represents a stationary cellular vortex pattern, that is shown for the aspect ratio 8 = Lj D = 4 
in figure 6.5. Although this flow might not represent the details of the observed real flows, it 
contains some of the essential properties: each cell consists of a closed set of streamlines and is 
separated from its neighbouring cell by a separatrix. Each separatrix connects two stagnation 
points on the boundary indicated by Ai and B; in figure 6.5. An additional translation in 
x-direction leads to a meandering flow in combination with a staggered cell configuration, as 
was shown by Pierrehumbert (1991). In the present experiments, the background flow might 
be induced by standing internal waves of (vertical) mode 2, that stretch and compress vortices 
causing an exchange of fluid between the different cell regions. Perturbations may result in 
a deformation of the separatrix and subsequently mixing of the cell-regions with fluid from 
neigbouring cells. During the decay, the internal waves damped out and the meandering flow 
pattern could not be observed from the particle streaks anymore. 

The oscillations in the position of the vortex centres were measured from a sequence of 
streak pictures for the aspect ratio 6 = 3 and the data are displayed graphically as a function 
of time in figure 6.6a. The graph clearly demonstrates that when the side vortices (indicated 
by the triangles) are located closer to one of the side walls, the central vortex (indicated by the 
circles) is located near the opposite side wall, and vice versa (see figure 6.6a). Simultaneously, 
the vortex centres performed an oscillatory drift in horizontal direction (see figure 6.6b ). 
Although the amplitude of the oscillations decreased, they continued during the flow evolution 
(in the later stages they were observed from dye visualizations). 

Dye visualizations shown in figure 6.7 reveal the exchange of fluid containing vorticity in 
the late stages of the decay for a non-integer aspect ratio 8 = 3.5; the end vortices were 
dyed red and green, respectively, while the central vortex was uncoloured, i.e. it appeared 
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Figure 6.6: Graphical representation of the time-dependent position of the three vortex centres 
in y-direction (a) and x-direction (b) in a. rectangular tank with aspect ratio 6 = L / D = 3 with 
L = 115 cm. The time in (b) is taken vertical. The symbols b. and V represent the positions of 
the side-vortices and the symbol • the central vortex. 

as black in the photographs. The initial dye distribution is shown in figure 6.7a. Due to 
the oscillatory drifts of the vortices, the separatrices deformed near the stagnation points, 
and fluid from neighbouring vortices was advected. Figures 6. 7b,c,d display red and green 
dye lines that clearly indicate the a.dvection by the central vortex. Simultaneously, 'black' 
fluid is advected by the side vortices. Note also the green dye line between the central and 
right-hand side vortex, visualizing the sepa.ratrix, that is deformed by the oscillatory drifts in 
x-direction. The continuing oscillation of the vortices caused the stretching and folding of dye 
lines, essentailly indicating properties of chaotic mixing (see figure 6. 7d). 

In an identical experiment, the exchange of fluid between the end-wall regions and the core 
vortex was visualized; here, the central vortex was dyed green and the two side vortices were 
visualized by red dye (figure 6.7e). Eventually, the initial green dye distribution in the tank 
centre has been mixed with the fluid in the end-wall regions, while the core of the two side 
vortices hardly shows any mixing (see figure 6.7f). 

In a related study by Solomon & Gollub (1988) mixing processes in Rayleigh-Benard con
vection cells were investigated both numerically and experimentally. These authors assumed 
a cellular flow by defining a stream function field, as 

~=A sin[~(x + f(t))] W(y) (6.4) 

where f(t) = f sinwt, with w the frequency of the perturbation, and W(y) is a function 
that satisfies the rigid boundary conditions at y = 0 and y D. This stream function is 
very similar to that used by Pierrehumbert (1991) with the difference that now, instead of a. 
translation, an oscillatory motion f(t) with zero mean is added. The oscillatory perturbation 
f(t), causes the deformation of the separatrix near the stagnation points and results in the 
chaotic mixing of the a.dvected fluid. Solomon and Gollub's numerical simulation of passive 
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Figure 6.7: Plan-view dye visualizations of a jet-forced flow in a rectangular tank with non-integer 
aspect ratio 15 =L ID = 3.5, with L = 115 cm. Figures (a-d) display the exchange and mixing of the dyed 
fluid between the different vortex regions along the wall in the late stages of the decay, with (a) the 
initial dye distribution at t = 120 s, and (b) 874 s, (c) 1043 s, and (d) 2700 s. For an identical experiment, 
figures (e) and (f) display the exchange of fluid of the central vortex region with the side-wall regions, 
with the inital dye distribution shown in (e), t = 120 s and (f) 1680 s. Experimental parameters (a-d): 
Q = 620 ml/s, 15 = 1 min; (e,f): Q = 720 ml/s, 15t = 1 min;N = 2.0 rad/s. 
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Figure 6.8: Dye visualization of the rake-forced flow in a square tank with L = 80 cm showing 
the ellipse-like shape of the vortex. The green dye was distributed at t = 1800 s at the upper 
wall; the red dye at t = 2440 s and in (b) at t = 2550 s. The pictures are taken (a) at t = 2460 s, 
(b) 2580 s, (c) 4200 sand (d) 9240 s. Experimental parameters: see section 6.2. 

tracers showed that the chaotic mixing was constrained to the outer rings of the circulation 
cells while a larger ring was mixed for higher oscillation amplitudes. Very similar flow features 
were observed in the present experiments (see figure 6.7). This suggests that, although the 
perturbation mechanisms are different, the mixing properties of the flow here observed can be 
modelled well by the vortex cell pattern described by equation (6.3). 

In the present experiments, the vortices are continuously perturbed by the production and 
advection of vorticity along the walls. The competition between vortices, mentioned above , is 
fed by the advection of wall-produced vorticity and may lead to continuous oscillatory drifts 
of the vortices (see figure 6.2). In addition, perturbations of the vortices (in particular of 
mode 2) may result in an elliptical-shaped vortex, that by its self-induced rotational motion 
deforms the separatrix, thus contributing to the chaotic mixing observed in the present flows. 
Elliptical-shaped vortices were observed in almost all experiments, as is shown for instance in 
figures 6.4 and 6.7, but also in the square tank (see figure 6.8), that will be discussed below. 
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Figure 6.9: Graphical representation of the displacements of the vortex centres as measured 
from successive streak photographs, (a) for the flows generated in the square tank ( D = 80 cm) 
and (b) for the flows generated in the circular tank ( D = 93 cm). The open symbols represent 
the rake-forced flow and the closed symbols represent the jet-forced flows. 

b) square tanks 

In order to study the flow evolution towards a final equilibrium state of a single vortex, 
additional experiments were carried out in a square tank. After the rake-forcing was stopped 
(t 60s) it took approximately 10 to 15 min before a regular central vortex was formed. A 
typical dye visualization of the evolution of a vortex that covered the domain after forcing is 
displayed in figure 6.8. The green fiuorescein dye was distributed at the mid of the 'upper' 
wall at t = 30 min and the red dye patch in (a) was released just before the picture was taken. 
During the evolution, the green dye was advected by the vortex and clearly reveals the vortex's 
elliptical shape, as well as its self-induced clockwise rotation (compare figures 6.8a and 6.8b ). 
The rotation speed was determined from the green dye pattern and measured approximately 
1/9 rpm. In the core a much faster rotation speed was measured, as can be inferred from 
figures 6.8a and 6.8b where the outer ring has rotated over an angle of about 1r /2, while the 
red patch has rotated over an angle 21r, indicating a differentiation in azimuthal velocity in the 
radial direction. The vorticity generated by the shear along the side walls organizes itself in two 
small corner vortices at the 'blunt' sides of the ellipse-shaped core vortex, while the formerly 
generated vortices in the other two corners are deformed and advected; simultaneously, the 
topology of the dye lines in the outer ring of the vortex indicates substantial stretching and 
folding (see figures 6.8a,b,c). Here, the separatrices are located between the core vortex and 
the corner regions, as is clearly shown in figure 6.8d (note particularly the upper left corner 
where some extra red dye was added to the flow). A close inspection of the position of the 
separatrices from figures 6.8a,b and c, reveals that their position shifts towards the corner, 
indicating the relatively fast decay of the corner vortices and a gradual decrease of the area that 
is chaotically mixed. Simultaneously, the vortex attained a circular shape, with the boundary
produced vorticity mixed in the outer band of the vortex, as is demonstrated in figure 6.8d. 
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Although the dye was advected over a radial distance of y / D = 0.125 ( D 80 cm) while 
wound once around the cell centre (i.e. in~ 9 min), during the total course of an experiment 
(i.e. ~ 160 min) the radial advection was limited to a radial distance of approximately 
y/D = 0.19 cm. The red dye patches near the cell centre, however, indicate that no mixing 
occurs in the core region of the vortex, and the dyed patch is only stretched by the differential 
angular velocity vo(r ). 

For the two forcings the single cell experiments showed some remarkable differences. The 
rake-forced flows resulted, after the merging of like-sign vortices, in a large vortex that was 
positioned excentrically, as will be shown later in the next section. Due to wall influences 
it started to wander, resulting in oscillatory drift motions. In contrast, the jet-forced flows 
rapidly resulted in a stable centralized vortex, which was probably due to the symmetry of 
the forcing. The elliptical shape of the vortex changed faster to circular (in ~ 30 m in) than 
was observed in the rake-forced flows (in ~ 100 min). 

The oscillatory drift of the vortex centre was measured (in an identical square tank exper
iment) from successive streak photographs for both forced flows and the centre positions are 
displayed as a function of time in figure 6.9a; the dashed line represents the threshold value 
below which the displacements of the vortex are considered as insignificant. During the course 
of the experiment, the displacements of the vortex centre became less and less. After 30 min, 
they appear to be approximately Ye/ D = 0.013 in 5 min for the rake-forced flows, while the 
drift motions of the jet-forced vortex are damped out. Compared to a rotation period of 
0.05 rpm of a fluid parcel at the radius of the maximum velocity (as measured at 40 min), the 
oscillatory drift is still relatively large and can cause advection and mixing of wall-produced 
vorticity. 

c) circular tanks 

For comparison, a number of experiments was conducted in a circular tank, in which the 
boundary imposes a circular symmetry on the vortex. Vortidty is produced at the boundary 
in a circular ring and will, generally, not lead to deformations of the vortex such as in the 
square tank. By the absence of separatrices, the oscillatory drift of the vortex centre position, 
that was measured for some of these flows, did not lead to any chaotic mixing. 

Figure 6.10 shows a dye visualization of a regular vortex in the circular tank that was 
generated by the rake-forcing. Initially, fluorescein dye was distributed near the cell centre 
and near the 'upper' tank edge (see figure 6.10a). The radial advection of the (green) dye 
distributed along the wall amounted br/D = 0.065 (radius D = 93 cm) during one winding 
around the cell centre in 25 min, indicating that in this case the advection of wall vorticity 
is slower than in the previous case in the square tank. The green dye released in the core of 
the vortex remained confined within approximately the same region where it was distributed 
initially, as is visible in figures 6.10b,c,d. Also (red) dye was released in the region between 
the former distributed (green) dye in the centre and at the wall, as is shown in figure 6.10b. 
However, the resulting dye lines may be misleading since the initihl dye blob had a certain 
radial extent: after being stretched in a spiral shape, theh dye line suggests a radial advection 
towards the centre. 

Similar to what was observed in the square tanks, the position of the vortex centre of 
the rake-generated vortices performed an irregular drift motion, while the vortex centre of 
the jet-generated vortices was more or less fixed. At 30 min after the forcing was stopped 
the amplitude of these motions amounted approximately re/ D == 0.011 during a period of 
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Figure 6.10: Dye visualization of the rake-forced flow in the circular tank with the initial dye 
distribution shown in (a) t = 1920 s , (b) 2820 s, (c) 4080 sand (d) 6960 s. Experimental 
parameters: see section 6.2. 

5 m in (see figure 6.9b ). Such vortex drifts may cause, locally, a higher shear along the wall, 
which results in deformations of the vortex circular shape and, consequently, advection of wall 
vorticity. The experiments on a single vortex clearly show that different types of flow evolution 
may occur also for the different forcings. 
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Figure 6.11: Contour plots of the stream function (a) and the vorticity (b) of a cell pattern 
for 6 L/ D 4 (with D = 40 em) at t = 45 min after forcing by the rake. Experimental 
parameters: see caption of figure 6.3. 

6.4 The quantitative measurements 

In order to obtain more quantitative information about the flow evolution and the eventual 
cell formation in the different tank geometries (i.e. rectangular, square and circular) the flow 
evolution to a final equilibrium state will be studied from w, '1/!-scatter plots. In some cases, 
additional contour plots and cross-sectional profiles of vorticity and azimuthal velocity va are 
used. For each container shape the flow was generated once by the jets and once by the 
rake. Only for flows in the rectangular tanks dicussed below, similar flow characteristics were 
measured for both types of forcing once a regular pattern of cells was formed. Therefore, only 
one flow example will be discussed for the rectangular tank. 

6.4.1 The rectangular tank 

Typical contour plots of the stream function and the vorticity for the organized (rake-forced) 
flow in a rectangular tank with aspect ratio 8 4 are shown in figures 6.11a and 6.llb, 
respectively. Both plots show a regular pattern of four cells, where each cell consists of an 
approximately square region defined by the separatrices and the walls. Here, the strength 
of the core vortices are different probably due to the initial vorticity distribution. In the 
stream-function plot in figure 6.11a the separatrices bend off to one of the vortex cells near 
the stagnation points, indicating the advection of fluid that was also shown before in the 
dye-visualizations of figure 6. 7. 

The vorticity-contour plot in figure 6.11b shows that the core of each cell has a single
signed vorticity distribution; oppositely signed vorticity is produced along the tank walls and, 
wrapped around the core by advection. Cross-sectional profiles of vorticity and azimuthal 
velocity in figure 6.12a show similar characteristics; the cross-section was taken in x-direction 
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Figure 6.12: (a) Cross-sectional profile the mid-two vortices shown in figure 6.10 over a line 
intersecting the two vortex centres, for the vorticity and the velocity. Both profiles are scaled 
with their maximum values; (b) Scatter plot of these two vortices. The tiny dots represent 
the :How near the wall, while the fat dots represent the vortices and the region between them. 
Experimental parameters: see figure caption 6.11. 

through the vortex centres of the mid-two vortices. Near the separatrix at about x / D :::::: 2, 
the vorticity profile shows the oppositely signed vorticity that is advected from the wall by 
the azimutal flow; the core has a continuous positively-signed vorticity distribution. 

The w, 1/;-scatter plot of the two middle vortices is shown in figure 6.12b. The two ex
tremal vorticity values represent the vortex centres, while the scatter near 1/J = 0 displays the 
instationary vorticity transport near the wall (represented by tiny dots) and the flow between 
the vortices (represented by fat dots). The positive branch, which is relatively short in this 
experiment, is more or less linear, and shows considerable scatter that is probably due to 
mixing inside the vortex. However, the core of the negative vortex (i.e. for w < -0.25) is well 
defined and has a slope that differs of that of the outer vortex region (i.e. for w > -0.25), 
suggesting a nonlinear w, 1/;-relation. The double slope in the w, 1/J-relation was observed in 
most experiments carried out in rectangular tanks, and is probably due to the oscillations in 
the position of the vortex, that might cause a considerable mixing in the outer region of the 
vortex. 

During the evolution it appeared, typically, that thew, 1/;-relation changed from kinked 
(or 'nonlinear') to linear and vice versa. This effect is visible in the sequence of w, 1/J-plots, 
displayed in figure 6.13 for two vortices of approximately equal strength in a tank with aspect 
ratio 6 = 2.9. The positively signed vortex in figure 6.13 shows a varying w, 1/;-relation that 
changes between approximately linear (6.13a and 6.13c) and slightly nonlinear (see fignres 
6.13b and 6.13d); although less pronounced, the negative vortex displays a similar evolution. 
This oscillation around a linear w, ~-relation continued during the course of the experiment 
(i.e. t = 85 m in) and was observed for both types of forcing. Nevertheless, a comparison with 
thew, 1/;-relation according to Leith's minimum-enstrophy vortex can be made for this quasi
equilibrium state, as is shown in figure 6.14. The fits are only determined by the approximate 
extremal values (of w and 1/J) in the centre of each vortex and appear to agree quite well with 
the data. 
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Figure 6.13: Sequence of scatter plots oftwo vortices in a tank with aspect ratio li = L/ D = 2.9, 
where D = 40 cm, (a) at t = 2820 s, (b) 2940 s, (c) 3060 s and (d) 3540 s. Experimental 
parameters: see section 6.2. 
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the scatter plot according to Leith's vortex model, represented by 
the drawn line, with the scatter plots shown in figure 6.13d. 
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Figure 6.15: Characteristic contour plot of the stream function (a) and vorticity (b) of the flow 
generated by the rake in a square tank at t = 85 m in after forcing. The vortex rotates clockwise. 
Cross-sectional profiles along the lines 1) and 2) in (b) are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. 
Experimental parameters: see section 6.2. 

6.4.2 The square tank 

a) Forcing by the rake 

Figures 6.15a and 6.15b show the contour plots of 1/J and w of the eventually emerging vortex in 
a square tank. This vortex was, initially, slightly smaller than the size of the tank and finally 
reached the side walls by its lateral expansion. In figure 6.15, its centre is slightly shifted to 
the bottom left corner, so that vorticity is mainly produced at the nearest side walls. This 
vorticity is advected and leads to the formation of the broad circular ring of oppositely-signed 
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Figure 6.16: Sequence of scatter plots of the vortex cell, generated by the rake-forcing in the 
square tank L = 80 cm, (a) at t 35 min, (b) 55 min, (c) 85 min and (d) 105 min. The 
straight lines in (b) and (c) indicate the straight part in the scatter plot. The ratio between the 
axis lengths are the same in each scatter plot. Experimental parameters: see section 6.2. 

vorticity surrounding the core (see figure 6.15b ). In order to study the influence of a local shear 
on the vortex edge, for two different cross-sections (indicated by the lines in figure 6.15b ), the 
profiles of vorticity and azimuthal velocity are displayed graphically in figures 6.15c and 6.15d. 
The vorticity profile in figure 6.15c -taken over the diagonal of the tank- is relatively smooth 
due to a reduced influence of the side walls, while the vorticity profile in figure 6.15d -taken 
from wall to wall- is clearly perturbed due to the local shear at the wall; also the velocity 
profiles have slightly different slopes. These asymmetric deformations of the vortex circular 
shape lead to advection of wall-produced vorticity. 

A sequence of w, ?b-scatter plots representing the flow evolution is shown in figure 6.16. 
Initially, the vortex was slightly smaller than the tank size (see figure 6.16a), and the shape of 
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Figure 6.17: Typical scatter plot of the rake-forced flow in the square tank (L = 80 cm) at 
17 4 min. Experimental parameters: see caption of figure 6.8. 

thew, t,b-relation was similar to that obtained for a stationary isolated vortex in an unbounded 
flow (see chapter 4 and appendix B). While expanding, it eventually reached the side walls 
and the influence of the boundaries became significant (which is at approximately t = 30 m in, 
see figure 6.9a). At this stage, the deformation of the vortex and the advection of vorticity 
led to a change in slope of the approximately linear w, t,b-relation in the outer vortex regions, 
while the core maintained its original w, t,b-relation, similar as observed for the vortices in the 
rectangular tank (see figures 6.16b-c). In this experiment, the boundary influences diminished 
due to the decay of the flow, and a vortex emerged with similar characteristics as before (see 
figure 6.16a), while being perturbed by boundary effects (see figure 6.16d). Also, the changes 
in the vortex centre positions decreased to zero, as can be seen in figure 6.9a, indicating that 
the deformations of thew, t,b-relationship of the vortex are directly related with the wandering 
of the vortex. 

In most cases, however, the vortex continued to wander during the course of an experiment 
and even as late as t = 174 min after the forcing was stopped, thew, t,b-relation had a kinked, 
piecewise linear appearance, as can be seen in figure 6.17. This vortex cell shows similar 
characteristics as the individual cells in the rectangular tanks. 

b) The jet-forced flow 

A sequence of w, t,b-scatter plots for the evolution of the jet-forced circular flow is shown in 
figure 6.18. Because the jet-forced flows were generated along the wall, the boundary-produced 
vorticity was much higher than for the flows forced by the rake, as is clearly displayed by 
the scatter plot of figure 6.18a. Typically, the vortex core rotates as a rigid body, which is 
represented by the constant vorticity in the w, t,b-scatter plot. During the decay, the rigid 
rotation as well as the large production of negative vorticity along the wall diminished (see 
figures 6.18b,c) and the vortex, eventually, attained a linear w, t,b-relation (see figure 6.18d). 
This vortex was not observed to wander as the rake-generated vortex, which explains the 
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Figure 6.18: Sequence of scatter plots of the vortex, generated by the jet-forcing in the square 
tank (a) at t 35 min, (b) 85 min, (c) 115 min and (d) 145 min. Experimental parameters: 
Q R;j 240 ml/min, et= 10 min. 

relatively slow changes in thew, ~-relation and the absence of any 'kinks' in thew, ~-relation. 
In a related study on two-dimensional flows by Boubnov et al. (1994), a continuous forcing 

with sources and sinks at the edge of a square tank also resulted in a flow with a rigidly rotating 
core. They attributed this phenomenon to vorticity expulsion described by Batchelor (1956). 
According to Batchelor's theory, the vanishing of vorticity gradients in a two-dimensional flow 
with closed contours is caused by weak diffusion and, eventually, results in this case in a 
rigid-body rotation. In the present experiments, particularly the high vorticity-gradients that 
emerged near the walls by the initial jet-forcing will amplify such diffusive effects. In addition 
the Reynolds number, based on the eddy length and velocity scales, decreased from values 
of order 0(103 ) to 0(102), indicating that viscous effects are presumably significant for the 
time scales considered here. After the forcing was stopped, Boubnov et al. observed a linear 
w, ~-relation in the vortex core similar to the present observations. 
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Figure 6.19: Numerical simulation of the evolution of the jet-forced flow in the square tank, 
here displayed in the stream-function contours fort= 50 (a), 100 (b), 165 (c) and 300 (d) time 
units. Experimental parameters: Re 500, w 2.5, 6t = 150 time units. 
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Figure 6.20: Sequence of w, 'ljl-scatter plots for the numerical simulation of the jet-forced flow 
in the square tank for t = 200 (a), 300 (b), 500 (c) and 700 (d) time units. Experimental 
parameters: see caption of figure 6.19. 
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c) Numerical simulations of the jet-forced flow 

In order to compare the experimental results with a purely two-dimensional flow, numerical 
simulations were carried out. The simulations were based on an ADI (Alternating Direction 
Implicit) solving method of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations (see Fletcher, 1988). 
The code was developed by Jan Voskamp (private communication, 1993). The simulations 
were performed on a grid of 100 X 100 and as boundary conditions no slip and zero normal 
velocity at the wall were assumed. Similar to the experimental case, the flow was forced by 
two jets, symmetrically placed in juxtaposition along the tank walls, and pointing in opposite 
directions. Each jet was defined as a region of 5 grid points wide and 30 grid points long, 
according to the relation 

W; 30-i' 
3QW for j = 0,1 

W; = 0 for j=2 
(6.5) 

30-i. for j = 3,4 W; = -3QW 

where i is the number of grid points from the orifice in x-direction (running from 0 to 30) and 
j the number of grid points in y-direction. The constant w had a value between 0.5 and 3, 
and the flow was forced during 150 time units. 

The Reynolds number was defined as Re (U!D)fv, with D the size of the domain and 
U a characteristic velocity, for which the maximum velocity in the eventually arising cell flow 
was taken. This velocity was estimated from experimental observations. Simulations were 
carried out for Reynolds numbers between 100 and 800. 

A typical example of the evolution of the stream function field for Re 500 is shown 
in figure 6.19. The contour plots reveal all the stages that were observed also in the streak 
pictures of such flows, i.e., the merging of like-sign vortices in the centre, the formation of an 
elliptical vortex, and the eventual emergence of a circularly shaped vortex. The evolution in 
thew, 1,&-scatter plots of the simulations, shown in figure 6.20, reveal a similar evolution as was 
demonstrated for the experimental results (e.g. figures 6.1-6.8). Similar results as shown here 
were obtained for different Reynolds numbers, and coarser grids. The differences in time scale 
are due to the fact that vertical diffusion of vorticity is absent in the numerical simulations 
(vfPw/82z 0). 

Although the resolution of the grid might be not refined enough to resolve the small scale 
motions near the walls, the simulations show that the evolution of these purely two-dimensional 
flows is similar to that observed in the laboratory experiments. 

d) Comparison with Leith's vortex model 

The vortices on a square domain eventually had a circular shape and contained net-zero 
circulation so that it makes sense to compare them with Leith's (1984) isolated minimum
enstrophy vortex. 

The w, 1,&-relation representing the ultimate states of the three cases studied in this sub
section are shown in figures 6.2la,b,c, respectively, and are compared with Leith's vortex, 
represented by the drawn lines. The fits are only determined by the maximum vorticity and 
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of the Leith minimum enstrophy vortex model (represented by the 
drawn lines) and the experimenta.lly obtained scatter plots for the rake-forced :How in the square 
tank (a), the jet-forced :How (b), and (c) the numerical simulation shown in figure 6.19. The 
velocity profiles (averaged over two diagonal cross-sections) of the rake-forced :How (with symbol 
o and Vmax = 0.15 cmfs, RtJma:c = 16.6 cm), the jet-forced :How (with symbol 4 and Vmax = 
0.075 cm/s, Rvmax = 20.6 cm) and the numerical simulation (with symbol 0 and Vmax = 
0.014 U, RtJmax = 0.24 D) are compared with the velocity profile of the Leith vortex in (d). 

maximum stream function value (taking tf; 0 as the minimum). Although the plot shows mi
nor differences, the Leith w, tf;-relation agrees quite well with the data. Figure 6.21d shows the 
velocity profiles for the three cases mentioned above (indicated by the points) compared with 
the velocity profile of Leith's vortex. The profiles are scaled on their maximum velocity and 
appropriate radius, and are averaged over two different diagonal cross-sections. The experi
mental data as well as the numerical data show to fit very well. Apparently, flows on square 
or rectangular domains tend to a similar final equilibrium state that can be well described by 
the Leith isolated vortex model. 
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Figure 6.22: Sequence of scatter plots of the rake-forced flow in the circular tank (a) at t = 
15 min, (b) 50 min, (c) 65 min and (d) 95 min. Experimental parameters: see section 6.2 . 
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Figure 6.23: Time-evolution in the correlation coefficient of linear least-square fits of the w, 'lj;
relations that are partially shown in figure 6.22. 
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Figure 6.24: Comparison of a typical rake-generated vortex at t = 105 min a.fter forcing in the 
circular tank with the Leith vortex: (a) w, t/>-scatter plot, and (b) velocity profile. 

6.4.3 The circular tank 

a) Forcing by the rake 

A sequence of scatter plots that represents the evolution of the vortex in the circular tank is 
shown in figure 6.22. The w, t/>-relation at t = 30 min has a peaked core surrounded by a ring 
of approximately constant vorticity. During the evolution this core remained peaked, while 
the rest of the w, t/>-relation, representing the outer region of the vortex, shows a tendency 
to become linear. Least-square linear fits of the scatter plots for w > 0 indeed demonstrate 
a significant increase in the correlation coefficient, as is displayed in figure 6.23. A similar 
comparison with the Leith vortex as was made in figure 6.21 for the flow in the rectangular 
tank, is shown here for the circular tank in figure 6.24. Taking into account the evolution 
of the vortex to a linear w, t/>-relation of the core, the scatter plot in figure 6.24a and the 
(averaged) velocity profile in figure 6.23b also indicate a. tendency to the Leith vortex. From 
these measurements it can be inferred that, although the mixing is negligible compared to 
that in the square tank, eventually a linear w, t/>-relation will be attained in the vortex core, 
similar to what was observed in the square tank. Apparently, the a.dvection of wall-produced 
vorticity is comparable with that in the square tank for the jet-forced flow, which is due to 
the oscillatory drifts of the vortex. 

b) The jet-forced flow 

A sequence of w, t/>-relatio!ls that represents the evolution of the jet-forced flow in the circular 
tank is shown in figure 6.25. After the emergence of a circular vortex the core region, obviously, 
has an approximately constant vorticity, corresponding with a solid-body rotation (see figure 
6.25a). Due to the rapid stabilization of the vortex centre (see figure 6.9b) and its relatively 
large size, this solid-body rotation persisted during the further flow evolution, as can be 
inferred clearly from the w, t/>-scatter plots (see figures 6.25b,c,d). Cross-sectional profiles of 
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Figure 6.25: Sequence of scatter plots of the jet-forced :flow in the circular tank (a.) at t 
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Figure 6.26: Cross-sectional profiles of velocity and vorticity of the jet-forced :flow in the circular 
tank at t = 85 min. Experimental parameters: see caption of figure 6.25. 
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the azimuthal velocity and the vorticity (averaged over four cross-sections) demonstrate once 
more the uniform vorticity in the core region and the linear relation between azimuthal velocity 
vo and radius r, that corresponds with solid-body rotation (see figure 6.26). 

6.5 Conclusions and discussion 

The evolution of a confined two-dimensional flow to a final equilibrium state has been studied 
for different tank geometries and two essentially different types of forcing. The flows were 
studied qualitatively from visua.lizations as well as from the evolution in thew, '1f-scatter plots. 

In rectangular tanks, the differently forced flows tend to an array of axisymmetric vortices 
where the number of vortex cells is determined by the aspect ratio of the tank and by the initial 
vorticity distribution. For both type of forcings the vortex cores attain an approximately linear 
w, '1f-relation. The characteristic features of these flows can be modelled well by the steady 
mode-solution V2'1f = -w for the case of a linear w, '1f-relation. The oscillatory drifts of the 
vortices appear to play an important role with respect to advection of boundary-produced 
vorticity and the exchange of fluid between the different cell regions. By perturbing the 
separatrices, they cause the (chaotic) mixing of advected fluid in the outer cell regions. The 
different mixing and advection rates of the inner and outer cell-regions resulted in the kinked
shaped w, '1f-relations, that occurred as long as boundary effects were significant. The scatter 
plots reveal a linear w, '1f-relation in the regions that are well mixed. 

Similar characteristics were found for single cell flows on a square domain. However, by the 
absence of large neighbouring vortices, less mixing occurred and the two types of forcing led 
to different 'initial' vorticity distributions: the rake-forced flows resulted, after the merging of 
like-sign vortices, in a vortex with a 'peaked' w-distribution that started to 'oscillate' between 
the walls; the jet-forced flows resulted, initially, in a smooth vorticity profile with a solid-body 
rotation of the core and a fixed vortex centre. The difference in the oscillatory drift motions 
might be related to the angular momentum of the (single-signed) core vortex in both cases. 
A perturbation at the vortex edge may result more easily in a displacement of a peaked core 
rather than to a displacement of a rigidly-rotating core that has a larger angular momentum. 
For the particular case of a Rankine vortex and the core of an isolated Leith vortex (each 
representing one of the experimental flow cases), it can be straightforwardly calculated that 
the angular momentum of the Rankine vortex is ~ 2.8 times that of the Leith vortex-core 
(where it is assumed that both vortices have the same radius and strength in circulation). 

The flows in circular tanks showed a similar 'initial' vorticity distribution after forcing as 
that in the rectangular tanks, but the evolution was different. By the absence of separatrices 
in such circular flows, chaotic mixing did not occur. Here, advection is mainly induced by the 
oscillatory drifts of the vortex such as occurred in the rake-forced flows; they induce local shear 
on the vortex edge and lead to perturbations of the circular vortex shape. For comparison, 
the jet-forced :flows in the square tank did not oscillate, but the shear was generated locally 
by the boundary geometry. Indeed, a comparable evolution in the w, '1f-relation was found 
for the rake-forced flows in circular tanks. However, in the absence of mixing and oscillatory 
drifts that cause advection, the flow hardly changes as was displayed by the evolution in the 
w, '1f-relation of the jet-forced :flows in the circular tank. In addition, the size of the vortex 
relative to the width of the tank determines the influence of the boundaries on the vortex; 
the rake-forced vortex in the square tank, was initially smaller than the tank size and slightly 
expanded by advection, similar to an isolated vortex in an unbounded Bow region. 
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Figure 6.27: Variation in time of the scaled radius R 11m4 :z:/ D, with Rvm4 :z: the radius at which 
the vortex has its maximum velocity, and D the tank width. The fiows in the circular and the 
square tank are represented by square and circular symbols, respectively. The jet-forced fiows 
are depicted by open symbols and the rake-forced fiows by dosed symbols. 

Because the advection of boundary-produced (oppositely-signed) vorticity leads to a de
crease of the radius Rvm4 :z: (i.e. the radius at which the velocity profile has a maximum), the 
variation of this radius may act as a useful measure for the radial advection. The evolution of 
the scaled radius Rvma:z:/ D is displayed as a function of time in figure 6.27 for each experiment 
and indeed provides evidence of the validity of the considerations given above. 

With respect to the different maximum entropy theories, one may question whether the 
final equilibrium state has already been established by the mixing that occurs even during 
some time after the actual forcing is stopped. This would suggest that for the two different 
initial conditions in the circular tank, different final equilibrium states are found. In a study 
by Kida (1975), a similar vorticity profile was obtained as shown in figure 6.25 (i.e. the jet
forced :flow in the circular tank) for a maximum entropy state of an axisymmetric vortex with 
non-zero net angular momentum. When the non-zero angular momentum ca.n be explained 
by the absence of shear along the wall, the jet-generated vortex in the circular tank would 
correspond with a maximum entropy state. The rake-forced flow showed, however, a tendency 
to a Leith-like vortex that represents a different maximum entropy state (see Kida, 1975). 

For the cases in which the w, tJ>-relations could be well compared with the theoretical 
curves according to the maximum entropy theories, (i.e. a w ""sinh'ljJ as well as relationships 
of the form w "" ~ ), no significant distinction between the fits could be made within the 
experimental error. In almost all cases, a clear tendency towards a linear w, t/J-relation of the 
core vortex is found, that corresponds well with the Leith isolated vortex model. As a general 
conclusion of this chapter, it can be stated that when the advection is not too small, the 
w, t/J-relation tends to become linear in the ultimate flow state. 



Appendix A 

An isolated turbulent region 
two-Layer Fluid 

A.l Introduction 

• In a 

Local mixing events in stratified flows can occur by the breakdown of Kelvin-Helmholtz billows; 
some examples are the oceanic thermocline observations of Woods (1968) and Gregg (1987), 
and the atmospheric observations of Browning (1971). Other processes responsible for mixing 
events in stratified fluids are the breaking of internal waves, critical-layer absorption and 
double diffusion (Marmarino, 1987). 

In the laboratory, the evolution of an isolated turbulent region in a linearly density
stratified fluid has been investigated by Fernando, van Heijst & Fonseka (1993), hereafter 
referred to as FvHF. In that study, an isolated turbulent region was generated by horizon
tally injecting a small volume of fluid during a short period of time, and the evolution of the 
emerging turbulent region was investigated. In this evolution three different stages have been 
identified: the turbulent region grows vertically (first stage) until it reaches its maximum size 
(the second stage), and subsequently collapses under gravity (third stage). The flow eventually 
is transformed into a dipolar vortex structure as was described by van Heijst & Flor (1989) 
and Voropayev, Afa.nasyev & Filippov (1991). For each stage a scaling analysis was given for 
the evolution of the vertical patch size. 

The purpose of the present investigation1 was to extend the work of FvHF to a two-layer 
fluid; i.e., the pulsed injection of fluid takes place at the interface of a two-layer fluid. Although 
the details are different, the qualitative features of the evolution in linearly stratified and two
layer fluids appear to be the same. In the present study, flow visualization and measurements 
of the vertical density distributions are tested to study the evolution of the injected turbulent 
region. The experimental arrangement for these measurements is described in section A.2. 
Qualitative observations are described in section A.3, and the experimental results as well 
as scaling analyses of the growth and the subsequent collapse of the turbulent region are 
presented in section AA. Additional measurements on the dipolar vortex structure that is 
formed at the later stages are discussed in section A.5. A brief summary of the results and 
conclusions are given in section A.6. 

chapter is a slightly adapted version of the paper by Fl6r, Fernando & van Heijst 1994 The evolution 
of an isolated turbulent region in a two-layer fluid, Phys. Fluids A 12,pg 15-27. 
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p, 

Figure A.l: A sketch of the experimental set-up for measuring the density profiles of turbulent 
regions. 

A.2 Experimental set-up 

The experiments reported in this paper were conducted in two different perspex tanks: one 
narrow tank of dimensions 183 x 30 x 40 cm and one square tank of dimensions 90 x 90 x 40 cm, 
respectively. For the study of the growth and collapse of the turbulent patch, the narrow tank 
was used, while the square tank was used to study the dipole formation. In order to assure 
that side wall effects in the small tank did not bias the collapse significantly, the collapse stage 
was studied in the large tank. A schematic of the experimental arrangement is shown in figure 
A.l. The test cell was filled with two-layers of fluid, the upper layer containing fresh water 
and the lower layer containing a salt solution. The stratification was established by carefully 
adding the salty water underneath the fresh layer. In order to obtain a sharp interface, fluid 
from the centre of the interface was siphoned off using small perforated horizontal tubes. By 
this method the interface thickness lih was reduced to a thickness of approximately 0.6 cm to 
2.5 cm, which was always smaller than the size of the turbulent patch. The total depth of the 
water was varied from 20 cm to 31 cm, and the position of the interface, measured from the 
bottom of the tank, was varied between 12 cm and 14 cm. The buoyancy jump across the 
interface, represented by 

(A.1) 

with p1 and p2 the densities of the upper and lower layer, respectively, and g the gravitational 
acceleration, was in the range from 0.37 to 0.77 m/s2 • In order to measure the density profile 
a conductivity probe was traversed vertically through the fluid from which the interfacial 
position was determined. Then the nozzle was placed at this level and a small drop of the 
dyed injection fluid- with density (p1 + p2)/2- was released at the level of the nozzle. Due to 
the strong buoyancy force at the interface the drop collapses instantly to a thin spot of less 
than a mm thickness and marked the mid-level of the interface quite accurately. The fluid was 
injected horizontally at this level through a nozzle of diameter 2 mm by a computer-controlled 
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\ 

Figure A.2: A sequence of photographs, showing the evolution of the turbulent region as viewed 
from the side. A volume of fluid V0 = 2 ml is injected horizontally at the level of the interface 
with Uo = 3.16 mfs and ob= 0.60 mfs2. The pictures are taken at 0.44 s (a), 1.0 s (b), 1.44 s 
(c) and 44.8 s (d) after the injection. The top-bottom distance in each picture represents the 
scale and is 30 cm. 
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injection mechanism. The density of the injected fluid was adjusted to the intermediate density, 
(p1 + p2)/2. The injection velocity in these experiments was varied from 1.8 m/ s to 11.7 m/ s, 
and the injection volume Vo ranged from 1 m/ to 13 m/. The time of injection bt was varied 
between 0.01 s to 0.2 s, which was sufficiently short to create an isolated turbulent patch of 
fluid. The Reynolds number Re = U0 d/v at the injection, where Uo is the injection velocity, d 
the nozzle diameter and 11 the kinematic viscosity, ranged from 3500 to 22000, thus ensuring 
that the jet was turbulent. The resulting turbulent patch was visualized by colouring the 
injected fluid with fluorescein and by illuminating it using a vertical sheet of light. The extent 
of dye diffusion was considered as the extent to which the turbulence diffuses; that is, the 
turbulent Prandtl number is considered to be of the order one (Townsend, 1976, and Tennekes 
& Lumley, 1980). A horizontal light sheet was used for visualizing the dipolar vortex formation 
in the square tank. The evolution of the flow was recorded by a video camera and by a frame
by-frame examination of these recordings the time evolution of the vertical patch size was 
determined. The moment at which the first spot of coloured fluid is ejected by the nozzle, was 
taken as time t=O. 

The vertical density distribution was measured by using a fast traversing micro-scale con
ductivity probe that was installed above the square tank. This traversing mechanism could 
be translated horizontally to track and capture the moving patch during the course of an 
experiment. The plunging speed of the probe had a maximum_value of 30 cm/ s, which is fast 
compared with the observed maximum translation speed of the patch (about 5 cm/s). These 
instantaneous vertical density profiles were used to calculate Thorpe displacements, i.e., the 
size of the vertical displacements of fluid parcels relative to a stable profile, which was obtained 
by rearranging the observed density profile. The method employed is similar to that used by 
Dillon (1982). The time and position at which the probes were shot, were recorded by video. 

A.3 Qualitative observations 

The evolution of the turbulent patch after the injection is presented in figure A.2. During and 
shortly after the injection, an approximately cone-shaped jet forms and evolves into an isolated 
three-dimensional turbulent patch and moves in the direction of injection. During the initial 
stage, the vertical inertia. forces of the eddies are large compared to the buoyancy forces, and 
entrainment of homogeneous fluid from above and below the interface causes the turbulent 
region to grow continuously (see figure A.2b ). Mixing of jet fluid and ambient fluid implies that 
the kinetic energy is converted into potential energy. When the vertical inertia forces become 
of the same order as the buoyancy forces, the turbulent patch reaches its maximum vertical 
size and then starts to collapse under gravity, thus reducing its vertical size (for example see 
figure A.2c). During the collapse, the mixed fluid intrudes horizontally into the ambient fluid. 
In some cases one could observe the formation of two separated intrusion noses at the front of 
the intrusion: one above a.nd one below the interface (see e.g. figure A.2c, d). The occurrence 
of the double intrusion can be attributed to incomplete mixing within the patch, due to the 
finite thickness of the initial interface Riley, Metcalfe & Weissman (1981) as well as interfacial 
friction between the two intrusions. The collapse continues until the patch attains a thickness 
comparable to that of the interface. Interfacial waves, generated during the collapse, could not 
be distinguished from the waves that were forced by the initial impulse of the jet. In most of 
the experiments it is observed that these waves move away from the turbulent region along the 
upper and lower boundaries of the intrusion. These travelling waves are dissipated rapidly, in 
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Figure A.3: Soliton like disturbance at the nose of the intrusion just before separation from the 
intrusion (a) at t = 9.6 s, after separation and collision with the wall (b) at t = 17.0 s, and 
at t = 23.4 s . The experimental parameters for this experiment were lib = 0.615 m/ s 2 , 

Uo = 3.6 m/ s and V0 = 16.8 ml. (This particular experiment was carried out later in 
Eindhoven with a less powerful injection mechanism which alowed only for smaller injection 
velocities. To obtain the same collapse height and therewith a similar soliton, a larger vol
ume had to be injected). The dimensions of the tank used for this visualization study were 
90 x 40 x 40 cm. The top-bottom distance in each picture represents the scale, which is 
27 cm. 

particular after having been reflected at the tank walls. From the video recordings, however, 
it appears that in some cases a soli ton-like disturbance moves at the front of the patch, giving 
rise to a vertical bulge near the nose of the intrusion. This bulge vanishes slowly compared to 
the collapse rate of the patch. In a few experiments with high injection velocities a soliton-like 
feature was observed to detach from the collapsing region and travel up and down the tank a 
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Figure A.4: Density profile of the turbulent patch before the onset of collapse in a continuous 
ambient stratification (a) and in a two-layer fluid (b). The stratification parameters are the 
Brunt-Vii.isii.J.a frequency N [(g/p)(IJp/8z)]~ = 2.2 rad/s for (a) and ob= 0.48 mfs2 for (b). 
The profiles were measured at t = 0.9 s (a) and 1.4 s (b) after injection. 

few times (see figure A.3). Similar wave motions have been observed by Gilreath & Brandt 
(1985) in the wake of an obstacle towed through a density interface. At the earlier stages 
of the collapse, the intrusion front is contorted and is observed to he distorted by flattened 
large eddies, which persist for longer times than the small-scale turbulence. At later stages, 
the front changes into one single, sharp intrusion. After the collapse the motion is mainly 
horizontal. A dipolar vortex structure emerges, which moves slowly in a straight line along 
its axis of symmetry. This dipolar structure takes on the same appearance as the dipoles 
observed in a linearly stratified fluid by van Heijst & Flor (1989), Voropayev, Afanasyev & 
Filippov (1991) and FvHF. 

Typical examples of the vertical density profile through a. turbulent patch in a linearly 
stratified fluid and in a two-layer fluid are presented in figures A.4a. and A.4b, respectively. In 
a linearly stratified fluid, the turbulent eddies over the entire patch are competing with roughly 
the same restoring buoyancy force, which results in a single mixed region (see figure A.4a). 
For the two-layer case, the entrained fluid from the upper and lower layers have a buoyancy 
cbf2 with respect to the turbulent eddies in the patch. The entrained lighter fluid from the 
upper layer will be carried downwards and heavy fluid (entrained from the lower layer) will be 
carried upwards by the overturning fluid of density (p1 + p2)/2. Initially, the lighter fluid tends 
to concentrate in the upper part of the patch and the heavier fluid will be in the lower part 
of the patch (see figure A.4b). When eddies continue to overturn fluid across the midplane, 
they will experience an almost two-fold increase of the buoyancy force, which may suppress 
the overturning if the inertia forces of the eddies are too weak to perform overturning motions 
against the increased buoyancy forces. During the collapse, both mixed regions give rise to 
two different intrusions as observed from flow visualisations (see figure A.2c and A.2d). When 
the dipolar vortex structure emerges, only the horizontal motions remain at the interface 
and due to molecular diffusion between the sharp intrusions, an intrusion with a single nose 
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Figure A.5: Typical evolution of (a) the vertical patch-size and (b) the corresponding growth 
in horizontal size compared to the vertical growth. The vertical patch size is denoted by the 
symbol • and the horizontal patch size by the symbol o. The experimental parameters for this 
experiment were 6b == 0.757 mfs2 , U0 == 5.44 m/sand V0 == 11.1 ml. The dimensions of the 
tank used for this visualization study were 300 x 40 x 40 cm. 

appears. In some experiments it was observed that remnant standing interfacial wave motions 
interact with the dipole vortices. In contrast to the travelling internal waves, these waves 
decay with a much longer time scale. The standing internal waves induce pulsations in vortex 
size, which cause stretching and compression of the vortices. This mechanism leads to changes 
in the vertical vorticity component of the dipolar structure. As a consequence, the translation 
velocity and the horizontal size of the dipolar structure show oscillations around their mean 
values. Eventually, these standing waves are damped out and the dipole translates at a low 
velocity. 

A.4 Collapse of the turbulent region 

For a typical experiment, the maximum vertical patch size and the maximum horizontal 
spreading of the region were measured from video recordings. The vertical patch size as a 
function of time is shown in figure A.5a, whereas the combination of the maximum horizontal 
and vertical patch sizes is presented in figure A.5b. Initially, the turbulent region grows 
equally in horizontal and vertical directions due to entrainment of ambient fluid. Once the 
influence of the buoyancy forces sets in, the patch growth is retarded and finally reaches 
its maximum size. Subsequently, the patch collapses and decreases in vertical size while the 
horizontal dimensions increase continuously with approximately the same growth rate as before 
the collapse (see figure A.5b ). For all the experiments the vertical size of the patch is measured 
until changes were no longer noticeable, i.e. when the horizontal size is approximately 15 cm 
and the influence of the tank width is still negligible. The collapse continues until the patch 
is confined in a thin layer of fluid and pancake-like eddies start to form. In some cases it 
was observed that interfacial wave motions cause the mixed patch to oscillate with a period 
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of about 0.5 to 1 s. These wave motions induce oscillations in the vertical patch size during 
the growth and subsequent collapse (see figure A.5a); these, however, are considered to be of 
minor importance to the evolution of the vertical patch size, and are thus neglected in the 
scaling analysis which will be discussed below. 

A.4.1 The growth of the turbulent region 
During the initial growth, the turbulent motions are dominated by the inertia forces. Thus, 
a scaling analysis similar to that advanced by FvHF for the growth of a turbulent region in a 
linearly stratified fluid can be used. The growth of the turbulent region lasts for a very short 
period of time so that the kinetic energy during that period can assumed to be a constant, 
viz., 

(A.2) 

where U0 is the injection velocity, V, the injected volume at time t=O, and u'2 (t) and V(t) are 
the mean square horizontal turbulent velocity and volume of the turbulent region at time t, 
respectively. During the evolution, the turbulent region can be approximated by a self-similar 
conical shape of characteristic dimension h(t) and thus its volume can be approximated by 
V(t)"' h(t)3 • For the turbulence within the turbulent region it is assumed that u12 ""w12 , 

--~ --
with w122 being the r.m.s. vertical velocity. Using the scaling for u12 and V(t), one may write 

----;2 _ B voug 
w- 1¥' (A.3) 

• where B1 is a constant. Since the initial growth is dominated by inertial forces of turbulence, 
it is possible to model the entrainment velocity as (Townsend, 1976) 

!!..h 
dt 

(A.4) 

similar to what has been done in previous related studies (see Fernando & Long, 1985; Fer
nando, 1988). Although (A.4) is valid strictly for forced turbulent flows, based on the findings 
of Mobbs (1968), it is assumed that it is also applicable for decaying turbulent patches. Then 
it is possible to obtain, using (A.3) and (A.4), a relation for the growth as a function of time 

(A.5) 

where we have assumed h(O) < h(t), and B3 (~B2Bf)f. Normalized data for the initial 
growth for 15 experiments are presented in figure A.6, which show good agreement with (A.5). 
The least-square fit of the data yields B3 = 0.40 ± 0.06. This value is comparable with the 
corresponding constant A3 = 0.37 for the growth of a turbulent jet in a linearly stratified fluid 
as measured by FvHF. The agreement between the two values reveals that the stratification 
does not substantially influence the initial growth of the turbulent region. 
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A.4.2 The maximum patch size 

The growth of the turbulent blob continues until the vertical inertia forces ( w'2 / h per unit 
mass) of the eddies have decreased to such an extent that the buoyancy forces (lib per unit 
mass) become of comparable magnitude. At that stage, the patch reaches its maximum vertical 
size, and the inertia forces are balanced by the buoyancy forces, viz., 

(A.6) 

where he is the maximum vertical size of the patch. In other words, this relationship implies 
that the patch collapse occurs when the bulk Richardson number helibjw12 increases to a 
critical value B4 • By using (A.3) and (A.6) it is possible to obtain 

(VoUJ) t he= Bs 6f" , (A.7) 

where B5 = (B1B4 )t. The experimental results for the maximum patch height are presented 
in figure A.7, and it is obvious that they show good agreement with'the proposed scaling. The 
best fit required for the data yields Bs 0.5. By using (A.5) and (A.7) the time te, at which 
the patch reaches its maximum size he can be written as 

_ VoUJ 1 
tc - B6 ( /ib5 ) , (A.8) 

where B6 = (B5/ B3)i = 1.7 is obtained by using B3 and B5 . Direct measurement of the 
collapse time te from the experiments yields a value of B6 2.2 ± 0.6. This disparity can be 
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Figure A.8: The experimental results for the collapse stage plotted in the form of equation (11), 
with q = (6b1 / VrfUg)t. The experimental parameters are given in Table I. 

attributed to the difficulty of locating the time tc to attain the maximum he. Nevertheless, 
the constants are of the same order showing a reasonable agreement of the scaling arguments 
with the measurements. 

A.4.3 The collapsing stage 

After the patch has reached its maximum height, the eddies of the integral scale are too 
feeble to entrain the ambient fluid. An isolated patch of mixed fluid with a density different 
from the surrounding fluid remains, while the turbulence within the patch is weakened and 
finally is transformed into small-scale wave-like motions. Simple hydrostatic calculations show 
that there will be a horizontal pressure gradient between inner and outer fluid, which causes 
the mixed patch to physically collapse and the mixed fluid to intrude in the ambient fluid at 
rest. The speed of the intrusion can be evaluated by a balance between the pressure gradient 
force and the inertia force of the intrusion (Manins, 1976): 

dr 1 

dt c1 c htib )'i , (A.9) 

where h( t) and r( t) are the total vertical patch size and the horizontal dimension, respectively, 
and C1 is a constant. Assuming a double conical shape for the mixed patch, the horizontal 
spreading rate dr / dt can be estimated by 

(A.IO) 

By using (A.9), (A.IO) and the expression for the maximum vertical patch size (A.7), it is 
possible to obtain 

(A.ll) 
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exp. Uo (m/s) Vo (ml) ob (m/s2
) B3 R"J33 c3 R"-C3 

6 5.82 3 0.779 0.377 0.945 0.262 0.972 
8 5.82 5 0.779 0.400 0.992 0.401 0.976 
13 5.82 5 0.588 0.350 0.916 0.463 0.973 
15 2.92 7 0.635 0.268 0.885 0.251 0.976 
16 11.71 4 0.635 0.493 0.965 0.430 0.971 
18 9.08 5 0.635 0.433 0.935 0.360 0.904 
19 5.78 7 0.635 0.398 0.977 0.281 0.934 
20 5.78 9 0.635 0.404 0.962 
21 5.78 1 0.635 0.374 0.975 
22 5.78 11 0.635 0.370 0.947 
23 3.21 5 0.635 0.439 0.952 0.2 0.884 
24 10.81 5 0.635 0.501 0.984 0.155 0.934 
25 1.8 3 0.371 0.363 0.797 0.250 0.965 
26 6.4 3 0.371 0.456 0.981 0.286 0.949 
27 6.4 4 0.371 0.409 0.989 0.36 0.99 

Table I 

Table I: Table of the injection parameters and the evaluated constants of the laboratory exper
iments. U0 , V0 and IJb are the injection velocity, injection volume and buoyancy jump across 
the interface, respectively. The experimental constants for the initial growth and the collapse 
B3 and C3 , respectively, (see text) are given for each experiment, together with their correla
tion coefficients R2 of the approximations with the measurements. For experiments 20 to 22 a 
soliton-like wave motion occurred and no regular collapse was observed. 

10 _ll 
where C3 = 2v ,..B5 

2 C1• A comparison of data with (A.ll) is presented in figure A.8. The 
values of C3 for individual experiments are listed in Table I. The constant C3 = 0.30 ± 0.09 
is obtained by taking the mean value of C3 over all measurements. Although the data for 
each individual experiment are in good agreement with the proposed scaling, there is some 
spread of the values of C3 over all the experiments. This is probably due to the interaction 
of the turbulent patch with interfacial wave motions, and the neglect of the development of 
the density gradient within the patch during initial mixing. The value C1 can be evaluated 
by using c3 and yields cl = 0.04. 

A.4.4 The Thorpe-scale measurements 

In a turbulent stratified fluid heavy fluid elements are displaced above the lighter ones by 
turbulent stirring motions, causing density inversions. One method to estimate the scale of 
such overturning motions is to determine the vertical displacements of fluid elements relative 
to a stable, monotonic density profile. This density profile can be obtained by rearranging the 
measured instantaneous profile into a stable one by displacing fluid particles to their neutral 
buoyancy depth by a so-called 'bubble sort' routine (see Dillon, 1982). The required displa
cements are called Thorpe displacements, which provide information about the overturning 
motions of the eddies. The r.m.s. value of these displacements is known as the Thorpe length 
scale Lt. 
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Figure A.lO: The Thorpe scale Lt and the 
nondimensionalized Thorpe scale Ltf Ltma:c 
against time, denoted by the symbols • and 
o, respectively. The data were obtained in an 
experiment with U0 = 5.96 m/s, V0 = 4.5 ml 
and cb = 0.53 m/ s2 • 

In order to measure the Thorpe scale of a decaying turbulent region, a number of exper
iments were performed under identical conditions, i.e. same injection velocity and volume, 
and stratification. For each experiment, two traversing conductivity probes with a distance 
2.9 cm apart were positioned at a given distance from the injection nozzle. These probes 
were shot vertically downwards through the fluid at the instant that the turbulent region was 
at the same position as the probes. Information about the spatia-temporal evolution of the 
turbulent region was obtained by changing the position of the probes for each experiment. By 
using the measured density profiles, the maximum Thorpe displacement Lt max, the Thorpe 
scale Lt and the vertical patch-size Lp were determined: Lp was defined as the region that has 
displacements exceeding 5% of Ltmax· This threshold of 5% was neccessary to suppress the 
noise peaks generated at the start and end position of the probe traverse. In addition, the 
patch size h was measured using video records and the results are shown in figure A.9. The 
latter showed consistently higher values. This is not unexpected in view of the definition of 
the patch size Lp as being the region that contains Thorpe displacements larger than 5% of 
Ltmax• Outside this region, overturning small scale motions can prevail and can disperse dyed 
fluid. During the collapse of the patch the difference between these two patch size measure
ments becomes larger. Under these conditions, the colour visualization technique indicates the 
physical size of the collapsing region, whereas the Thorpe displacement technique indicates 
the return of buoyant fluid parcels to their respective stable position. The latter occurs faster, 
as was indicated by the measurements of FvHF. 

The Thorpe scale Lt and the nondimensional Thorpe scale Lt/Ltma:c are plotted against 
time in figure A.lO. The graph shows that Lt decays approximately linearly with time. The 
normalized Thorpe scale Ltf Lt max appears to remain constant ( ~ 0.4) during the evolution 
of the patch. This is in fair agreement with the previous observations of Itsweire (1984) and 
DeSilva & Fernando (1992) which showed Ltmax/ Lt ~ 2. 75, for decaying stratified turbulence 
and forced stratified turbulence, respectively. Shown in figure A.ll is a plot of Lt versus Lp; 
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Figure A.ll: The variation of the Thorpe scale Lt plotted against the patch size Lp. The symbol 
o refers to averaged values of two probes. 

a linear increase can be seen with Lt approximately equal to 0.18Lp. Inspection of figure AA 
shows that the maximum overturning scale (or the maximum Thorpe displacement Ltma.:c) 
cannot exceed Lp/2 as a result of the development of the jump in the stratification at the 
mid-depth of the patch. The above measurements also show Ltma:c = 0.18/0.4 ~ OA5Lp. 
Gibson (1987) postulated that the patch size should be of the same order as the maximum 
Thorpe displacement. This notion is consistent with our experimental results, because in our 
case the .effective patch size is half of the observed value, in view of the development of a 
sharp density gradient at the middle of the patch. Thus, the effective ratio is Ltma:c/ Lp 
0.45/(Lp/2) ~ 0.9. This value is somewhat higher than that of DeSilva and Fernando (1992), 
who found Ltmax/LP ~ 0.75 for continuously stirred patches. 

A.5 Additional observations: the dipolar structure 

During the collapse stage, mixed fluid is spread radially outwards at its equilibrium density 
level until a flat region of fluid with only horizontal motions remains (see figure A.12a). By 
continuity of mass this diverging flow of mixed fluid induces a low-pressure in the centre of the 
collapsed region. After the collapse, it is observed that the intruded fluid flows back to this 
centre of collapse. At this stage larger horizontal vortices are seen to arise, and their merger 
leads to the formation of the dipolar vortex structure. Simultaneously, the thickness of the 
dipole becomes larger than that of the flat collapsed region (see figures A.l2a and A.12b). 
This dipolar vortex structure has an appearance similar to the dipoles observed in linearly 
stratified fluids (see van Heijst & Fl6r, 1989, and Voropayev et al., 1991). 

The dipolar vortex in a two-layer case is significantly affected by internal waves travelling 
along the interface. These internal waves are mainly generated by the momentum of the 
initial injection and cause oscillations in size and vorticity amplitude of the dipolar vortex. 
Wave-induced stretching and squeezing of vertical vortex: tubes within the dipolar structure 
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Figure A.12: Sideview photographs of the collapsed region before (a) and after (b) the emergence 
of the larger vortex structure. The photographs were taken at t=9.0 s (a) and t=20.0 s (b), 
respectively. The experimental parameter values are: lib = 0.615 mfs2 , Uo = 3.6 m/ s and 
V0 = 13.4 m/. The dimensions of the tank used for this visualization study were 90 X 40 X 40 cm. 
The top-bottom distance in each picture represents the scale and is 28 cm. 

cause a continuous changing of the vertical vorticity components of the vortex structure, as 
well as a continuous change in their mutual distance; this results in an oscillation of the 
translation velocity and the horizontal size of the dipolar structure over a short time interval. 
These oscillations contain much more energy than in the linearly stratified case, because all 
the wave energy is now trapped within a relatively thin layer, and their effect on the vortex 
dipole is therefore more pronounced. Although waves of all modes and frequencies travel 
along the interface, because of conservation of the vertical component of the vorticity, the 
magnitude of the vorticity can only be changed when waves with mode 2 - or higher even 
modes - pass by. From video recordings the temporal evolution of the maximum width and 
displacement of the front of the dipole were measured. This method was adapted, rather 
than measuring the distance between the vortex centres of the dipole, because this distance is 
usually less well-defined. In figure A.13, the results for two different experiments with the same 
stratification are presented, which apparently show identical behaviour. One can observe from 
this plot that the dipole's horizontal size and its displacement distance increase approximately 
linearly over the measured time interval, while showing short-period oscillations. Generally, the 
translation speed has decreased to zero when the dipole has reached its relative maximum size 
(see figure A.13 at t ~ 105 s, 125 sand 150 s). Once the dipole reaches its minimum horizontal 
size the vortices have been stretched and their centres have a smaller mutual distance. The 
combination of both leads to a higher translation velocity, resulting in a relatively rapid 
displacement of the front of the dipole (see figure A.13 at t ~ 110 s, 135 s and 155 s). 
Subsequently, the dipole is squeezed, and its horizontal dimension increases until it reaches a 
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Figure A.13: Measured displacement of the 
dipolar front (solid lines) and size of the di
polar structure (dashed lines) for two differ
ent experiments. The experimental param
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Figure A.14: Plot of equation (13) for the 
modes n=l, 2, 3 and 4. 

maximum size again, and the same process repeats. Numerical simulations of the decomposed 
wave-horizontal vortex equations (see Riley, Metcalfe & Weissman, 1981, and Staquet & Riley, 
1989) for the remnant motions of a collapsed Kelvin-Helmholtz billow in a two-layer shear flow 
have revealed similar oscillations in the vertical vorticity component (wz) when internal waves 
passed by. In these simulations the potential vorticity (defined as w/\1 p / p0 ) did not oscillate, 
showing conservation of potential vertical vorticity and weak interaction between this vorticity 
and internal waves. 

In order to compare the wavenumber and frequency of the internal waves with the oscil
lation frequency of the vortices one can assume that the density profile of the two-layer fluid 
can be approximated by 

- ob 2(z z;) 
p = p exp(

29 
tanh liz ) , (A.12) 

where z; and liz are the level and thickness of the interface, respectively. When the wave 
amplitude is much smaller than the layer thickness, it is possible to obtain the dispersion 
relation as 

1 

(2n+1)w
2 /8z _ [((2n+1)w2/6z) 2 

_ 4(n2 +n)w2 f8z2
]

2 

w2- 8b/8z w2 - obfliz w2- lib/liz ' 
(A.13) 

where n is the wave mode and kh is the wave number (see e.g. Krauss, 1966). Waves interacting 
with the dipolar vortex should have at least a wavelength of twice the diameter of the dipole 
in order to stretch and squeeze the structure as a whole; from figure A.13 follows that the 
dipoles have a mean diameter of approximately D=35 cm and thus waves with wavenumbers 
kh ::::; ;;; ~ 9 m-1 are the possible candidates. The frequency of these oscillations measured 
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from figure A.13 is approximately w = 0.25 radfs. Figure A.14 shows that - according to 
relation (A.l3) - the possible wave modes and wavenumbers for this measured frequency are 
mode n 1 with kh 5 m-1 and mode n = 2 with kh = 9 m-1. The wavenumber for mode 
2 has the same frequency as the observed oscillation frequency (0.25 radf s) of the dipolar 
vortex. Apparently, it is the wave mode 2 which causes the dipolar oscillation. 

A.6 Conclusions 

A laboratory study on the evolution of a turbulent region injected at the interface of a two
layer fluid was performed. An isolated blob of turbulent fluid in a two-layer fluid reaches its 
maximum height when the turbulent eddies in the blob come to a balance dictated by the 
vertical inertia forces of the eddies and the buoyancy forces associated with them. Before 
this happens, the effect of stratification appears to be overshadowed by the inertia forces. 
After reaching this maximum height, the patch starts to collapse. This collapse leads to the 
formation of pancake-like eddies, which may be modulated by interfacial waves. The results 
can be summarized as follows: 

(i) The vertical thickness of the region initially grows independent of the stratification for 
a time period t, ~ 1.7 (VoUJ/6b5)t; 

(ii) At tc, the stratification becomes important and arrests the vertical growth; the vertical 
size of the patch under this critical condition is determined by a balance between vertical 
inertia. and buoyancy forces of the eddies, and is given by he~ 0.5 (VoUJ/6b)i; 

(iii) Measurements indicate an initial increase of the Thorpe scale to a maximum value 
(coinciding with he), and a decrease thereafter. The decrease is slow, but is still faster than 
the decrease of the patch size owing to the physical collapse. The ratio of the Thorpe scale 
to the maximum Thorpe displacement was found to remain constant over the time period 
investigated. The relationship between the Thorpe scale and the patch size was measured to be 
Lt >:Z 0.18Lp. The maximum Thorpe displacement was found to be given by Ltmax/ Lp ~ 0.45. 
This is somewhat low compared to that observed in previous studies and the development of 
stratification within the mixed layer during its evolution may be the reason for this observation; 

(iv) The dipolar structure observed in the present two-layer experiments has the same 
appearance as in a linearly stratified fluid. However, in a two-layer fluid internal wave motions 
appear to be more energetic than in a linearly stratified fluid because of their trapping at the 
interface; thus the interaction between the waves and the vortices is strong. These internal 
waves are mainly of mode 2, and subsequently stretch and squeeze the vortices, inducing 
oscillations of the translation speed and of the horizontal size of the dipole; 

(v) The growth of a turbulent patch in two-layer and linearly stratified fluids (studied by 
FvHF) appear to be governed by similar dynamics, but some differences can be observed in 
details. For example, in linearly stratified fluids the entrained fluid into the patch is subjected 
to mixing over the entire turbulent fluid column, whereas in the two-layer case a sharp interface 
may develop at the plane of symmetry, thus inhibiting exchange of fluid between upper and 
lower halves of the patch. Thus the overturning distances can be smaller in the latter case, 
and the constants which appear in the different balances (scaling arguments) can be different 
for the two cases. 



Appendix B 

Comparison with the Leith vortex 
models 

In slightly viscous two-dimensional flows the enstrophy is transferred to the small scales and 
dissipated, while, due to the inverse cascade, kinetic~energy is transported to the large scales. 
Because viscous effects are not effective on large scales of motion, the energy dissipates rel
atively slowly. This 'selective decay' has led to considerations of characterizing quasi-steady 
two-dimensional flows by a state of minimum enstrophy for a given energy. For axisymmetric 
flows, Leith (1984) found two different minimum-enstrophy vortex models, viz. an isolated 
vortex and a non-isolated vortex model. Both models are briefly discussed in this appendix, 
and are thereafter compared with experimental results. 

Using variational techniques for an axisymmetric continuous vorticity distribution confined 
to a disk with radius R with given kinetic energy and net zero circulation, Leith obtained for 
the minimum-enstrophy state the following solutions for the azimuthal velocity, vorticity and 
stream function 

vo(r) = A 
:yVt(Tr) 

w(r) = A[ J0 (1"r) 

tf!(r) = - ~ [Jo(lr) 

JktR)f] 

Jo(TR)l 

x2r2 
Jo(/R) 4 ], 

(a) 

(b) 
(B.l) 

(c) 

respectively, where A is a constant that is determined by the energy and the angular momen
tum of the vortex, J0 and J1 are Bessel functions of the first kind, and 1 is some constant. 
The boundary condition for the velocity v0(R) = 0 yields the dispersion relation J,l(-yR) = 0, 
that provides for the gravest mode the least enstrophy, so that 1R 5.136. The first terms 
in the equations (B.lb) and (B.lc) reveal a linear relation between wand t/1, while the second 
term represents an additional rigid-body rotation that makes the net circulation of the vor
tex equal to zero. This rigid-body rotation speed n is equal to AJ0(TR) and can be derived 
from the extremal vorticity Wm in the centre of the vortex, which is related to the rotation by 
n = 0.117wm. Because the velocity amplitude of a decaying vortex gradually tends to zero, the 
vortex radius R is experimentally not easily defined, For comparison with experimental results 
it is preferred to use the radius Rvmax where the velocity profile has a maximum. Applying 
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Comparison with the Leith vortex models 
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Figure B.l: Typical profiles of velocity and vorticity of a monopolar vortex. The vorticity profile 
is scaled values with the value w,. 0.227 s-1, the velocity profile with V= WmRvma:cf(ac) = 
0.30 cm/s (the maximum velocity was -0.21 cmfs) and the radial coordinate is scaled with 
Rvma:c = 3.0 cm. The drawn lines represent Leith's isolated vortex model. The monopolar 
vortex was generated by a rotating sphere as described in chapter 5. Experimental parameters: 
forcing rotation speed 340 rpm, 6t 30 s, N = 1.98 radf s and sphere diameter 2.5 cm. 

the relation /R.m.a:c = 2.004 a, the expressions (B.la) and (B.lb) are written as 

vo(r) 

w(r) = 

[J1 (a r / Rvma:c) - Job R) 2~:,) 

[Jo(a r/Rvma:c)- Jo('YR)], 

(a) 

(b) 
(B.2) 

respectively, where c = 1.132 denotes a constant with which the vorticity profile is scaled to 
one. The value A in equation (B.lb) is thus taken equal to the value wmfc, which implies for 
the amplitude of the velocity Ah wmR.m.a:c/(ac). For a constant radius, the amplitude A 
determines in fact the steepness of the velocity profile in the centre region as well as the outer 
region of the vortex. 

Using the same approach for a flow with non-zero circulation and assuming constant en
ergy on a. certain region enclosing the vortex, Leith (1984) found another minimum-enstrophy 
vortex solution with velocity and vorticity now given by 

vo(r) = BJ1(kr) 
(B.3) 

w(r) kBJ0 (kr), 

respectively, where B is a constant. This vortex has a linear w, 'ljl-relation (w = k21jl ). By 
truncating at the first zero of J0 (i.e. kR 2.40, with R the radius) one obtains a (non
isolated) vortex with single-signed vorticity. The outer (azimuthal) potential flow for r > R 
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Figure B.2: Characteristic w, t/1-scatter plot of (a) a monopolar vortex compared with Leith's 
isolated vortex model represented by the drawn line, and (b) after correction for the rigid
body rotation (see text) of G = 0.117wm = 0.027 s-1 • The least-square fit yielded the value 
72 = 0.54cm-2 for the slope. Experimental parameters: see caption of figure B.l. 

is given by 

vu(r) 
1 

RBJ1(kR) -. 
r 

(B.4) 

The scaling with the radius Rvma:r: yields in this case the relation kR,;ma:r: = 1.841. The 
experimental results that were obtained for a typical monopole as described in chapter 5 are 
compared with both minimum-enstrophy vortex models. 

Comparison with experimental results 

The profiles of velocity and vorticity of a typical monopolar vortex are shown in figure B.l. 
Both profiles are compared with Leith's isolated vortex model (B.2), represented by the drawn 
lines. The equations are scaled according to the profiles given by equations (B.2a) and (B.2b ), 
and the radial coordingtte is scaled by Rvmax· Figure B.l shows that, although the ring of 
negative vorticity has a relatively low vorticity value, in the vortex core the profiles fit quite 
well with the model vortex. The lower vorticity value in the ring is probably due to the lateral 
expansion of the vortex as well as due to three-dimensional effects, as was discussed in chapter 
5. 

Thew, '1/J-relation of this vortex is shown in figure B.2a. and is compared with the isolated 
Leith vortex (B.2) represented by the drawn line. The fit in figure B.2a, i.e. for w > 0, 
is determined by the vorticity value Wm in the vortex centre and the stream function value 
'1/Jm = '1/J(wm) - '1/J(w = 0). Although the experimental w, '1/J-relation is slightly nonlinear in 
the vortex centre, the postively-signed vorticity region, representing the core vortex, reveals a 
reasonable correspondence with the Leith vortex. After being corrected for the rotation speed 
ft = 0.117 Wm, the scatter plot shOWS a linear W, '1/J-relation similar to what is predicted by 
Leith's vortex (see figure B.2b). From this linear w,'ljl-relation, the value "(2 could easily be 
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determined by taking a least-square linear fit of the data concerning the vortex region. The 
radius Rvmax was determined, independently, from cross-sectional profiles such as shown in 
figure B.l. For ten scatter plots obtained from two different experiments, the values Rvmax 

and 1 yielded an average !Rvma:c = 2.2 ± 0.1, which approaches the value of 2.00 of the model 
vortex reasonably well. The small but systematic difference can be explained by the slight 
nonlinearity of thew, t/l-relation in the vortex centre, thus yielding also a larger value of Wm -

from which the correction rotation speed n was determined- and therewith a larger value of/· 
Similarresults were obtained for vortices with a Gaussian-like profile in rotating homogeneous 
fluids as observed by van Heijst, Kloosterziel & Williams (1991), whose data were also tested. 

Because in the present experiments the vorticity in the negative ring of the vortex is rela
tively low and thew, t/J-relation in the core is nearly linear, also a nice agreement was obtained 
with Leith's non-isolated vortex model, given by (B.3). For a number of ten experiments the 
w, t/J-relation was least-square fitted for w > 0 and yielded a value for k 2

, while the value of 
Rvma:c was determined as above, yielding an experimental value kRvmax = L 79 ± 0.06 that cor
responds well with the model value of 1.841. These results show that a large class of laboratory 
vortices are reasonably well described by the isolated and non-isolated Leith vortices. 
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Summary and conclusions 

Two-dimensional turbulent flows have the characteristic property to organize into large, co
herent vortex structures. Due to their slow dissipation such coherent structures dominate to a 
large extent the flow evolution. Although no flow is ever purely two-dimensional, flows that are 
close to it show similar features. Large scale geophysical flows are quasi two-dimensional due 
to back-ground rotation, stratification and the geometry of the flow domain. During the past 
decades it has been shown in particular by satellite imagery that both the Earth's atmosphere 
and oceans contain coherent vortices on a range of horizontal scales. Also in other fields of 
physical interest, such as plasma physics and astrophysics, the dynamics of two-dimensional 
flows and coherent vortex structures play an important role. 

Initially motivated by their relevance to geophysical flow systems, the characteristics of 
coherent vortices as well as the organization properties of flows in a stratified fluid were in
vestigated experimentally by using flow visualization and digital image processing techniques. 
Additionally, certain flow features were simulated numerically by rise of a numerical code for 
purely two-dimensional flows. 

In stratified fluids, vertical motions are suppressed by the buoyancy force. In such fluids 
a local perturbation (such as e.g. a pulsed horizontal jet) leads to a small mixed region, that 
after a gravitational collapse of vertically mixed fluid, becomes approximately two-dimensional. 
As a result of the self-organizing properties .of such flows, eventually, a large (horizontal) 
vortex emerges that in the case of a stratified fluid is confined to a thin layer of fluid. The 
inviscid dynamics of such planar vortex structures is shown to be in good approximation two
dimensional. The decay of the structures is mainly due to vertical diffusion of vorticity, and 
thereby its decay is three-dimensional. The dynamics of dipolar vortices, monopolar vortex 
structures and some higher-mode structures, like the tripolar vortex and the triangular vortex, 
is discussed. 

The Lamb-Chaplygin dipole model is found to describe the observed dipolar structures 
quite well. By two analytical models, based on the Lamb-Chaplygin model, the viscous decay 
of dipolar structures is described. Both models showed good comparison with the experimental 
data. Interaction properties of a dipolar vortex with a solid circular cylinder showed that after 
colliding with the cylinder, two asymmetric dipoles form, both of which can be characterized 
by a linear relation between vorticity (w) and stream function ('if.i). 

Monopolar vortices in stratified fluids show, in contrast to their counterpart in non
stratified rotating fluids (see Kloosterziel & van Heijst, 1991 ), a tendency to increase their 
stability: during their evolution, the vortices advect ambient (irrotational) fluid under the in
teraction with internal waves and obtain a less steep velocity profile which corresponds with a 
higher stability. The Leith (1984) minimum enstrophy vortices were found to give a reasonable 
description of these stable monopoles. 

In certain cases an unstable monopolar vortex may give rise to the formation of a tripolar 
vortex or a triangular vortex. It is found that planar multipoled structures with net angular 
momentum retransform eventually to a monopolar vortex. Due to vertical diffusion of vorticity, 
the thinner edges of the structure decay relatively fast, which generally leads to the deformation 
and disappearance of the satellite vortices. This effect is amplified by the lateral expansion of 
the structure due to entrainment. The triangular and the tripolar vortex structures were never 
observed before in a non-rotating stratified fluid and therefore their dynamical characteristics 
have been investigated into detail. Because for both vortices simple analytical model with a 
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distributed vorticity are lacking, the vortex structures are compared with point-vortex models 
that are found to describe some of their characteristics nicely well. 

Besides vortex structures in isolation, the self-organization of a two-dimensional turbulent 
flows on a finite domain with solid lateral boundaries are studied. The flow evolution to a 
quasi-final equilibrium state is determined both by the initial vorticity distribution and the 
boundary geometry. On a rectangular domain a cellular vortex pattern was observed to form, 
with generally the number of cells equal to the aspect ratio of the domain. Interactions of the 
vortex cells with the wall and with neighbouring cell regions induced oscillatory drift motions 
of the individual cells. These drift motions caused the exchange of fluid between different 
cell regions as well as the chaotic mixing of the outer cell regions and thereby influenced the 
flow evolution to an ultimate state. Single vortices, as arising in square and circular tanks, 
were found to have different 'initial' vorticity distributions for two different types of forcings 
used here (i.e. a random-forcing or a well defined localized forcing by which a global flow was 
generated). When advection of vorticity that is generated along the walls was relatively large, 
the flow evolved to a. vortex with its core characterized by a linear w, '4'-relation. In the quasi
final equilibrium state, the individual vortex cells were in agreement with the isolated Leith 
(1984) vortex that was found for minimum enstrophy. The flows on a bounded domain, as 
well as the ultimate flow states of isolated coherent vortices, were in agreement with different 
available maximum-entropy theories. However, the measurements did not show a significantly 
better correspondance with one of the available theoretical descriptions in particular. 
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Samenvatting 

Tweedimensionale turbulente stromingen hebben de karakterisitieke eigenschap zich te orga
niseren in grote coherente wervelstructuren. Deze coherente structuren bepalen vanwege hun 
lange levensduur in grote mate de verdere evolutie van de stroming. Hoewel in de natuur geen 
enkele stroming puur tweedimensionaal is, zijn er veel stromingen die quasi-tweedimensionaal 
zijn doordat de bewegingen in een bepaalde richting onderdrukt worden. Zo zijn grootschalige 
geofysische stromingen in benadering tweedimensionaal onder invloed van de aardrotatie, stra
tificatie en de geometrie van de stroming. De afgelopen decennia hebben o.a. satellietbeelden 
een scala aan grootschalige coherente structuren in de atmosfeer en de oceanen getoond. Ook 
in andere takken van de fysica, zoals de plasma-fysica en de astrofysica, blijken coherente 
structuren en de dynamica van tweedimensionale stromingen een belangrijke rol te spelen. 

Dit promotie onderzoek is hoofdzakelijk gemotiveerd vanuit de geofysische sfeer. De karak
teristieken van coherente structuren alsmede de organisatie-eigenschappen van stromingen 
in een gestratificeerde vloeistof zijn experimented onderzocht. Er is gebruik gemaakt van 
visualisatie-technieken en digitale beeldverwerkingsmethoden. Ter vergelijking met de exper
imentele resultaten zijn enkele stromingen numeriek gesimuleerd. 

In gestratificeerde vloeistoffen worden verticale bewegingen onderdrukt door de Archimedes 
kracht. Een locale verstoring (bijvoorbeeld door een gepulseerde horizontale jet) leidt tot 
een klein doorgemengd vloeistofvolume, dat na enige tijd onder invloed van de zwaartekracht 
inklapt en resulteert in een quasi- tweedimensionale stroming. Als gevolg van de zelf-organisatie 
in dit soort stromingen ontstaat een grote (horizontale) wervelstructuur die zich in een dun 
vloeistoflaagje bevindt. Uit een schalingsanalyse blijkt dat de niet-visceuze dynamica van deze 
vlakke structuren in goede benadering tweedimensionaal is. Het verval van deze structuren 
heeft echter een driedimensionaal karakter en wordt hoofdzakelijk door verticale diffusie van 
vorticiteit bepaald. De dynamica van dipolaire wervelstructuren, monopolaire wervels en 
enkele hogere mode structuren zoals tripolaire wervels en driehoekswervels is onderzocht. 

Dipolen zijn vergeleken met het Lamb-Chaplygin dipool model dat een goede beschrijving 
van de waargenomen structuren blijkt te geven. Het visceuze verval van deze dipolen is 
beschreven aan de hand van twee analytische modellen die beide gebaseerd zijn op dit Lamb
Chaplygin dipoolmodel. De overeenkomst van de modellen met de experimentele data geeft 
aan dat diffusie van vorticiteit in verticale richting in belangrijke mate het verval van de 
dipolen bepaalt. Interacties van een dipool met een vaste cirkelvormige cilinder laten zien dat 
zich na de interactie twee nieuwe asymmetrische dipolen vormen die beide door een lineaire 
relatie tussen vorticiteit ( w) en stroomfunktie ( 1/J) worden gekarakteriseerd. 

Monopolaire wervels in gestratificeerde vloeistoffen hebben -in tegenstelling tot de mono
polen in roterende homogene vloeistoffen zoals waargenomen door Kloosterziel & van Heijst, 
1991- de neiging steeds stabieler te worden. Onder invloed van interacties met interne golven 
vervormt de cirkelvormige wervelstructuur en vindt er advectie van (irrotationele) omgev
ingsvloeistof plaats. Daardoor wordt het verloop van de tangentiele snelheid met de straal 
minder steil en neemt de stabiliteit van de wervel toe. Het Leith minimum enstrofie model 
geeft een redelijke beschrijving van deze stabiele monopolen. 

In sommige gevallen leiden onstabiele monopolen tot de formatie van een tripolaire wervel 
of driehoekswervel. Uit de experimenten blijkt in het algemeen dat deze multipoolstructuren 
uiteindelijk overgaan in een monopoolstructuur. Als gevolg van verticale diffusie van vorticiteit 
vervallen de dunnere randen van deze multipoolstructuren eerder dan de kern, wat leidt tot 
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de deformatie en het uiteindelijk verdwijnen van de satellietwervels. Dit effect wordt versterkt 
door de laterale expansie van de structuur als gevolg van entrainment. 

De tripolaire wervel en de driehoekswervel zijn niet eerder in een niet-roterende gestra
tificeerde vloeistof waargenomen en hun karakteristieken zijn uitvoerig onderzocht. Omdat 
tot nog toe geen eenvoudige modellen met een continue vorticiteitsverdeling bekend zijn voor 
deze wervelstructuren, zijn beide wervels met puntwervel modellen vergeleken. Deze puntwer
vel modellen beschrijven ondanks dat ze een sterke vereenvoudiging van de werkelijkheid zijn 
enkele karakteristieke eigenschappen van de wervels redelijk goed. 

Naast de evolutie van geisoleerde coherente structuren zijn quasi-tweedimensionale stro
mingen onderzocht die op het gehele domein zijn gegenereerd. De evolutie van deze stromingen 
naar een stationaire eindtoestand blijkt zowel door de soort forcering als door de geometric 
van het stromingsdomein te worden bepaald. Stromingen op een rechthoekig domein orga
niseren zich in een celvormig wervelpatroon, waarbij in het algemeen het aantal cellen gelijk 
is aan de lengte-breedte verhouding van het domein. De interacties van de wervels met de 
wand en tussen de wervelcellen onderling leiden tot oscillatie-achtige verschuivingen van de 
wervelcellen. Deze 'verschuivingen' veroorzaken uitwisseling van vloeistof tussen de cellen en 
chaotische menging van de buitenste celgebieden, en heinvloeden zo de evolutie naar een sta
tionaire eindtoestand. Op een vierkant of cirkelvormig domein vormt zich na zelf-organisatie 
van de stroming een enkele wervelcel die een andere vorticiteitsverdeling heeft voor een ran
dom forcering dan voor een goed gedefinieerde locale forcering. Als gevolg van advectie van 
aan de wand gegenereerde vorticiteit verandert dit 'initiele' vorticiteitsprofiel. In alle gevallen 
waar advectie van vorticiteit relatief groot is, ontwikkelt de stroming zich naar een wervel 
waarvan de kern gekarakteriseerd wordt door een lineare w, ,P-relatic. In de stationaire eind
toestand komen de individuele wervel-cellen goed overeen met het Leith (1984) model voor 
geisoleerde minimum-enstrofie wervels. De meetresultaten van zowel deze stromingen op een 
eindig domein als die van de geisoleerde wervelstructuren kwamen overeen met de bestaande 
maximum-entropie theorieen maar waren niet significant genoeg om de voorkeur te kunnen 
geven aan een bepaalde maximum-entropie theorie. 
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nauw betrokken is geweest bij het verloop van het onderzoek. Naast zijn suggesties en 
stimulerende enthousiasme gedurende het onderzoek, was zijn steun bij het schrijven van 
dit proefschrift voor mij van grote waarde. 

Anton van Steenhoven, voor de discussies en de vele waardevolle suggesties en aanwijzingen 
die hij heeft aangevoerd ter verbetering van dit proefschrift. 

Joe Fernando, for giving me the opportunity to visit his laboratory at the Department of 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering of Arizona State University (U.S.A.) in order to 
carry out experiments on the evolution of turbulent patches in a two-layer fluid. I highly 
appreciate the collaboration and the companionship of all the colleagues during my stay 
at A.S.U. 

Piet Jonker (RU Utrecht), die de beeldverwerkingsmethode voor het digitaliseren van deelt
jesbaanfoto's en de numerieke verwerking van gedigitaliseerde experimentele snelheids
velden operationeel heeft gemaa.kt. 

Eep van Voorthuizen, voor het voorzien en/of ma.ken van alle mogelijke experimentele beno
digdheden en tevens het repareren van allerlei apparatuur. 

Harm Jager, voor zijn hulp bij het inrichten van een laboratorium voor gestratificeerde vloei
stoffen op de TU-Eindhoven dat inmiddels de bijnaa.rn 'aquarium de zoute haring' heeft 
gekregen. 

Oscar Velasco Fuentes, voor het verlenen van zijn buitengewoon praktische programmatuur, 
zoals DGP-PC, de enthousiaste uitwisseling van nieuwe resultaten, en niet te vergeten 
alle turbulente discussies over politieke, ethische en literaire za.ken. 

Caspar Williams, voor zijn uitbreidingen van de beeldverwerkingsmethode, het ontwerp van 
gebruikersvriendelijker data-acquisitie programma en zijn grote bereidvaardigheid om 
mee te denken bij allerlei programmeer problemen die zich voordeden gedurende het 
onderzoek. 

De afstudeerders: Rem! Delfos, voor de plezierige samenwerking en zijn bijdrage aan het on
derzoek (in Utrecht) aan het verval van dipolaire wervels in een gestratificeerde vloeistof; 
Robert van Sluis, Waiter Govers, Erik de Hoog en Frank Engels (Eindhoven) voor bun 
grote inzet bij het doen van veel aanvullende experimenten aan dipolen, monopolen, 
tripolen en zelf-organiserende stromingen op een gesloten domein, alsmede bij het uit
werken van de metingen. 

Roberto Verzicco (Universita di Roma "La Sapienza"), with whom it was a pleasure to collab
orate during his stay at Eindhoven. This collaboration has resulted in the experimental
numerical study on dipole-cylinder collisions. 
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Prof. D.C. Montgomery (Dartmouth College, Hanover), for his useful suggestions on the 
scaling analysis of stratified Hows he gave during his stay at the TUE. 

Seth Lichter (Northwestern University, Chicago), voor de gezellige tijd als kamergenoot op 
de RU te Utrecht en de plezierige samenwerking aan wall-jets. 

Jerry Westerweel, voor de prettige samenwerking bij het verwerken van enkele dipool-expe
rimenten met Particle Image Velocimetry. 

Jan Voskamp, voor het beschikbaar stellen van zijn numerieke code en zijn hulp bij de 
numerieke simulaties aan zelf-organiserende stromingen. 

The many Russian and Ukrainian visitors for their sociability, in particular Slava Meleshko 
for his inspiring presence in the vortex dynamics group and his mixing experiments on 
science-stimulating elixirs. 

Verder wil ik alle andere leden van de vakgroep Transportfysica, in het bijzonder van de 
groep werveldynamica, voor de prettige tijd aan de TUE. 

Op de achtergrond, en vanuit een heel andere gezichtshoek, hebben de discussies over turbu
lentie zoals gezien door de kunstenaar Eduard Flor, mijn vader, inspirerend gewerkt. 

Aan het thuisfront bedank ik mijn vrouw Tanya voor alle zorgen die ze voor enige tijd op 
zich heeft genomen, en David voor zijn grote vrolijkheid in de vroege ochtenduren. 
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Jan-Bert Flor is op 10 November 1959 te Amsterdam geboren waar hij in 1981 het VWO 
diploma behaalde. Hij studeerde Technische wiskunde aan Technische Hogeschool te Eind
hoven (1981-1982) en geofysica metals hoofdrichting meteorologie aan de Rijksuniversiteit te 
Utrecht (1982-1988). Zijn afstudeeronderzoek was gewijd aan 'dipolen in gestratificeerde vloei
stoffen'. Na zijn studie heeft hij een jaar onderzoek gedaan aan het Institut de Mecanique de 
Grenoble aan de Universite de Grenoble in Frankrijk. In 1989 begon hij zijn promotieonderzoek 
als onderzoeker in opleiding (0.1.0.) bij de vakgroep Meteorologie en Fysische Oceanografie 
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naar Eindhoven- aan de Technishe Universiteit te Eindhoven. 

Per 1 Mei 1994 is Jan-Bert Flor werkzaam aan het Department of Applied Mathematics 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift van J .B. Fl6r 

1. De dynamica van vlakke stromingen in gestratificeerde media is in goe
de benadering tweedimensionaal wanneer het Richardson-getal, dat de 
verhouding tussen de 'buoyancy' frequentie en de verticale schering 
weergeeft, van de orde 10 of groter is. 

Riley, J.J., Metcalfe, R. W. & Weissman, M.A. 1981 Proc. AlP Conf. 
Bruce J. West Ed., 79-112. 
Dit proefschrift, §2.5. 

n. Quasi-tweedimensionale stromingen organiseren zich in quasistationai
re wervelstructuren die een sterke tendens vertonen naar een lineaire 
relatie tussen vorticiteit en stroomfunctie. 

Dit proefschrift, boofdstukken 2,5,6. 

m. Bepaalde advectie-eigenschappen van tweedimensionale stromingen met 
een continue vorticiteitsverdeling kq.nnen bijzonder goed door punt
wervelmodellen beschreven worden. 

Meleshko, V. V., Kostantinov, M. Yu., Gurzhi, A.A. & Konovaljuk, 
T.P. 1992 Phys. Fluids A4, 2779-2797. 

van Heijst, G.J.F. & F16r, J.B. 1989 Nature 340, 212-215. 

IV. Tripolaire en triangulaire wervels kunnen ook in een gestratificeerde 
vloeistof voorkomen. 

Dit proefscbrift, boofdstuk 5. 

v. Behalve in het laboratorium komen multipolaire wervel-structuren' ook 
in de beeldende kunst voor. 

E. F16r, Een motief, 1974 
Bronze relief 800 n. Chr., National Museum of Ireland, Dublin 
Gotiscbe Steen, Historisch museum, Stockholm 
etc. 



v1. In het zoeken naar samenhang en wetmatigheid om tot een herkenbaar 
harmonisch geheel te komen, bestaan er interessante parallellen tussen 
kunst en wetenschap. 

vn. De enige godsdienst die ingaat tegen de natuur, tegen het gezond ver
stand, tegen onze genietingen, is de enige die er altijd geweest is. 

Blaise Pascal, Pensees 

vm. Uitspraken over groepen in de samenleving die gedaan worden op grond 
van statistisch onderzoek, hebben vaak ten onrechte hun weerslag op 
het individu in de vorm van een vooroordeel. 

IX. Bij het opvoeden van het kind realiseren de opvoeders zich vaak onvol
doende dat de invloed van hun eigen handelen en denken op het kind 
groter is dan de aangewende pedagogiek. 

x. Net zoals dat voor sigaretten en alkoholische drank reeds het geval is, 
dient de reclame voor auto's aan banden te worden gelegd. Te koop 
aangeboden auto's dienen eveneens van een waarshuwend etiket te wor
den voorzien. 




